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Norton's Gordian Knot
By Leonard A. Goymerac

nraveling the government's
bureaucrat knot concerning
the Public Benefit Law and
the reuse of Norton A.F.B. may
require the same tactic used by
AJexandcr the Great. Greek mythology tells us when AJcxander was confronted by the tangled and insoluble
Gordian knot, he calmly drew his
sword and cut through it!
The multilayered agencies of the
federal government. the Department of
Defense and the various branches of
the mihtary have proved to be nothing
more than a formidable bureaucratic
knot in transferring military installations mto c1vilian use. Whether by
des1gn or by ~orne grand1ose master
plan, Norton has been undergoing its
civilian metamorphosis for almost four
years. Paradoxically, the long and
arduous transformation may be working in reverse when viewed m the need
for economic development.

U
IN A PLACE KNOWN FOR PERFECT WEATHER, WE'RE
WO RKING TO IMPROVE THE BUSINESS CLIMATE.
• At E.dison, we understand that your company's sutcess is vital to our state's
econom,\. So \\ e ha\'e made a commitment to offer services which will help
businesses remain competitive while remaining in California.
1- 800-3-EDISON

• Our Business Retention Consu ltants will help find real solutions to many of'
your cha llenges- not just _vour energy concerns. t\ nd \\e of'f'er these confidential services f'ree

' ' T

ake Me Out to the Ball
Game" and bring your
wallet! Minor league
baseball in the Inland Empire has
moved out of the bullpen and into
the major leagues of spans business.
W1th two Californ1a League professional teams 1n Riverside County
and three in Silll Bernard no County,
there's an abundance of wholesome
entertainment, memorabilia, souvenir programs and hot dogs to share
with family or friends.
California League Class A teams

are "farm team" training bases for
the major leagues. The High Desen
Mavericks team is affihated with the
Ronda \1arhns, the Riverside Pilots
with the Seattle Mariners, the Rancho Cucamonga Quakes w1th the
San D1ego Padres and the Palm
Springs Angels v.ith the (Anahclml
Cal1fomia Angels; the San Bernardi
no Spirit wul be affiliated i'l a "coop" w1th the Oakland As, New York
Yankees. Colorado Rock1cs and the
Florida Marlins.
Plea.s~

See Page /6

Union Exec Won't Take 'No' For an Answer

of' charge. \\'e ab;o work in partnership with state and local go\ernments, other utilities,
and economic de\·elopment organizations to get you 111 touth with othe1·s \\ ho can help.

•

• lo "dd;o;oo, "'' ollCc"

'"'"'Y of ooeo·gy

pcogcamo wh;oh ;odudo onocgy

ef"ficiency rebates and incenti\·es, rate opt ions, f'ree energy aud i ts, and more. t\nd our

Customer Techno logy t\ pplication Cen t er (CT,\ C) sho>vcases t he latest in e lectric

techno logies, such as new, more energy-ef'ficient ligh ti ng. • Because in the deba te over jobs

versus the environment. Edison belie\ cs >\ ith a li ttle creat ive cnergv we can have bot h .

If'you feel tha t your company could usc our help. give us a ca ll at I 800-3-E, DI S O N.
By Edie Boudreau

Southern California Edison

CREATIVE

ENERGY

ou have to give h~m credit.
Joe Perez, executive secretary of the Riverside-based
Building and Construction Trades
Council, isn't a quitter. He is still
trying to get Kaiser steel-mill dismantling work for members of the

Y

37 Inland Empire union locals that
he represents. In spite of the fact
that the Chinese labor issue looks
like a done deal, Perez continues to
search for an opening that will get
his people in the door.
He has approached other unions
involved in the project, such as the
Teamsters, Railroad Workers, and

Please See Pag~ 22

II

Longshoremen, for mutual support.
He's keeping mum on results of
those conversations, but an anonymous source in one transportation
group replied, "When the word
goes out for action, everything is
ready to come to a standstill."
The issue of union jobs taken by
foreigners isn't quite as straightforward as 1t first appeared, however.
A conversation between this
reporter, J oe Perez, and Steven
Benjamin of Benjamin Brothers, a
Philadelphia contracto r who is
working as a coordinator on the site
wllh the Chinese, revealed prev iously undisclosed facts that actually cost union members jobs on the
site .
Benjam i n , wh ose f~rm has
worked with the Chinese buyers on
three previous dismantling jobs,
claims that he tried to work with
the Ironworkers ' union to provide
some jobs for local members, but
was turned down by union representatives . "The refusal of the
union representatives to discuss
Please Su Page 25

Secretary of Defense Les Aspin's
recent pronouncements of additional
base closures, especially those in California wh1ch have been temporarily
put on hold, should perhaps be viewed
in the same time conte1lt as Nonon.
Other ba<;e closures will undoubtedly
follow the same step-by-step procedure in the transference process. and
will perhaps take several years in the
making. Ocarly, no base would be
closed over night. The impact and economic consequences would be catastrophic. Because of such a comple1l
procedure. it does not begm to address
the urgent need to respond to potenual
lessees who have already submitted
letters of intent to the airport authority
The dilemma faced by the San
Bernardino Airport Authonty is not
bemg able to consummate leases unul
a record of decision IS reached and by

At Deadline
tephen AJbright has been named
president and CEO of the Inland
Empire Economic Partnership,
replacing Steve PonTell. Both previously served the IEEP after the merger
of two regional development groups.
The two leaders collaborated in constructing a process by which third parties chose which one would succeed
the dual leadership period and which
one would resign. _ __ _ _ __

S

Pac ific Physician Se rv 1ce s has
armounced an agreement to acquire
Parkvie w Family Health Medical
Group for $2 million. The agreement
will raise to five facilities under PPS in
Riverside.--------Cal Poly Pomona has announced its
creation of an Apparel Technology
Research Center. The Southern California region supports more than
108,00) apparel-related jobs. 6
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Correction
The 1993 Inlarxl Empire Busiress Journal Book of Lists regretS
having inadvenently omitted Foothill Indepcrxlcnt Bank from tre
list of Indeperxlcnt Banks.
Compiled data from Sreshunoff Information Services, Inc. arx1
bank sourres for tre same period as tre Book of Lists (period eooing J~me 30, 1992, compared to December 1991) show Foothill's

Tbtal Assets to be $266,427,00) with 1.9% change; Tbtal Loans
$196,918,00) with -2.3% change; Total Non-performing Loans
$9,131,00) with 46.8% change; Non-performing Loans as% of
Gross Loans 4.62% and as 3.43% of Thta1 Assets; Core Capital
ratio of 7.44. Thp local executive is George E. Langley, presideru
and CEO. Corporate offices are at 510 South Grand Avenue, Glendora, 91740. Phore: (818) 963-8551 or (714) 599-9351. 11
Vol. V . No 4 Ail<i!1993 - Inland Empore Bus•ness Journal ,. pobhshed monthly by
Oady Planet Pubhsh•ng. Inc . 305 Sacramento P1ace. Ontano, CA 91764. Bulk rate
U.S postage pa.d, Cn.no. CA. penM No 243. Send addreM cllanges to: Inland
Emp•re Bus•ness Journal. C•rcuranon Dept, 305 Sacramento Place, Ontano, CA
91764 lrlorma110n 10 '"" Inland Emptre BUSiness Joi.rn81 ;s deemed 10 be """'ble. but the
ocancy ot ttus IOloiTT18110n cannot be guarerreed The maregemenl ol the Inland Empore

~~J~,:~r:~..=, ~=r."'~::'r1: ~.,:::,~"%f~"'~~~:'~~

oxprossed henm, oonstllutes an endClfsement, or sohcUIKln, lor a~ purpose, or lor the pLrchae or sale ol any S8CLI'lly. 'Inland Emp•re Busness Joumar trademark regiStered 10 the
U.S Pllent Oflco Ct988 by Daily Plaret PubiiSibng. Inc. All ng>ts ,_rved Reproduc:oon m
whole. or'" pan, wthoiA W!lllen permiSSIOn, IS protobnad. Manuscnpts or anWilri< submitted 10
tho Inland Empore EiuslnHS Jourral lor pubi1C81oo shoold be acco11'91rood by sell-<1ddrossed
n11um orMIIope W'lh torT8CI pos:ago. T"" pobbher assumes no r8S!>Of1Sibilny lor !heir recurn
Op1010111 expressed 10 oornmorr.,. 1111 those of !he a<Ahor, and noc noc:ossanly those ot tho

Inland Emplflt a...,... Journal Subocrploo paymenl m\151 accompany all orders lor !he
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In all the thrashing about
that results from our dwin dling gold reserves, it's
about time that thts country
and other countries get
some perspective on the
situation.
The dav this country IS out
of the 'stuff, that day gold
becomes what it's worth as
a metal and no longer will
have much significance as
a monetary measurement
It isn't the gold we have
that makes this nation rich,
it's what we make, our
know-how, our productivity.
So long as this country produces more and better, the
world will conJinue to want
what we make
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BARTER EXCHANGE Castle Amusement Park
(The Personal Touch)

Additional
Business
Through
BARTERING

APRIL 1993

SBAto
Present Awards
at Small
Business Week
Luncheon
mall business owners and
advocates from Orange ,
Riverside and San Bernardino Counties will be honored at a
Small Business Week Luncheon on
May 6. The theme for this year's
celebration is " Small Business:
Helping Build America's Future."
The Small Business Person of
the Year Award will be presented to
Charles and Jan Crawford of Bengal Equipment and Tractor Company in Fontana.
The luncheon will be held at the
Anaheim Marriott HoteL Further
information can be obtained from
the Orange County Chamber of
Commerce & Industry at (714)
634-2900. 11

S

Ernst & Young
Entrepreneur of the
Year Competition
Announced

T

he nomination process for
the 1993 Entrepreneur of
the Year has begun. There
is no fee for nominations, which
must be completed by April 9.
Self-nominations are encouraged,
as are those from anyone who
works with entrepreneurs. For
more information call (909) 2767279. 11

25 s;kes of :Jamily Jun !

MEMBERS INCLUDE:

I

• Auto Maintenance
• Restaurants
• Legal Services
• Family Recreation
• Clothing Stores
• TV & Appliance
• Flower Shops
• Fitness Club

• Gift Shops
• Print Shops·
• Accounting
• Veterinary
• Hair Sa lo: s: J
• Video Stores
• Construction
• Jewelers

L...

• Group Packages Available
(Reserva lions required)

• Gift Certificates
• Birthday Parties
(Reservations required)

W hy lay out your hard earned cash for your bus1ness needs when you can be
bartering for them With the additional bustness we send you?

• 30 Rides and Attractions

Conserve your cash outlay and reduce your overhead by bartenng With Barter
members for your bus1ness, personal and family bexpenses.

• Four Sculptured Miniature
Golf Courses-72 Holes!

Example ... Pay a $200 cash equivalent cred1ts for your mechanical and pr~nting
needs from your accumulated credits.
Using your wholesale barter cred its (eqUivalent dollars) you are purchasing at
your cost (wholesale). Doesn' that sound great? PLUS YOU STILL HAVE THAT
$200 CASH IN YOUR POCKET- SOUND INTERESTING?

BARTER EXCHANGE
1678 North "E" Slreet
San Bernardino, CA 92405

• Arcade with 400 Video
Games
• Quality Family
Entertainment in Colorful
Pleasant Settings, 365
Days a Year!

SIGN-UP MEMBERSHIP COUNT 340
Founded & Locally Owned by Family for Over 8 Years

(714) 881·6130-34 ·(FAX) 881-6135
Ask for Joseph. JuHe. Maryann or Tony

3500 Polk Street • Riverside • (909) 785-4141
(Off 91 freeway between La Sierra and Tyler)
WINTER HOURS:
Minialwtt Golf and Arctuk opttn daily 10 am 110 pm, Friday & Sa1wday to Midnighl
Ridtt Park. opttn Fridt:ry 6 pm /o 1 I pm, Sa1wday noon to 11 pm, Sllllllay 110011 /o 8 pm
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AQMD Sorely in Need of Reform
by Assemblyman Curt Pringle

ecently, South Coast Ai r
Quality Management District
(SCAQMD) Chairman Hank
Wedaa wro e a letter in the Orange
County Register in response to an editorial praising a package of bills by
State Senator John Lewis (R Orange) and myself aimed at reforming the AQMD. Mr. Wedaa called tre
editorial and our reform legislation
" ... a veiled attempt to defend those
who pollute our air...." He then proceeded to blame the anti-business
policies of the AQMD on the Legislature, noting it was legislative action
last year (AB 1572, with Democrats
voting 46 to 1 in favor and Republicans voting 32 to 0 against) which
gave the AQMD authority to double
their fines.
The AQMD's worst enemies could
not have produced better evidence that
the SCAQMD does not understand
the impact of their regulations and
fines on business. One is left wondering if Mr. Wedaa would authorize his
staff to execute violators of his regulations if the Legislature allowed him to
do so.
The fact of the matter is tre regulations promulgated by the SCAQMD
have a tremendous negative impact on
the business climate in Southern California. In addition to my personal
encounters with the AQMD as a business owner, I have spent much of my
time since being elected last year touring businesses in my district to assess
the impact on other business owners.

R

Businessmen and women are nearly
unanimous in their frustration with
this over-regulating bureaucracy
For example, I recently toured a
small metal finishing shop in my district. The owner of the busine.<;S cares
about air quality at least as deeply as
any regulator. He has invested in capital improvements to purchase the
most efficient and environmentally
clean equipment available. He has 11/2 employees working solely on
compliance with environmental regulations. Yet even this shining example
of a good corporate citizen is being
strangled by the AQMD.
Mr. Smith (not his real name-we
wouldn't want regulators to show up
at his door after this is published) has
a permit to spray 17 gallons of paint
per day. Recently, he had the opponunity to take on a major new contract.
This increased business would have
allowed him to hire more than 30 new
employees. Yet when he applied to
increase his permit from 17 gallons to
27 gallons per day, he was denied by
the AQMD. That business will now
be done in Nebraska, and those 30
jobs will be in Nebraska also.
The problems with the AQMD are
mainly structural in nature. For example, our Founding Fathers recognized
the dangers of having those who make
laws also being responsible fo r
enforcement. Thus, they created the
fundamental principle of "separation
of powers," i.e., the separate executive
and legislative branches of government. Yet the AQMD has no separation of powers. The same people who

It

pass their onerous regulations also
hire the enforcers. I have heard too
often about business owners who
appeared at AQMD Board hearings to
complain and had surprise inspections
shonly thereafter No checks arxl balances here.
What's more, the AQMD is selffunded . Their operating budget is
based on tre amount of fines and fees
they collect. This has clear\ y created
an incentive to aggressively fine businesses.
Senator Lewis and I have introduced a comprehensive package of
legislation to reform the structure and
regulations of the AQMD. My bills
would:
• require tre AQMD to issue "fix-it
tickets" on first notice of the violation.
The business would have 15 days to
correct the problem before fines are
issued,
• eliminate the costly and ineffective nip-reduction plans of tre AQMD
that have cost employers millions of
dollars in attempted compliance,
• require tre AQMD to choose tre
economically least harmful way of
implementing air quality regulations if
the environmental outcome is the
same, and
• require an elected body, tre Legislature, to ratify AQMD regulations
that have an economic impact greater
than $500,00).
The AQMD is a bureaucracy sorely
in need of reform. I believe our bills
are a big step toward balancing the
goals of air quality and economic
development. 11

Industrial Real Estate 1992 Summary and
Recommendations, Inland Empire West (lEW)

ss absorption in 1992 was 9,974,395 sq. ft.
ith net absorption of app roximately
,500,000 sq. ft. (A user who downsizes
from a 50,(XX>-sq.-ft. facility to a 25,00) sq. ft. facility within the lEW affects gross absorption-total
square footage sold or leased-by +25,00) sq. ft. and
net absorption by -25,00) sq. ft.)
lEW lease and sale rates continued to decline during 1992 with some rates reaching 1981 levels.
About 30% of tre gross absorption consisted of sales
while about 70% consisted of lease transactions.
Much of the activity was driven by REO properties
being disposed of by banks aro the KI'C. The general softness in real estate prices encouraged some
companies to move into larger quaners and some
tenants to become building buyers.
As of year-end 1992, 12,488,123 sq. ft. of space
was available of an approximate 80,CXX>,CXX>-sq.-ft.
industrial base. The vacancy rate of approximately
15% is expected to decrease this year due to the lack.
of new construction.
The first half of 1993 will continue to be a lessee's
or buyer's market as the disposal of excess inventory

from the late 1980s connnues. If you plan to expand
the area, so 1993 may be the fi rst step out of this
tough land ma.Jket
or downsize, the right time is now. There are still
opportunities for buyers in many size ranges, and tre
The above summary and recommendations were
SBA is providing 90% financing to qualified buyers.
provided by Cushman & Wakefield of California,
Inc. For more information, contact Annen GourOwner/investors should sit tight if possible
dikian or Sid Osborn at the Ontario office (909) 980through 1993. If the lEW economy continues to
7788. 11
exparo as predicted, there should be a significant
supply/demaro imbalance by late 1993 or early 1994
in favor of building owners.
Inland Empire Industrial Market
Owner/occupants will find that now is the
Year-to-Date Leasing & Sales Activity
time to expand or to downsize, but not the
Fourth Quarter 1992
best time to sell your facility. If you can make
a move without requiring the equity in your
Tolal YTD Leasing & Sales
current facility, do so by leasing out your curActivity: 9,974,395 SF
rent facility for one-to-three years and plan to
sell at that time. For tre owner,bccupant who
needs operating capital and does not want to
move, a sale/leaseback may be a possible
solution.
Land sales continued to be practically nonexistent in 1992. Most parcels that did sell.
sold at depressed prices. Surprisingly, there
are users who are CUJ'redly looldng for land in
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Editorial

Commentary

Cancer-Fornia:
The Only Thing Not Benign is Inaction

Increased Funding in Natural Gas
Research Will Bolster Local Economy,
Add New Jobs
-------

the ~tof ~ ~.s. is getcompared to the national average of
g on wtlh their lives in the
S380. Little wonder the migration to
By Judi Battey, District Manager, The Gas Company
ate of the recent recession,
California from elsewhere of both the
California remains mired in economic
career and the temporarily unemhe depressed economy of the Inland Empire-as well as all of Califorquicksand, flailing about. Our Bearish,
ployed-it's The Grapes of Wrath, Part
nia~ould receive a significant boost with the addition of thousands
official animal embodies our plight
7Wo. While it's mutually-detrimental
of new jobs, if the federal government were to shift existing federal
Over-reliance on defense-related jobs
not to help lhose who strive to beuer
energy research dollars into promising natural gas technologies.
led 10 inaaemion 10 lhe needs of jotH:rethemselves, the success of woric-fare and
Rethinking the way this nation produces and uses energy is central to ceoaling enttqnneurs. Wilh increasing red
our state's swvival demand that we no
nomic revitalization--and environmental protection. Few human activities
tape and difficulty obtaining stan-up
longer be a magnet for hanOOut-seekers:
impact the environment more lhan consumption of energy.
fUWJ;ing, !here is an undersupply of the
sorry, no more Go West, Young DeadThe Ointon Administration already has put a new focus on natural gas as a
thriving small businesses able to hire
beat
fuel of the future. President Clinton's vision of an economy strengthened by
!hose laid off by the defense inWstry.
Regulatory agencies have been overthe research and development of environmental technologies is encouraging
We suffer from one of the highest corempowered and set their own fees and
to those of us in lhe business of producing and distributing clean-burning natporate and individual tax rates in lhe
fines-becoming to Califoolia 's remainural gas.
union. In 1990, per capita corporate
ing businesses not only judge but jury
A study commissioned by The Gas Company and conducted by the San
income taxes ranked sixlh while bolh per
and executioner. (See Commentaries,
Francisco-based Foster Associates, reports that if Southern California
capita personal income taxes and total
Page 6.)
received its fair share of federal research, development and demonstration
per capita stale taxes ninlh highest in the
California's outstanding economic
funding by the year 2010, Southern California would enjoy more than $1 bilU.S. Yet wilh all lhat money coming
growlh of the recent past is repeatable.
lion worth of additional production of goods and services, an increase of
in-in the nation's roost populous state,
'We have abundant natural resources and
almost $1.5 billion in real disposable income, and an additional 30,000 jobs.
per capita spending for education and
-wilh the nation's worst unemployment
The funding would be used to leverage our presently underutilized high
rate-a huge, available human resource
beallh care rank lOih and 19th. respectechnology and advanced research and manufacturing resources to develop
pool. We have an outstanding higher
tively. Highway construction and
new clean-burning, highly efficient gas technologies.
improvement spending ranked 49111.
education system (which is grossly
For example, we're just now moving into the age of real acceptance of cars,
undeqxiced and must charge attendees
Where is all the money going?
trucks and buses powered by natural gas. All three major auto makers are or
closer to its real costs!)--a strong agriOur spending on public welfare outsoon will be turning out production-line natural gas vehicles (NGVs). The
cultural and industrial base-and a pleasranks all olher spending categories. In
Gas Company bought IOO GMC pickup trucks last year and has 100 more on
1990, California was flflh nationally in
art climate.
order. These weren't converted from another fuel use; they were built from
We must cease whining about how
per capita welfare spending. About one
Pkas~ S« Pag~ 26
bad lhings are, and ACf to remove the
third of this is Aid to Families with
bad parts. Just as doctors cut away relaDependent Olildrm (AFDC): recipients
tively small tumors that would-if
increased from 1.5 million in 1980 lO 2
igoored--kill their patients, so we must
million in 1990. Program spending
rapidly "operate" on what's wrong here
increasing 122% during lhat period lO
ue to the ever-increasing federal budget deficit, the Clinton Adminisso that we can get back to bragging about
$5.1 billion. Why such an increase?
tration faces considerable pressure to scale back its plans for infrashow great life is in one of the biggest.
1be smeD of a free lurd1 seems to waft
tructure improvements in the nation's metropolitan areas. Unfortustrongest economies in the world-the
and entice even from afar: average
nately,
Southern
Californians-and residents of the Inland Empire in panicuGolden
State
.
.:1
mondlly AFDC assistance here is S640
lar~an no longer ignore long-festering problems like increasingly high-living
costs, traffic congestion, decaying or inadequate mass transit, smog, and environmental degradation.
Once limited to Los Angeles, these problems have now spread to the Inland
Empire, and they threaten to undermine the region's quality of life and ecoBOARD CHAIRMAN
nomic competitiveness.
William Anthony
EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT
lberefore, let me offer the following four recommendations as a starting
Doug... W. Tucker
point for "A Metropolitan Agenda for the Inland Empire in the 1990s."
First, our state and local leaders should no longer think of the Inland
Empire's cities and surrounding suburbs as separate entities. Instead, they
should view the fast-growing region as what it has become: economically,
functionally, and environmentally interrelated systems.
111e Inland Empire includes two counties and dozens of municipalities, but
it is one "airshed" and one economy. Today, the challenges confronting one
municipality invariably affect all of the others. 111e same is true for five-county Southern California.
E.rl Beecher, Ph.D.
By treating residents of the Inland Empire-indeed, all of Southern CaliforBoris Dramov
C.ro~ Hayes Uber
nia-as a single entity, we can encourage cities and surrounding suburbs to
~~PhD.
plan future growth for the common good, not just the benefit of one communiSleVen Slllltz, C.P.A.
ty to the detriment of others. In the past decade, for example, more than one
town has located a shopping mall or hotel near one of its boundaries so that it
can reap all the sales tax revenue but vinually force neighboring communities
to pay for necessary traffic improvements. Consider the example of the WaiMart store which opened in San Bernardino, just across the street from the
new city of Highland.
Second, residents of the Inland Empire sbould suppOrt die Cftallon of

W:

T

A Metropolitan Agenda for the Inland
Empire in the 1990s

D

,,.,.s.p_..u
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I.E.B.J. Close-Up: Nancy Carrick

l

'j virtually a lifetime of

study and learning about
English, Renaissance literature and drama and the
immortal "Bard" himselfWilliam Shakespeare-qualified one for the title of
"Literati," then such recognition should certainly go to
Nancy Carrick, Ph.D., Chair,
department of English at the
University of Redlands since
1988, and effective July 1 of
this year, associate dean of the
faculty of the College of Arts
and Sciences.
Exhibiting a passion for the
written and spoken word-as
well as education in general,
she said in an office interview
with JEBJ:
IEBJ: What do you want to
accomplish in your new position?
Carrick: I enjoy working with
faculty in different disciplines,
hearing about their individual projects (which I can help support
through my new role in faculty
development) and about our University of Redlands curriculum,
especially general education courses and teaching ideas, which I
hope to support by engaging faculty from different disciplines in discussions-and dreaming.
IEBJ: As a member of management now at a private school, discuss the crisis being experienced
by California public schools.

Occupation: Chairperson
of the English department
and professor of English
at the University of Redlands; associate dean of
the College of Arts and
Sciences effective July
1.

Family: Carrick lives In
Redlands with her husband, Dwight Yates, and
children, Caitlin and Amy

National Council of
Teachers of English and
others.

IEBJ: What are you doing to prevent illiteracy-to promote literacy?

Full Name: Nancy Ellen
Carrick

Hobbies: Free time Is
spent with her children In
their activities-music
(piano and chorus} walks
in Carolyn Park (native
and arid-land plants}, day
trips, etc.

All of us in the community are served best
when the public universities are strong-we in
the private sector of education are eager for

Carrick: All of us in the community are served best when the public universities are strong-we in
the private sector of education are
eager for them to do all they have
in the past-we sympathize with
their situation as they are in this
budget crunch.
IEBJ: Have you seen any increases in student applications at U of R
as the public schools have been
cutting back classes?
Carrick: We do see more students
applying now.
IEBJ: California's public colleges
are famous for being inexpensive.
How much does it cost to attend U
ofR?
Carrick: It's more than $21,000
per school year including room
and boani. However, enrolled students can attend schools abroad,

them to do all they have in the past-we
sympathize with their situation as they are in
this budget crunch.
and U of R handles all the financial and paperwork matters, out of
the tuition payment.
IEBJ: That is a lot of money, but
it sounds like it could be very culturally enriching.
Carrick: We have a very good
financial aid package. If a student
qualifies academically, we will go
out of our way to make sure they
have every opportunity to attend U
ofR.
IEBJ: So, are your academic policies preny rigorous?

IEBJ: Talk about your special
academic interests .

Affiliations: Shakespeare
Society of America,

Yates.

zona, 1972. Ph.D. In
Renaissance Literature,
University of Arizona,
1980.

Carrick: Not necessarily. The
state public graduate programs arc
more general, whereas at U of R
we have a very specific focus on
liberal arts . I would personally
encourage students who come here
be seeking that kind of education.
rather than being here by defaultthat doesn't serve any of us well.

Carrick: I have a special interest
in collaborating with students and
faculty with theatre and performance training. In January, I cotaught, with a U of R senior student, a course called "American
Drama and Theatre." The student,
Brandy Hotchner, taught the seven
playwrights. We studied from a
performance point of view and 1
from a literary point of view-a
wonderful class. Marie Glotzbach,
who has taught theatre, is offering
a performance option to my Shakespeare students this semester.
They work with her on script and
character analysis, blocking and
staging in lieu of writing two critical papers. All students do a final
performance project.

A closer look ...

Education: B.A. with high
distinction and with honors in English, University
of Arizona, 1970; M.A. in
English, University of Ari-

II

Carrick: Yes, although we don't
use just test scores. We take into
account all the factors that will
bear on a prospective student's
success here.
IEBJ: So why would a student
want to enroll here?
Carrick: We have noticed that
some students who can't fill their
curriculum at the public schools
come here and can get classes.

IEBJ: So any student with excellent grades should come to U of
R?

Carrick: I am responsible for
developing and administering the
English composition program and
the university-wide writing-acrossthe-curriculum program, as well as
diagnostic and competency
English testing and hiring and
supervising part-time composition
instructors.
IEBJ: With your new title, what
will be some of your additional
responsibilities?
Carrick: Curriculum development and review for large-scale,
long-range planning. and advising
faculty of available grants-to
name a few.
IEBJ: We hear a lot about teacher-pupil ratios. Talk about yours.
Carrick: We have about 1,500 students on campus, and about a 112
full-time teaching faculty. Student-to-faculty ratio is about 14 to
one, althouJh averaae studcala per
class is 17 since some facallj •
on leave at any given diM. A
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Education in California
by Earl Buchu, PhD.

A

related to classroom teaching. The
result is larger classes and less personal instructional contact per student.
The teachers in the Los Angeles
City School District were asked to
accept a 12% reduction in salary. In
the arbitration that followed, they
accepted a 10% reduction, thus continuing the trend toward further erosion of expenditures involved directly in classroom instruction.
Having Speaker of the House of
Representatives Willie Brown from
Sacramento to become the arbitrator
in the dispute over the teachers'
salaries fits the pattern in a rather
curious way: One wonders if the
result would have been the same if
someone from any one of the 49
states which have educational perfor-

t the end of Governor Pat
Brown's administration,
California ranked among the
top five states in regard to expenditures for and quality of education.
By lhe end of Governor Reagan's six
years, California had fallen to rank
nmnber 50 in the nation. It has not
recovered. Governor Jerry Brown
did nothing to raise !hat image. As
governor, George Deulunejian was
able to bring California up one notch
to position 49. Governor Pete Wilson inherited a crisis. So far he has
been able to do little to remedy it In
fact, it is rapidly getting worse.
A recent study of one unified
school district showed lhe cost per
student, based on ADA (Average
Daily Attendance), rose from $500
in 1960 to $2,500 in 1980. That
In 1960, 58% of the
upward cost trend has continued
money
expended went
since that time. The district's quality of education decreased over the
for teachers' salaries,
same period as its students recently
textbooks and materials
did not perform as well on national
that were used directly
standard tests as its students 20 or 30
In
the classroom. Now
years ago.
On one occasion, a comparison
less than 40% goes Into
was made between the expenditure
the classroom. The
per student of a private school
major
portion goes for
(which had a two-year waiting list of
students hoping to enroll) and the
administrative overhead
public schools in the same South
and other Items not
Bay geographic area of Southern
directly related to classCalifornia. The expenditures were
room teaching.
$200 higher per student per year in
the public school and the students'
performances were considerably
mance superior to that of California
below those of the children in the
had been brought in to act as arbitraprivate school.
tor.
Information obtained from the
Another factor that influenced the
State Controller's Annual Reports
quality of education in California
Concerning Fmancial Transactions
over the last 30 years is !he decline
of School Districts explains what's
in the birth rate during the late 1960s
happening. These repons show
and the 1970s. Many elementary
expenditures for public education
schools were closed; now, this trend
were financed 80% by local sources has reversed, as there is a new wave
and less than 20% by the state in
of children being born . As they
1960. Over the intervening years,
reach school age, they are impacting
the state's control has expanded and
lhe state's already strained education
resources.
taken over control from the local
governments. 1be state government
In addition to the newly born children, there is a major immigration of
now controls more than 90% of all
public sc:bool dollars expended.
people coming from other countries.
As control over the schools has
An official of the Immigration and
been concentrated in Sacramento,
Naturalization Service said !hat 43%
there has been a major shift in regard
of the nation's new immigrants are
to where the dollars are spent In
settling in California.
1960, 58% of the money expended
These new U.S. residents are
watt for teacbers' salaries, textbooks
coming with a different philosophy
and mlterials tbat were used directly
than immigrants of the past had. In
in tbe classroom. Now less than
the past. America was the "melting
40% Joel into the cllaroom. 1be pot" People wbo came here used to
m¥Jt pordon
for ldmioilh'llive want to bec:ome "AmeriCIDS" and to
CMdleld ... Giber itemJ DOt diJecdy adjust to lbe culture of tbeir new

aoes

country. Today, the trend is to "preserve our traditions from home." As
a result. children are expected to be
taught in the public schools in a way
that accommodates cultures from all
over the world. The multilingual
requirements add to the financial
strain.
In a recent television panel discussion, a member of the Santa Ana
District School Board asked, "Do
you know how many languages we
have to deal with in our district?"
The host estimated possibly "six or
seven." The school board member
answered, "It's fifty-two." The other
six members indicated that their districts' situations were comparable.
Many of these Board members'
complaints. in essence, are that
"Sacramento legislates requirements
thar we are expected to meet, yet
they do not provide the financing or
means with which to meet them, and
they have taken over our funding
sources to a high degree."
Instruction in the classroom has
become complicated from yet another direction. There are so many
pressure groups lobbying to make
their demands known that teachers
must guard almost their every word
for fear of offending one of them.
For example, such common words as
"chairman" are now forbidden or
must be changed to "chairperson."
The concentration of power in
Sacramento brings a drive to create a
more standardized curriculum. This
destroys teachers' individual incentive and creativity.

Higher Education
California used to brag that it had
the fmest system of higher education
in the nation. People came from all
over the world to attend it.
The present budget cutbacks are
now preventing many qualified California students from being able to
enroll. For example, in the College
of Business Administration at California State University at Long
Beach, the permitted enrollment for
the spring 1993 semester is 1, 761
FfE (Full Time Equivalent) students. This is slightly more than half
as many as it had five years ago
when it peaked al 3,200 FTE. The
school cul back 120 class sections in
!he fall of 1992. At 45 to 50 students
per section, !hat means about 5,000
seats were not offered compared to
the preceding spring semester.
The turmoil in higher education
can be exemplified by how many
positions are filled by temporary
appointees. (Tbese arc not to be
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confused with part-time teachers they have vinually been eliminated.)
It is difficult to find Ph.D.s who wish
to move to California and become
permanent staff and faculty, hence
the temporary appointments. For
example an assistant professor in
New York makes more than $500
per month more than the higher
ranking associate professor in California.
The president of California State
University at Long Beach (CSULB)
resigned in October to accept the
presidency of a private college in
Illinois. He cited as one of his reasons a substantial increase in salary.
The private college in lllinois has a
student body of 1,800 students and
can afford to pay him 30% more
than one of the largest universities in
California: CSULB has 33,000 students.
In March, a 40% increase in
tuition was announced for the students in the California State University system, and a 5% reduction in
salary was announced for the
employees in the University of California system. This further compounds the problem in both directions.
As thousands of California students are turned away by the local
institutions of higher learning
because of the budgetary limitations,
they will have to make a choice: Go
somewhere else and pay an out-ofstate registration fee. or enroll in a
private school. It will be necessary
for the state and other accrediting
agencies to become vigilant in protecting students from schools who do
not offer a proper educational curriculum. This will concentrate even
more power in centralized hands,
undoubtedly in Sacramento.
Another new development is gaining acceptance. It is Interactive or
Computerized TV through the use of
laser disks or CD-ROM disks. Standardized lectures will probably
become widely disseminated. This
will tend to result in greater centralized control coming from Sacramento and less expenditures in the classroom. It will encourage "politically
correct" courses to be taught with a
marked reduction in !he exercise of
academic freedom and creative
thought left to the individual teacher,
to local school authorities-or to the
students, for that matter. .1
Earl Beecher, Ph.D. ho6 bftla a fJ'ofes-

sor in the CSU syllelllfor _ , t b 32
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Delta Graph Professional, Version 2.
Erik Rolland. PhD
Assistant Professor of Management
Informalion Systems
Graduate School of Management
University of California
Riverside CA 92521
909-787-6448

Introduction
recent trend in micro computing is the existence of
dual hardware solutions
within the one and same corporation.
The marketing department might rely
on Macintosh computers, whereas
IBM compatible personal computers
(PCs) are used in the accounting
department This dichotomy used to
cause major headaches for MIS managers. As people within the corporation had the need for exchanging
computer files, they found no easy
solution to their needs. With the
recent decrease in price and increase
in performance for Apple Macintosh
microcomputers, I believe that we
will see even more dual hardware
shops. Fortunately, the software
industry has responded to this trend:
many software publishers now produce virtually identical PC (Windows) and Macintosh versions of
their software. This enables easier
user support, as well as the promise
of readily available file exchange
between the two hardware platforms.
DeltaGraph Professional (version
2) is one of the new software programs that falls in the above category: it runs both on a Macintosh and
on a PC.

A

The Main Features of
Delta Graph
DeltaGraph is a charting, graphing
and presentation package that runs
both on Wmdows-based PCs and on
the Macintosh. The program interface on the Macintosh is almost identical to that of the Windows version.
The graphing and charting modules
are perhaps the strongest sides of the
system. As charting and graphing
tasks rely on data, DeltaGraph comes
with its own "data notebook," similar
to a common spreadsheet The data
notebook comes complete with its
own formula builder. You can also
import your data from other applications like Excel, Quattro, Lotus as
well as dBase, among others. The
import feature comes in handy since
creating formulas directly in DeltaGraph is more involved than in your
regular spreadsheet
Once your data has been entered,
the charting possibilities are vast:
DeltaGraph offers 40 different chart
types. Everything from two-dimen-

sional bar and pic charts to sophisticated three -dimensional surface
charts arc available. In addition,
DeltaGraph has the ability to manipulate almost any aspect of your graph
or chart, from color to viewing angle
to the symbols used in the charts.
The other strong side of DeltaGraph is its graphing capabilities.
Those with needs for scientific graphing will find the error bar plots and
double axis charts of high value. In
addition to plotting your data, DeltaGraph can also apply curve fits.
Some standard curve fits are included
(such as linear and polynomial fits),
but you can also create your own
curve fit by designing the curve fitting function yourself.
Fancy backgrounds and graphic
images can be added to your chart,
graph or presentation. DeltaGraph
comes with several libraries of clipart, but you can also import graphics
from other applications in a variety of
graphics formats (Pier. TIFF, PCX,
and EPS to name a few). In addition,
you can also use the drawing tools to
draw your own images.
The slide show functions in
DeltaGraph are quite powerful, but
limited. You can outline a talk by
building bulleted lists and add graphics as well as transi lion effects to your
presentations. You can also time the
slide viewing time, so that the presentation will run itself without having to give commands to advance. If
you wish, the presentation can be run
using a VCR type control panel. In
the latter case, you push the VCR
bunons (using the mouse or certain
keystrokes) to advance, forward. or
rewind your presentation. What
DeltaGraph doesn't have is a fancy
way to build your slides into a slide
show: for example, to let each point
of the bulleted list drop into the
screen on command.
In our tests of DeltaGraph we did
not fmd any major technical defects.
From installation to printing, DeltaGraph, worked well. The only minor
flaw was that the screen contained
garbled help information when
changing the chart types (this problem may be partially due to my hardware configuration). The documentation is virtually the same for the Macintosh and the Windows versions,
and is overall well organized and easy
to use. I transferred a complex presentation from the Macintosh to my
Windows PC, and the presentation
ran without problems on the PC. Disappointingly, I could not get the Macintosh version to run the presentation
I created using the Wmdows version.

Recommendation

Manufacturer information:

The most frustrating part of
DeltaGraph is its menu design. It
takes much time to navigate through
the different functions. Many times I
found the menus to be illogically
organized: for example, the spelling
checker command is found under the
Edit menu, and the curve fining command is found under the Chart menu.
Both those options should perhaps
have been collected under some sort
of Tools menu. As a result, it initially
takes too long to find the function
you are looking for. The other weakness of DeltaGraph is that it is trying
to serve too many purposes: graphing, charting and presentation. This
may lead to a less competitive functionality as compared to specialty
programs.
In summary. DeltaGraph is a flexible charting, graphing and presentation package. If your presentation
needs do not include advanced scientific graphing, you may be better
served by a specialty presentation
program. The strong point of DeltaGraph is definitely its charting and
graphing capabilities. If you are in
the market for a flexible scientific
graphing package. DeltaGraph is definitely one of the bencr tools available.

DeltaPoint, Inc......._ _.__ _...,.
2 Harris Court, Suite B-1
Monterey, CA 93940
(408) 648-4000

Hardware & software
requirements:
Wmdows version: List price: $495
ffiM-PC or 100% compatible, 80286
or higher processor (80386 recommended).
Hard drive and one Ooppy disk drive.
Minimum 7 Mb of hard disk space
(8Mb recommended). Full installation is 22Mb.
DOS 3.1 or higher. Windows 3.0 or
higher & a mouse.
EGA Graphics card & adapter (VGA
recommended).
2Mb memory or more (4 Mb recommended).
Macintosh version: List price: $495
Macintosh Plus or later. running System 6.02 or higher.
Hard drive and one Ooppy disk drive.
4Mb of hard disk space.
2Mb or more memory (4Mb recommended). 6
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Falken Tire Corporation
in Rancho Cucamonga

~ ~ CIDI!"{P)<IDI!"ID~ lFil"<IDiffiil~

A Significant Player in the U.S. Replacement Tire Market

A

s you've driven down
Haven Avenue in Rancho
Cucamonga, you may have
noticed Falken Tire Corporation, a
large building at the comer of 6th
Street and wondered what they're
all about Yes, they are a tire company, but did you know that they are
a significant player in the U.S.
replacement tire market, and rated
in the top four tires sold in high performance with posted sales of $60
million in 1992?
Headquartered in Rancho Cucamonga, Falken Tire Corporation is
fast becoming one of the most
respected names in high performance passenger tires. For
two years now, they have
been a national distributor
of advanced tire designs,
based from our own
Inland Empire.
Falken distributes to
its dealer network
advanced tire designs
developed through diligent research and rigorous testing for safety,
durability and reliability.
Cumotly tbe company offers a
complete line of high performance
passenger tires and is planning an
Jnboduc:don of light bUdc tires.
Witb distribution centers in Rancho CUcaoop and Nasbville. 1\maeaee, Falken m•imina an extensive inventory in nearly 300,000

square feet of warebouling space.
1'bele distribution cen~en, u well
u a nationwide team of regional
Illes m•llf!ll, belp leiVC Falken's
a pus dealerl in 111e u.s.
AI well • plans lot 1be inb'oductioa of Falken 1iJbt ll'UCk lira IIOIDe·
dme in AJ!dl 1993, Fllten aarealively inaoduced ita aewest product.
die O&iM, . . 111----. bip-perfor·

....................

--·-~

adYmWit04edN..,._·perlor-

additional money into Falken
following a complete study of
...._]111·~~ the distributor's operations
which confirmed that Falken
:..-,~.._.....,. was in a good position for overall growth.
It was also announced at the
press conference that Mr.
Hiroshi (Henry) Umegaki will
assume responsibility as president of Falken Tire. Mr.
Umegaki, a former director with
Ohtsu Tire & Rubber, brings
mance handling and traction control
many years of tire industry experiin all types of weather conditions.
ence
with him to his new position.
Supported by a major ad cam"We believe that this change will be
paign in leading trade and enthusiast
a very positive one for all conpublications produced by Ontario's
cerned, especially for our dealers, as
Stewan-Holt Advertising, the 06M
it shows Falken's ever-increasing
should prove to be one of Falken's
commitment
to the marketplace,"
most successful products. The
said Umegaki.
agency is also promoting the tire
Mr. Umegaki went to work for
with colorful, in-store point of purOhtsu
Tire & Rubber Company in
chase materials.
1959,
and
has worked almost excluThe 06M
sively in the overseas department
is
for Ohtsu. He has served several
overseas managerial positions
including sales markets in Southeast Asia, Africa, Europe, the
United States and the Middle
East. Prior to accepting the
position as president of Falken
Tire Corporation, Mr. Umegaki
served as Ohtsu 's director for
expon sales and was responsible
for sales to North and South
America.
Also in attendance at the press
conference was Akio Tsuji, Ohtsu
president, who said, "It was agreed
that Falken Tire was a valuable
member of the Ohtsu distribution
backed
chain and that the Falken of 1993
by a 50,000
was ready to grow. This investment
mile limited warwill
provide immediate working
ranty and a 24-hour Roadside Assiscapital
to Falken to finance the
tance Program available with purfuture growth."
chase.
The origin of this recent new
Falken Tire Corporation is owned
ownership
and management strucby Ohtsu nre & Rubber Company
ture
of Falken began in 1990. Ohtsu
and T. Chatani & Company. At a
Tire & Rubber and T. Chatani &
recent press conference held at the
Company
formed a partnership to
Ontario Airpon Hilton, they
acquire Empco Industries, the major
announced a new ownership and
distributor of Falken Tires in Nonh
management structure for Falken

Tire Corporation in Rancho Cuca-

JDOIIP.

Tbe big news was that Ohtsu Tire
& Rubber Company increased its
capital invealmeut in Falken by $16
million and will assume tbe majorilJ, (1105) polition in lbe owoenhip
oldie ccmtpiiiJ.
1be die mater decided to invea

America.

Falken has consolidated its
efforts to where they now handle the
national marketing and sales for
brands including Falken, Solar, Federal, Visa, Donin, and NESCA.
Tbey mnain committed to booltiJII
mlltet ~ and name recopidoo
of Falken producla.

I

Produced in state-of-the-an facilities located in Miyazaki, Japan,
Falken Tires exhibit the value-added
characteristics of quality engineering and highly efficient production.
Falken 's dedication to excellence
in manufacturing is delivered by
superior technology and great depth
of experience in tire production and
design. Falken 's Miyazaki plant
features one of the most sophisticated R&D facilities in the world, complete with an outdoor test track for
thorough performance testing. Each
Falken tire undergoes no less than
six inspections for quality including
X-Ray analysis for internal structural defects.
They provide fast and efficient
order filling anywhere in the United
States. An automated inventory
system allows orders to be processed immediately and shipped
within 24-hours in most cases.
Direct-from-factory container orders
are easily accommodated, and
Falken's own modem fleet of trucks
helps provide timely delivery of
orders to many locations.
As the company enters this new
era, its plans call for continued
growth into the next century. As
Falken President Henry Umegaki
says, "Our goal for 1993 and
beyond, is to continue the growth of
Falken Tire by providing our dealers
and customers with products and
service of unsurpassed quality and
value."
Falken Tire Corporation is located at 10404 Sixth Street, Rancho
Cucamonga, California, 91730.
Telephone numbers are (909) 4661116, or (800) 723-2553. a
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Dan Rather Speaks to Inland
Empire About Journalism,
History, Now-and the
Future
By Dr. Stanley S. Reyburn

eteran CBS news anchor
Dan Rather addressed an
Inland Empire audience at
the Stouffer Esmeralda Hotel in Indian Wells on March 12, in one of the
Town Hall of the Desen series lectures.
A glimpse of the human side of
Rather and his Texas roots was on
display. For example, he referred to
his New York residence as " ... camping out...." and described how, in
Texas, names arc run together-like
"Danrather." Almost Will Rogersesque at first, he then became more
serious and emulated his mentor and
former colleague, the late Eric
Sevarcid, with a historical perspective of the news that has shaped our

V

theory' of eroding Communism .... "
He noted that during this period,
which he describes as 'The Gasoline
Age," tremendous strides have been
made politically, socially and scientifically. Einstein's Theory of Relativity-much more than just
E=MC2- -allowed man to go beyond
isolated opinioni s m to look at
" ... other points of view as well...."
The motion picture has had an
impact " ... more powerful than any
army...." in shaping the attitudes and
mores of our lives.

The Present

In the illuminating shadow of
Sevarcid, Rather described topics of
prime concern to society today:
" Our Economy- It's no longer
the "business as usual" approach.
----<=========>-Basic, fundamental
lives.
Rather felt network
He described daily
changes must occur
news was able to proto rectify this longjournalism as a
vide some perspective
range problem.
and analysis of the key
" ... crash course to
• Education- This
newsworthy events on
deadlines... "
area requires a total
causing journalists re-examination of
a daily basis. They
didn't always hit the
subject matter and
mark, but over time,
to be somewhat
how it is presented to
their objective is to
" ...myopic to histostudents.
present the news as an
ry.... " Factors that
• Drugs- " ... We
" ... honest broker of
are not winning the
a journalist
information .... " He
war on drugs .... "
described daily jourconsiders In preRather was critical of
nalism as a " ... crash
sentlng the news
those in the political
were accuracy,
process who avoid
course to deadlines ..."
causing journalists,
fairness and most
facing the problem.
including himself, to
• Race- " ... race
be
somewhat
Importantly,
relations have deterio" ... myopic to histoIntegrity.
rated in the past 10
ry.... " The three main
years ...." and that we
factors that a journalist
have to learn to live harmoniously in
considers in presenting the news-a multi-ethnic society.
which he felt were shared by all netAlthough crime was not menwork anchors--were accuracy, fairtioned specifically, its influence can
ness and, most importantly, integrity.
be seen by implication in the issues
that concerned the veteran correThe Past
spondent.
Rather suggested that the real
"20th Century" lasted a mere 70
The Future
years and that we have already
Of particular interest to the busientered the era of the 21st Century.
ness community was Rather's insight
This viewpoint saw the 20th Century
into things to come. Some of his
start as the reigns of Queen Victoria
observations:
and her son Edward ended in Eng• Energy Alternatives- Fossil
land-beginning at the time of the
fuels will be supplanted by anotber
collapse of Austria-Hungary leading source which he predicts will be
to World War I, combined with the
nuclear fusion, ''the clean ftlel of lbe
Bolshevik Revolution of 1917. This future."
era closed with the recent end of the
• ArtiftcialiDielli. . . . . Oollil
Communist Pany in Russia, in a probeyond the game playio& of Virlllll
cess he described as " ...the 'domino
P'-S..P.,.J7

....-.:========--
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Cardiac 2000: Hearts Set for the Future
by Clvisty N~ey

T

he Riverside Community
~ospital Foundation's Cardiac 2000 Club is true to its
motto: "Hearts that care can make a
difference in a world of despair."
The group is made up of community hean care patients and friends
who financially support RCH's
Heancare Center. Cardiac 2000 raises funds for the center through annu-

al membership dues which help the
Heancare Center purchase or replace
cardiac equipment as well as support
heart care education. The club
hopes to have 2000 members by the
year2000.
Riverside Community Hospital is
a regional provider of health care
and, therefore, offers a full range of
cardiology services with the most
recent technological and medical
advances in the field. Thanks to the

support of the community and
groups like Cardiac 2000, the center
is able to offer the latest in diagnosis, prevention and treatment of cardiac disease. The center's two new
computerized cardiac catheterization
laboratories and fifteen cardiologists
ensure the best possible care for
patients.
The Heartcare Center cares for
cardiac patients with the help of
trained medical personnel and

The Cardiac 2000 Club
of Riverside Community Hospital Foundation
proudly presents

California's Unitary Tax System Needs Change

RCH's diagnostic imaging and treatment center. There are several different services and procedures available through the Heartcare Center:
One such service is coronary
angioplasty, a relauvely new technology used to shave plaque from
the coronary artery to allow an
increase of blood flow to the heart
muscle.
Another servi ce is bypas s
surgery, a common medical operation for hean patients. The center
is equipped with up-to-date monitoring equipment used in a specially designated cardiac operating
suite.

=====>--

The I st Annual

Cardiac 2000 raises

(Caring Hearts Awards Member Program)

funds for the center
through annual membership dues which
help the Heartcare

featuring

~!A~~

i1© ~~ l1W ~(;l~~

r;:~o !Miey ~a 0 0~~~

0

~~~® lJ>o.Wilo "' ~~~® [poa\1tlo

~ <G~!fil~@!Jil <G<Hl~

Far Left
Vincent Edwards
("Dr. Ben Casey")
Below
Bernie Kopell
("Dr. Adam Bricker'' of THE
LOVE BOAT)

Black Tie optional

Please join the Cardiac 2000 Club
and the Inland Empire Business
journal for an evening of Fun, Fund-Raising and Enjoyment
Ticket Prices
$75 (lndudes: Dinner and Celebrity Program)
$110 (Includes: Dinner, Program & VIP Celebrity Reception)
All Proceeds will be donated to the HeartCare Center at Riverside Community Hospital
''ADDinONAL SURPRISE GUESTS MAY BE IN ATTENDANCE"
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Center purchase or
replace cardiac
equipment as well as
support heart care
education.
Cardiac catheterization is performed in the hospital's catherization labs in order to place catheters
into the main blood vessels and
chambers of the hean to measure
pressure and perform various cardiovascular procedures.
Echocardiogram studies arc
another service provided by the
Heancare Center. Several types of
studies are available in this area,
including color-flow Doppler and
transesophageal echocardiograms.
which determine the severity of
obstructed hean valves.
Electrocardiography (EKG) is
also available. EKG is a noninvasive test using electrodes
which are placed on the chest to
record the activity of the heart
muscle.
Cardiac 2000 also supports a
comprehensive cardiac rehabilitation program which focuses on the
improvement and preservation of
life for cardiac patients. The program involves cardiovascular conditioning and healthful living education, which includes physical
fitness. healthy diet and general
good health for the patients of the
Heancare Center. ~

by Matrhew K Fong

alifornia's system of taxmg foreign-and-domestic based multinational corporations needs an
overhaul. The state's worldwide unitary
method of estimating California taxable
profits ignores the vastly different economic and cultural markets in which a
multinational business must operate.
The fairness of California's method
of taxing these multinationals is being
challenged in our courts. This spring.
the United States Supreme Court will
consider whether it should hear three
important cases involving both foreignbased and U.S.-based companies.
These three cases-Barclay's Bank,
Colgate-Palmolive and Alcan-just
completed a tour of California's court
system. With the California Supreme
Court upholding the state's current unitary system, the U.S. Supreme Court is
the next stop.
Is California's Supreme Court's
upholding of the current system a blessing on the system's accuracy? Not
really. The court has held that the Constitution docs not require the state to be
completely accurate in iL~ measure of
taxable income. Instead, the court held
that only a "rough approximation" of
income earned within the state's borders
is necessary to meet the constitutional
defirution of "fair." The Constitution.
however, only provides a minimum
standard a~ to the fairness of a tax sys-

C

tem.

Regardless of the outcome of the
upcoming legal challenges in the
Supreme Court. we should reform the
worldwide unitary system. The goals
should be more predictability and fairness. hence fewer surprise tax bills and
less legal and accounting fees. This
should lower the cost to do business in
California, and hopefully result in more
jobs for Californians.
The worldwide unitary system uses a
simple arithmetic formula to multiply a
company's (or combined related group
of companies') worldwide profits by a
fraction which represents the percem of
sales. property, and payroll associated
with California. The idea is that the
worldwide business operates as one unit
(hence the term "unitary") and the sales,
property, and payroll represent the
income earning activities of the business. It's not a sophisticated system and
it can produce unfair results.
A company with large worldwide
profits but little California business
could end up paying a hefty California
tax bill under this system. For example,
suppose a company has $.500 million in
worldwide profits but only has a very,
very small "break-even" operation in

Califomta- only .5% of its sales,
property, and payroll are located in California This company would have an
unfair $2,500,000 income tax liability
with no net income and very little contact with the state. Therefore, this company would probably never locate in
California
Starting in 1988. the Legislature permitted companies to elect to compute
their tax on a "water's edge" basis.
Using this method, a group of related
corporations can elect to include in the
formula only those companies with
map business operations in the United
States. Although "water's edge"ts considered a more fair method, companies
making the election must pay a very
large fee.
Does this sound like a ''90s" way to
tax in a sophisticated high-tech worldwide economy? No. The same basic
cookie cuuer formula is used no mauer
the taxpayer's industry, the product they
offer, or the economic or cultural environment in which they operate.
What can be done? There arc two
roads to take. Each road has its own
hills and valleys. and potholes. Califorrua could adopt the system used by the
federal government - based on "transfer prices" between different segments
of the b11<;iness. The other alternative is
to modify the unitary formula to recognize various unique factors assoctated
with operating in a world economy.
Using the Internal Revenue Service's
transfer pricing method, the so-called
"Section 482" system has the advantage
of recognizing the actual bu..<;iness relationships between segments of the
worldwide operations. It should result
in a more accurate calculation of the
income actually earned in California
California actually uses this transfer
pricing system now in a limited way.
Taxpayers that make the water 's edge
election use transfer prices to determine
the income earned by the operations
within the United States.
The transfer pricing method, however, is difficult to administer and
requires extensive audit time by state
tax auditors. Th minimize the difficulty,
the state could "piggyback" on federal
Section 482 audits by using the transfer
pricing information provided by the JRS
to aid in the determination of California
income. Although the transfer pricing
system is difficult to administer, it
might well yield the fairest determination of how much a corporation earns in
California
The simple solution, however, would
be to keep the present formula system,
but modify that formula for different
industries, products and other unique
factors. "Ire formula oould be adjusted,

for example, to take into account different profitability levels generated by
operating in various countries. It might
take time to agree on the changes. but
once the modifications were made, the
formula would be easier to administer
by the state.
California operates as one of the
largest economic entities in the world.
We have some of the best schools and
minds in the world. It's time we put
these resources to good use and adopt a
more sophisticated tax program that
reflects today's reality of doing business
globally as well as locally. Costly legal
challenges by both U.S. companies and
foreign-based companies will continue

until the system is changed.
By taking no action, we invite retaliation by some of our most important
foreign trading partners.
"Change" seems to be the watchword these days in government.
Although change just for change's sake
is not prudent, government should have
the courage to eliminate or restructure
programs when the time is right. I
believe it ts time our state tax policy
leaders exercise the courage to modify
the worldwide unitary method of taxation. 6.
Mal thew K. Fong is Vice-Chavmanoft~
State Board ofEqualizalion, which adjudi·
ca/es all California unitary tax cases
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Inland Empire Meeting Facilities
RanJ..~

Hotel

Address

City/State/Zip

Falrplex L.A. Cnty Fair Hold & Expo. Ctr. 12
1101 W. McKinley Ave.
300,000
Pomooa, CA 91768

105,500
10,000

2.

National Orange Show
689 S "E" Street
San Bemar<tino, CA 92408

10
186,000

3.

l'lllm Springs Convtntlon Ceattr
277 1\. Averuda Caballeros
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Slleraton Rvrsd. Hotei/Rvrsd. Conv. Ctr.

4.

3400 Market St
!Uvmidc, CA 92501

1.

d h,\ Iota/ 'quart'

:\ieetlng Rooms Large<t :\ieetlng
Year Built
Total
Sq. FL
Year Renovated
ToL Sq. FL
Capacity

r, (I of \In tm:: I l/( lldu \

Owntr
Headquarter!

II cl Room' Room Rate Range
II of Suites
• :'>fay Be Seasonal
II of Banquet Rm~

Amenities

GtntralMaaagtr
Convention Contact

Hotel Phone/Fax

1938
1985

LA. County Fair A$50Ciation
Fairplex

247
247
1

$90-110

41,000
5,100

1958
1992

.Sauonal Oronge Show
San Bernardino, CA

.S/A
.S/A

N/A
.S/A

Over 8 Faciliues to Ester Armstrong
Choose From on 200 Deana Landon
Acres, Catering On-site (909) 888-6788/889-7666

13
80,000

66000
4.!XXI-9,000

1988
1992

City oC Palm Springs

N'A

N/A

In-House Audio/Visual, DIIVIcl L. Bobo

28
62,400

20,800
2,700

1987
.S/A

RIVerside Hotel PA!Inen Ltd.
!Uvenide, CA

285

$84-275

891
65
33

$85-320*

n/a

N/A
26

CB.FP.

2 TVs in every Rm.
M1crowave

~IIBiads

Dale Coleman
(909)623-3111/US-3602

400-Seat Leaure Hall. Teri Webb
Food-Bev. Svc., Exhibit (619)325-6611/778-4187
C,CR,F.FP.GS,H.
J,L..'i.P,R,X,W

28

Bruce JutU
Mickey Seboum

(909) 784-8000/369-7127

s.

MarrloCt's Desert Springs Resort
74&55 CounliY Club 'Drive
Palm Desert CA 92260

33
51,000

25,000
2,000

1987
1992

Mam011 H~ls & Resoru
Wos.hington D.C.

6.

Westin Mission Hills Resort
Dinah Shore/Bob Hope Dr.
Roncho Mmge, CA 92270

40,000

2

18,000
2,500

1990

1987

TLS PArtnershiQ
Roncho Minge, CA

512
40
22

$225-1,035

C,F,FP~,fJS,H
l.L..'i,P,~<.l,W.X

31
33,000

15,000
1,200

1989

NA

Stouffer
Cleveland, OH

560
44
23

$260-2,000

7.

Stoutrer Esmeralda Resort
44-400 Indian WeDs Lane
Indian WeDs. CA 92210

C,CB,CRIJF,FP,G,
GS.H L.N,
p; .T

8.

La Quinta Hotet Golf & Tennis Resort
49-499 Eisenhower Dr
La Quinta, CA 92253

28
30,000

17,000

1926
1988

CRl
Rockville, MD

613
27
27

$75-280•

1,900

C[CR,F,FP,.,G,GS.H,
l .N.P .R.~<S.S.SA,
SR,ST,T

9.

Wyndham Palm Sprlngs
888 Tahqwtz Canyon Way
Palm Spnngs, CA 92262

14
25,000

12,500
1,500

1987
1992

Wyndham Hotel & ResON

Dallas, TX

410
158
14

$79-210"

B,C.CR,F,FP,GS, Thomas A. Sdunldt
H.I.L.i'i .P ,R, SA,W,X Rick Leson
(619) 322-600l/322-5351

Red Lion Inn
10. 222 N. Vineyard
Ontario, CA 91764

11
23,388

12,800
1,200

1981
1990

Red uon Hotels & Inns
Vancouver. WA

340
11
11

S109-500

:'>farrloCt's Rancho Las Palmas Res.
11. 41000 Bob Hope Drive
Roncho Mmge, CA 92270

21
22,000

13,224
1,000

1979
1992

Marriou Hotels/Resorts/Suites

444

13
20,000

9.504
1,500

1985
l989

Pnnccss Hotels lntnl
'\cwYork.:W

San Bernardino Radisson
13. 295 N." E" Sueet
San Bernardino, CA 92401

8
19,000

12.996
1,500

1988

Ontario Marriott
14. 2200 E. Holt
Ontario, CA 91761

12
18,425

12.

IS.

Palm Springs '.1arquls Hotel &VIllas
150 S. mdlln Canyon Dnve
Palm Spnngs, CA 92262

Hyatt Grlllld Chamlllom Resort
44-600 Jn<han Wells Lane

Doallletne Resort

5

17,000

4,000
450

15
15,289

17. 67967 Vista Olino
Cathedml Cily, CA 92234
l'lllm Springs Hlltoll
18. 400 E. Tahquitz Canyoo Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262

10

15,000

Grl!wolcl's Entertalnmnet Center
555 W_ Foothill Blvd.
Claremont, CA 91711

Ontario Airport Hilton
20. 700 N. Haven Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764

21.

1,000

Soa Hotd & Ml-11 Springs
100 N. ln<han Cany00 Drive
Palm Springs, CA nui2

5,400
700

13
13,217

(619) 328-59551321-2955

Rooalcl Frankllll
Ed Svttak
(619) 568-2727/568-5845

264
101
13

$69-305"

B.C.CR,F.GS,HJ,
L.'\.P.R.T.X

Charles Roulet
Suzanne Pcten
(619) 322-2121/322 2380

MarukoJ Inc.
Tokyo, Japan

237
13
8

$75-85

B.CR.FP,GS.H.
I.L,l\,R,SA,W,X

Ouaigger

S99-475

B,C,CB,CH.CR.F.
FP,.,GS,H.J1L.N,
Y.R,T.w.X

Jefi'Brown
Marchele Locicelo
(909) 986-8811/391-6151

1986
1992

Maruko In<:.
Tokyo, Japan

336
336
14

$119-925*

B\C,F,FP,G,GS.H.
1.L.N.P,R,T,W

RldtCOI'Use

ISO

$79-179

B1~JCR.F ~GS,
n .P.R.i,\1\ .X

19&5

386
92
3

$89-230

1992

Canadim Pac./Meuo. Li.fe
Phoenix, AZ

B~C,F,FP,G,GS.H.

hiMrtDeV..
Valerie Boonua
(619) 322-7000022-6153

1981
1991

'!be Wallen Co.
Beverly Hills, CA

260
71

$75-245*

C,CR,FP,G~!i).L.

AM Dada
Je!JS!an
(619) 320-68681320-2126

1968
1985

Alton "Sandy" Sanford

280

SSS-295

San 'Diego, CA

Oaremcnt,CA

8,000
650

1963 Agua Caliente Developnent Aulh.
1985
California

1985
1991-1992

Chevron Corp.
Irvine, CA

10

5

N,P,R,T,w.X

10

14

7
308

1.L.N,P.R.T,W -

CR,F,FP,.,q~,H.I.L.."'',

P,K,w,X

$55-250

10

15

230

$45-155

6
240

$250-1,700

C,CR.F.FP.GS
H.I.L.P,R,w.

4,004
450

1983 !..lie Amlwbeld JoiJJI Vmum
1991
Santa Monica, CA

261
18
13

$99-239-

Sill Jlem.-dl110 HDtaa
285 {l. Hospitality Lane
San Bemudino, CA 92408

9

5,000
650

1970

~ten

247
12

n/1

1992

160
160

$99-129

1984

94
3
3

$120-225

Ffr..p).,~·

241
12

$49-139-

CR.F.FP,GS,I.
L.N.P.R.S.SA.X

$59-89

CB.,.S.

27.

1990

NJA

4,500

9,000

400

1990

a..adllHotdRnort
1800 East Palm Canyon Drive
Pl1m Springs. CA 92264

8,200

5

3,100
300

1970
1991

Best Welten Herillle 1..

3

I~

1992

21. 8179 S~ce Avenue
RancbO Cucamoop. CA 91730

~~'rC:'

p.,Pati ott Site
ST=SaWliU Telni.rioft

fu~~

2,600

R-..RUI/Mftlfl
W=Watad Plldllf'l

n/1

California !nnkeellen
Burlingame. C).

~~s.fanl

21

Jtlhy L. Plckas

Sharon Shaman Hu~

(909) 980-0400,941~781

~fm.>i461!325·3344

~,<;:.CR.F.FPfq~,
rt.!,L.N.P.R. 'w

13
11,000

Union
Loi Angeles. CA

(619) 325-1281/325-3429

Dm10"-

20

Like Arrowllad HDt• Resort
23. P.O. Box 1699
Lab Alrowbead, CA 92352

Ritz Carltoo H01el
Atlanta, GA

Ralr;Jb Thortoo

(909) 626-24li,\S24-0756

11,642

9

W!l._a.nea

larry Lawtmee

1988
N/A

HIPIII.!!d ~prlaal Resort 1: C•f. Ctr.
26. ~~

Noreen Selbe!~

(619) 341-1000/568-2236

1930
1989

6
12,000

10.000

~!!)'Tucker
('JIJ'J) 381-6181/381-5288

300
6
6

5,300
350-650

a. a: c.,-. etr. 1

J~mosDalw

Sherman Oaks, CA

8,400
1,000

a•top

Judy Vossler Woodard
Michael O'Hearn
(619) 564-4111/S64-7656

B.CR.F.FP.G.GS,
H.I.L..\',P,R,T,W.X

20
25

9

&lllo 1........
Stat
25. 3101 Temole Ave.
Pomooa. CA 91768-3283

Robert Bray . . __ _
(619) n3-4444f773-9250

$70-240*

Waslungton D.C.

15
12,879+

10,000

Tim Tala

HarbaratrmanvH-~ellnlp
8
"'""
(909) 983-0909!983.8851

H~.L,N.Y,R,W,X

The Ritz-Carlton, Rancho Mirage
22. 68-900 Frank Sinatn Dr.
Rondlo Mmge, CA 92270

24.

~~~tr

~/A

1986
7,900

Dan Robtool

Sam Gort:ia

(619) 341-2211/341-1730

BFR,F._FP.GS,

Indian WeDs, CA 92210

The R~~a~uet Club cll'lllm Springs
16. 2743 N. Iil<han Can_y~ Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262

19.

14
17,000

~/A

B,CIS:~l_.FP·

G,GS.M.I.L.'i.P,R,
T,W

SeottN_.
Todd Sballm
(619) 321-8282/321-6928

~~~

(909) 336-15111336-1378

B,CR,FP,GS.H.I.
L,N,P,R,W.X

9

T•WIIela
RuuellJames

(909) ~133/381-4299

Mlrle ......
s.-A.Patal

(909)59a-7~

2

{-DII
~~-l 1SI/14S-8090
Gllr}Wer

~11322-1075
Mdnwlllll

~)8-11111466-3176

..........

~~
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Cofllinlud From Pag~ 3

Riverside County had California
league teams in the 1940s and San
Bernardino's Fiscalini Field first saw
league action in the 1950s, says
Leanne Pagliai, general manager
now of the Mavericks team. Pagliai
previously worked with the former
Spirit team beginning in 1987 and
moved with the franchise as it
moved briefly to Riverside before
making Adelanto's new dugout its
permanent home. The Pilots now
play ball at the Mavericks • park, the
Riverside Sports Center.
The Riverside diamond is one of

only two or three minor league team
sites in the country so near to residential neighborhoods that it cannot
obtain a beer selling permit from the
department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control, says Jim Gregovich, director of stadium operations.
But even with a "dry" stadium,
the Pilots, like all the other Inland
Empire minor league parks, have
plenty of other beverages and
food-and concession profits are an
important part of keeping stadiums
open. Pagliai estimates that only
about half of the minor league opera-

tions in the U.S. are breaking even.
The shiny new Rancho Cucamonga
Quakes stadium- racing for completion of final amenities by opening
day-even has cafes along the right
and left field lines.
Each of the clubs aggressively
networks in their community for
group sales. The stadiums also bring
in non-profit and other events which
help build name recognition and ultimately sell tickets to the stadium.
whether to baseball games or other
events such as rock concerts. car
shows and trade shows. Stadium

Youre Invited!

ROBERT

MO"'DAVI

WINERY

presents

Partidpating
Restaurants

BRAIT'S
Riverside

CAFE. CHAMPAGNE.
Temecula

C)'S
Riverside

CLARA'S
Redlands

RESfAURANT OF
JOE. GREENSLEE.VE.S
Redlands

ISABELLA"S
San Bernardino

)E.AN·s
Colton

LE. RENDEZVOUS
San Bernardino

MARIO'S PLACE.
Riverside

MOLINARO'S
Riverside

OCEAN GRILL
Redlands

CiOIIIlMET DINNERS AT TOP INLAND EMPIR£ RfSTAURANTS

M.Jy 18 &. 19, 199.1

PASTA PASTA
Corona

TO BENEFJT

rn SI BERNARDINE

Reservddons
&.. lnformddon:

MEDICAL CENTER FOUNDATION

(909) 881-2.118

~
9heGLENMORANGIE.

PRIMAOONNA'S
Temecula

SPENCER'S
ATniE RADISSON
San Bernardino

iN LAND EMPIRE

b us1ness JOurna
SEMPE.

I

,...,

<=a

BLACK

SYCAMORE INN
Rancho Cucamonga

BUSH.
C>
<>

SLIIInWdnlfolnlllionwalollldedin1970andprovidesongoingfinancialsupporttopositionSI.BemardineMedicaiCenterwithslat.ol-lht-artllchnologyandequipmlnl.

management will gladly provide fans
with schedules on request. The
clubs and their managements are
highly family-oriented.
Says Pagliai, "Minor league fans
enjoy an intimacy with the
fans ... these players you can invite to
lunch and often they 'II accept,
because the players haven't become
prima donnas yet."
The Mavericks club launched a
Perfect Attendance Program with the
local schools, and about 40 schools
now participate. Every season, all
students in the first through the 12th
grades receive a free pass to go to
a home game. Before the game
begins. with the rest of the students watching, those students
with perfect attendance records are
allowed to go down on the field,
introduce themselves over the stadium public address system and
stand with their favorite player at
the player's position while the
Star-Spangled Banner begins the
game. The program has created
strong positive peer pressure"It's awesome," says Pagliai, who
says school attendances are up
30% or more in some schools
compared to the start of the program.
The major leagues affiliated
with the minor clubs have a standard Professional Baseball Agreement under which the maJOr
league franchise pays such items
as the minor league player salaries
(the ownership of the team franchise often is an individual or
small group of investors) . In
return, the club pays 5% of gross
ticket sales (the "gate") to the
major club affiliate. The arrangement seems to be a workable compromise among the interests and
risks of the parties. According to
the Mavericks' Pagliai, "You don't
build an empire in the minor
leagues," but there is a chance, she
says, to develop a reasonable profit.
So, don't think of it as just a
ball game. This is serious business. I think I'll go do business at
the hot dog stand. Want one?
For tickets and information,
call the Palm Springs Angels at
(619) 325-HITS; the High Desert
Mavericks at (619) 246-MAVS;
the Riverside Pilots at (909) 2763352; the Rancho Cucamonga
Quakes at (909) 481-5000 and the
San Bernardino Spirit at (909)
881-1836. 4

Managina Change

By Naneue !tndas, DBA.
Assistant Professor. Graduate School of Management
University of California, Riverside
n IBM, Sears, and Genal Motors stumbled
cently, the message was
clear: boardroom talk of corporate
transformation and renewal must be
replaced by swift, radical, real
change in management practices and
philosophies. In Process Innovation,
Thomas H. Davenport gives managers a tool to do so.
"Process innovation" is an extension of several ideas that have been
proffered recently to help organizations regain their competitiveness:
total quality, reengineering,
sociotechnical systems, and continuous process improvement, among
others. It seeks to fmd visible and
dramatic ways 10 improve how worlc
is done. Traditional approaches to
process improvement-such as activity-based costing, process value analysis, information engineering, and
industrial engineering-do not constitute radical process innovation,
according to Davenport. They seek
efficiency or effectiveness gains.
while process innovation strives for
order-of-magnitude improvements in
the way business objectives are
accomplished.
Process innovation consists of five
steps: identifying processes for innovation, identifying change enablers,
developing a business vision and
process objectives, understanding
and measuring existing processes,
and designing and building a prototype of the new process and organization. Generic business processes
potentially in need of innovation
include product or service development and delivery (including
research, engineering, design, manufacturing and logistics); customerfacing activities (including marketing
and order management); and management activities (including strategy
fonnulation, planning and budgeting,
performance measurement and
reporting, resource allocation, human
resource management, and infrastructure-building). Davenport details
each of these types of process innovation with examples from companies such as Colgate-Palmolive, Fed-
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era! Express, Xerox, Baxter Healthcare, Hewlett-Packard, Du Pont, Pepperidge Farm, General Electric and
J.C. Penny. Managers are encouraged
to use these illustrations as benchmarKs for their own change efforts.
One potent change "enabler" or
lever of process innovation is information technology (fD. Companies'
ever-increasing outlays for IT in the
workplace have not produced the
large gains expected in overall productivity and profitability. The reason, research suggests, is the failure
to use information technology to
change the way work is done. Technologies have been allowed to flail
about, seeking uses. The remedy,
Davenport argues, is the understanding that process innovation is an
intermediate step between information technology investments and economic returns. The capabilities of
information technology are best
viewed as a means of solving generic
business problems such as product
development, order fulfillment and
logistics.
"Information" includes words,
numbers, images, voices, data,
knowledge, wisdom and so forth.
The author is not interested in the
arcane differences among these but
rather in their power to transform the
way worlc is done. Given the surfeit
of information types, however, he
argues that information-focused management processes need to be managed by a new type of executiveone with business, technology, and
information skills. This job is different from that of the chief infonnation
officer (CIO), which in most cases is
concerned primarily with technology
issues. The new type of infonnation
management job includes tasks such
as establishing firm-wide infonnation policies; creating and maintaining information warehouses; coordinating firmwide information acquisitions; building information centers,
libraries, or research centers based on
user needs; designing finnwide information products and services; and
negotiating the sharing of information between divisions.

The other "enablers" of process
innovation are the organizational
structure and human resource policies. As the "sociotechnical systems" approach from the 1950s
demonstrated, often new technological systems fail to yield real benefits
because of human impediments to
effective implementation. Similarly,
for process innovation to succeed,
the organization ' s structure and
human resource practices must
encourage behavioral change where
it is needed. The organizational
design that works best is a teambased structure, particularly crossfunctional teams. Participative worlc
cultures that empower team members
to make decisions about operations
are also beneficial. Human resource
policies that support process innovation by motivating the workforce
include training programs to fit
workers with newly needed crossfunctional skills; "gainsharing" compensation schemes; job rotation; and
lifetime employment.
A process-based organizational
structure to support the processedbased strategy is the multidimensional matrix structure, with process
responsibility or ··ownership" as a
key dimension of reporting and performance measurement.
This
reduces parochial thinking and brings
more of an action orientation than
that permitted by the traditional functional structure.
Implementation of a process innovation initiative is a large-scale,
"triple bypass" organizational
change, fraught with the familiar
problem of resistance on several
fronts: those who stand to lose from
the change and/or those for whom
new behaviors and skills are
demanded. Therefore, it should be
undertaken gingerly: only "when the
leaders of an organization believe

and can demonstrate that current
modes of operation are a threat to the
survival of the company" (p.171).
Once a process innovation initiative
is undertaken, the factors that contribute to its successful implementation include creating tighter internal
linkages between functions, bridging
cultural differences, upsetting traditional power centers and assigning
the right people to fill new roles.
Business-unit managers must show a
deep commitment to the change. A
detailed case study of Digital Equipment Corporation illustrates these
points.
Process Innovation is full of useful
ideas, information, examples. and
supporting evidence. Managers, consultants, and scholars will find this
book a helpful summary of the state
of process innovation research and
practice. It tackles content, process.
and managerial aspects of innovation--an achievement in itseU-and
provides concrete suggestions for
people involved in the conception,
design, implementation, and evaluation of the change. An informative
appendix guides the reader through
the maze of process improvement
approaches used historically. The
research underpinnings of the
author's conclusions are well-documented. He further illuminates that
research base with his extensive case
studies derived from his work as a
consultant to many organizations
undertaking process innovations.
Unfortunately-and most ironically-Process Innovation is poorly
written and therefore requires patient
reading. This flaw is so pronounced
that one is left regretting that the
author did not execute a "process
innovation" by redesigning. revising.
rearranging, and refining his own
"product," this book. 4

Dan Rather Speaks
COfllinlud From Pag~ 11

Reality. Rather envisions the electronic age becoming able to produce
a replication of human intelligence.
• Space Exploration- Rather
predicted that the Mars space probe
will start a new major effort to discover " ...the last frontier...." He saw
this as a continuation of the American " ... Manifest Destiny ... " of
yesteryear.
In a press conference just prior to
the presentation, Rather was a bit
more candid than during his fonnal
presentation. In particular, he
stressed the implications of the erosion of Russia 10 the U.S., especially
10 our defense effon: When a COWltry is going through conversion 10 a
totally different political ideology

II

with the pressures of inflation and a
deteriorating economy to boot, he
pointed out, it becomes extremely
vulnerable. He expressed serious
doubts about the ability of Russian
President Boris Ye1tsin to survive
these pressures. This reponer questioned Rather about the seeming mismatch of the U.S. dismantling its
military while the Russian situation
creates a potential defense time
bomb. Rather stated that the administration is struggling with " ...trying
10 reorganize the military and, at the
same time, restore a weak economy...." He reiteraled his beHef dial.
based upon the Russian situation,
there was still a need for .....a saaog
defense..." in this country. 4
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Rancon Real Estate handled the
transaction, worth an estimated
$930.000. tl

REAL ESTATE

Focus

Peacock Rehab Project in
Riverside Nears 70%
Completion
enovation of the former
Berkeley and Oakview
Apartments in Riverside,
now called Riverside Park Apartments, is nearing 70% complete.
All 48 of the old BerX.eley units are
now completely remodeled and taking occupants. Twenty-four of the
old Oak:vicw units arc complete,
with 24 more scheduled to come on
line in March. All roofs have been
redone, and the pool and parking
areas have been refurbished.
The Berkeley complex was
boarded up and some units were
burned out when they were acquired
by Peacock Financial Corporation in
July, 1992. The city of Riverside's
redevelopment agency provided
$650,000 of the estimated
$2,000.000 renovation funds for the
project.
For infonnation o n fu rther unit
availability, contact Sally Hoxie at
(909) 787-808 I. tl

R

Employment Services
Company Leases in
Diamond Bar
egain, a subsidiary of the
Hertz Corporation, has
leased 4,457 square feet of
space at 21073 Pathfinder Road in

R

--
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Sierra Automotive Signs
Lease

Diamond Bar in a $395,000 transaction. tl

Richard Stephens Joins the
Keith Companies
ichard Stephens recently
joined The Keith Companies' Moreno Valley office
as principal planner. He will be
involved in project management,
marketing, strategic business planning, departmental administration
and professional organization liaison.
Having worked more than 14
years to date in the field, Stephens is
involved in organizations including
American Planning Association and
International Division, Association
of Environmental Professionals,
Urban Land Institute, California
Planning Foundation, Inland Empire
Design Institute, and the International Society of City and Regional
Planners. tl

R

Medical Manufacturer
Expands in Temecula

T

emecula-based Chemicon
Inte rnational, Inc. has purchased a 26,955-square-foot
office building at 28835 Single Oak
Drive in Temecula.
The firm is a medical industry
leader in the manufacture and sale of
reagents and monoclonal antibodies
throughout the world.

Office Alteration
Cabinets • Counters • Storage
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icrra Automotive & Detail has
leased 3,000 square feet at
42295 Avcnida Alvarado in
Temecula.
Owners Casimiro Cuevas and
Espiridion R. Cuevas will utilize the
location for storage of automobiles,
auto detailing and automotive electrical services.
The lease is worth an estimated
$30,000, according to Rancon Real
Estate, which handled the transaction. tl

New Indio Medical Building
Opening this Month in Indio

onstruction in Indio of a new
medical building owned by
Dr. 1. Perez is expected to be
completed this month. The facility
is located in the Indio Center of
Redevelopment on Oasis Street.
Indio's newest medical facility

C

on Burkett, regional vice
president and manager of
Eldorado Bank, chose a
career in banking because it's a people business. "I enjoy working with
a variety of people and
helping them realize
their financial goals.
Also, I am able to look at
various industries without actually working in
that industry," he said.
'The best part of my job
is the people contact and
analyzing financial puzzles."
Born and raised in
Virginia, Don likes doing
business in the Inland Empire
because the people arc genuine.
'They arc professional and focused,
and appreciate good service and the
efforts made on their behalf."
As a manager, Don likes to see
everyone involved in a team effort:
" All should share in the fruits of
hard wort. Cross-training is impor-

D

wiii include eight treatment rooms
and two large consultation areas in
addition to examining equipment.
General Construction Management is building the contemporary
styled building designed by John
Alvarado of Cathedral City. Gary
Covel, president of GCM, says "Dr.
Perez sho uld be welcoming his
patients to his new facility in about
mid April." 6

Beverly Brandon
New Hemet
Valley Mall
Manager
onahuc Schriber has
appointed industry veteran Beverly Brandon as
the new mall manager for Hemet
Valley Mall. She will oversee all
property management and operations activities for the 150,000square-foot regional shopping center, as well as the Victor Valley
Town Center in Victorville and the
Centennial Plaza in Hanford.
Brandon brings nearly 15 years
experience to her new post, having
worked most recently for Oliver
McMillan.
A licensed California real estate
broker, Brandon holds a Certified
Shopping Center Manager (CSM)
designation from the International
Council of Shopping Centers. 6

D

tant so everyone can help each
other."
Discussmg the economy, Don
thinks 1993 will " ... continue as we
have scell-<lull. In the last quarter
of 1993 and 1994, we
will witness sustainable
growth, with the quality
of life improving. Hopefully, people are realizing
their involvement in the
community will improve
the quality oflifc."
As a volunteer in
the community, Don
enjoys his service as a
Rotarian and the time he
invests with the Easter
Seals organization. He also enjoys
boating, fis hing and water skiing
with his family and friends.
Don w ants to be remembered as an individual who cared
about other people and his community and was willing to devote
thought and time to both. So far he
is succeeding. ll
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SBA Lending and the Clinton Adm inistration
by Steven Stultz

he demand for SBA guaranteed loans has increased dramatically as a result of the
recession and increased bank regulation. The guaranteed loan program
(7a loans) provide long loans to
small businesses for working capital,
equipment and real estate. Increasing bank regulation has restricted the
types and amounts of loans that
banks arc willing to make. Many
small businesses arc finding that for
loans they were able to obtain in the
past, their bankers arc now saying
uno."
The volume of SBA guaranteed
lending increased by 30 to 35 percent per annum over the past couple of years. Demand continues to
grow; however, the supply of funds
has not. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) had allocated only a portion of the funds
necessary to meet current demand.
The SBA had to distribute available funds on a quarter! y allocation
and ran shon of first quarter funds
in December 1992. In late 1anuary, the agency was about to run

T

after $1.45 billion was added to the
agency's allotment by Congress and
by transferring from other SBA programs.
The supplemental increase will
bring the agency close to meeting its
needs for the year. Hopefully, with
the shifting of funds from other programs toward the end of the year,
small business will find long-term
funds available throughout the 1993
fiscal year. It will become mcreasingly difficult to persuade Congress
to provide increasing amounts to
small businesses as demand continues to increase.

and San Bernardino Counties is handled by the Santa Ana district office.
Both 7a and 504 loans require the
participation of a bank and 504 loans
require the participation of a Certified Development Company (CDC).
The SBA's Santa Ana office (714836-2494) can provide you with a
list of participating lenders and
CDCs serving your area. 6
Steven Stultz is a director of the National Association of Government Guaranteed Lenders, the tratk association of
lenders participatmg m the SBA 's guaranteed loan program. and owner of
Stultz Financial (714-476-8244), a Newport Beach SBA loan consulting firm.

Yes!

Commercial credit is available,
despite what you may be hearing or
reading in the news . . . . .
If You Need Money To:
• Purchase your own building-90% financing available

Hopefully, with the
shifting of funds
from other programs
toward the end of the
year, small business

• Refinance Real Estate to take advantage of lower
interest rates and longer terms
• Make leasehold improvements

will find long-term
funds available
throughout 1993.
out of funds for the second quarter
when the Clinton Administration
approved a Small Business Administration plan to shift funds from
the third and fourth quarters of the
1993 fiscal year. This shift should
p rov ide s ufficient funds to take
care of de mands for the second
quarter. This reapportionment was
agreed to because the President's
eco nom ic s timulus pack age
includes a supplemental increase
that will provide an additional $2.7
billion in guaranteed funds.
This increase brings the total
program for the 1993 fiscal year to
$6.3 billion. Based upon the present rate of usage, demand for the
year would total $7.2 billion. This
compares with total volume of
$5.6 billion, $4.1 billion and $3.2
billion for the fiscal years ended
September 1992, 1991 and 1990
respectively. The 1992 level of
$5 .6 billion was achieved only

The SBA's 504 loan program,
used for long-term, fixed rate, real
estate financing, is faring beuer than
the 7a program. It also projects
falling somewhat shon of anticipated
demand. This program has a much
lower subsidy rate than the 7a program, and raising additional funds to
meet demand requires a much smaller expenditure. Some of the funds
transferred to meet the 1992 demand
for 7a funds came from the 504 program. This source of funds will not
be available to help cover a ?a shortfall th1s year.
SBA lending in Orange, Riverside

• Acquire new machines and equipment
• Finance the sale of your commercial property
• Expand your business or acquire a business

Why wait? .....
The money you need to grow your business, create jobs and
increase your income is available to qualifying companies RIGHT
NQ.lY!

®Mechanics
National Bank
(800) 662-4722
Hotline Information Number

Member FDIC
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Understanding Your Banker-The Key to Loan Success

B

by David Schneuier
ui~ding a SUCCeS.'>iUl relationship

With your bank begins with an
tmdcrstanding and appreciation
of the environment in wh1ch your
banker operates and makes decisions.
Here are a few thoughts to keep in
mind.

The money that banks lend is
not their own
The money loaned to borrowers of
the bank comes from the depositors of
the bank. Regardless of a borrower's
ability to repay the loan, depositors
expect their deposit5 to be ava!lable.
The bank has, in essence, substituted its
credit with depositors for that of the
borrower.

Banks are not required to lend
to your business
Bankers establish lending policies so
that loan portfolios are developed to
accomplish the goals and objectives of a
strategic plan that the bank has determined will best satisfy the needs of its
stockholders and customers.
Bankers are lenders, not
investors
In evaluating a credit, bankers II) to
idenufy and quantify credit risk, liquidity risk, interest rate nsk and economic
risk. Both the borrower and the banker
must understand the amount of risk
involved and how the risks will be
shared. Minim1zing credit risk is your

Desert Business
Journal
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he Palm Springs Chamber of
Commerce held ribbon-cutting ceremonies in March at
the Palm Springs Mall for three
new stores: Just-a-Buck, Sam
Goody and General Nutrition. 6
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el Webb's Sun City Palm
Springs won the Gold Seal
first prize for design in the
active adult retirement community
category at the second annual "Best
of Seniors Housing" award program presented by the National
Council on Seniors Housing in
February. NCOSH is the member
service of the National Association
of Home Builders (NAHB) for
industry professionals who design,
develop, finance, market and manage retirement facilities and communities.
The site, also in February,
received one gold and seven silver
awards from the Institute of Residential Marketing of the NAHB at
the 14th Annual MIRM awards ceremony.
The MIRM awards included a
gold award for Best Sales or Information Pavilion for a MasterPlanned Community nationwide
and silver awards including Best
Interior Merchandising Under

$125,000, Best Landscaping for a
:-.1odel or Model ComplexAttached Housing and Best Landscaping for a Model or Model
Complex- Detached Housing.
For further information. call
(619) 772-5300. fl
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eneral Construction Management is introducing the
first phase of their 25-unit
development, Vista Ridge. at Copper Mountain in Desert Hot
Springs. The custom homes of
more than 1650 sq. ft. will offer
such amenities as a master bedroom
with fireplace, vaulted ceilings.
wall-to-wall carpeting in the living
room and dining area and other luxury items. Prices will begin at
$125,000.
Other features include upgraded
gold bathroom fixtures, smoke
detectors and automatic fire protection sprinkler system, and jade
faced marble fireplaces.
The Vista Ridge model is open
daily. For further information, contact Jerry Washburn at 619-3291468, Century 21 Realty. fl
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jOb. You must prove to the banker that
you can pay bock the loan.
The success and profitability of a
bank is based on its ability to make only
those loans which have a very high
probability of being repaid and which
will generate a fair return.
"The Five Cs of Credit" is the
banker's guideline for evaluating and
determining your credit worthiness:
Charocter - What is the integrity of
the company, owners and managers?
\\rill they honor their commitments in
good times and bad'~
Capocity - Docs the company have
the necessary earnings and cash flow to
repay the loan?
Capital - Is there sufficient equity in
the company to absorb losses and protect the bank from a loan loss? Are
there additional sources of money avail-

able?
Collateral - Are there personal or
business assets available which can be
sold to satisfy the loan obligation to the
bank? Can the collateral be easily converted into cash? Are personal guarantees available?
Conditions - How will market and
economic condiuons affect the success
or failure of the company? Docs the
loan fit into the strateg1c plan of the
bank?
Hopefully, you now have a better
perspective of the banker's considerations when evaluating your loan
request. It is up to you to convince the
bank that a loan to your business 1s a
prudent and safe trmsaction. fl
David Schneider IS m the Real Esrare!SBA
Loan diviszons ofMecharucs
National Bank

Citrus State Historic Park
City ofRiver.'Cide, Park and Recrearwn
Department
Stare of California, Department of Parks
and Recreauon

e J.F Davidson Associates,
nc. (JFD) consultant team
provided site planning, landscape architecture, engineering and
architectural design for the first phase
of development of the historic park
located in Riverside. The design team
consisted of the landscape architecture
and civil engmeering divisions of
JFD, The Weir Company (site planning) and Thirtieth Street Architects,
Inc. (architecture).
Initial planning efforts for the park
site began as early as 1969 and a Final
General Plan was adopted in January
1989. This state park will represent a
historical documentation of the citrus
industry and its influence on the "California Dream" and significant role in
the development of Southern California.
The park master plan (380 acres)
features seven zones located in the
setting of large citrus groves. Among
the zones are: an entry area, featuring
a replica fruit stand; Historic Knolls,
with historic homes. restaurant, appropriate outbuildings and gardens; orientation area with an orientation center, amphitheater, demonstration
groves and citrus sales; a historic area,
featuring a packing house, "middleclass" grower's ranch, workers' camp,
company store, and arboretum; and a
picnic area consisting of an activity
center, interpretive structure, comfort
station, picnic areas, gardens and
interpretive trails. The long-range
development program is anticipated to
take I0 years depending on available

state funding,
The JFD consultant team was h1red
in January 1991 by the city of Riverside Park and Recreation Department
to design phase I improvements at the
entry and picnic area~ (40 acres). The
project is funded by state bonds and
private contributions admmistered
through a joint powers agreement
between the state of California and
city of Riverside. The park site
design reflects the historical character
of the 1920s and '30s and parlc elements such as buildings, site furnishings and landscape all reflect the style
of this era.
Improvements include a historical
citrus stand as an entrance structure,
an estate-style entrance gate with rock
pilasters, a palm and rose-lined entry
road, two large grass meadow areas
and picnic areas, a 4,000-square-foot
activity center with a formal courtyard
and agave garden, an interpretive
structure with stage and amphitheater,
comfort station and shade arbor, gazebo in a historic rose garden, palm
canyon interpretive garden and palmlined interpretive trails among the
newly replanted citrus groves.
Design of these improvements
were completed in September 1991
and the construction control was
awarded in May 1992. Construction
began in JWlC 1992 and is expected to
be completed in August, 1993. Estimated cost of phase I improvements is
$3 million
Clienl Conlact: Mr. Robert L. Johnson,
Parks Projects Coordinator, ciry ofRiversilk, Pari: and Recreation Departmenl,
(714) 782-5598
Mr. Robin E. Ettinger, LoN.I.scape Architect, staU of Cali/onlia. Departmelll of
Paries aNI Recreotioll. (916) 653-9868
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Anza
National
Bank has
appointed William
C. Cramer to Small
Business Administration loan manager
of the newly formed
small business loan
departmenL Cramer currently serves as
chairman of the DIStrict Advisory Council for the U.S. Small Business Administration.
De Anza National Bank offices are
located at 7710 Limonite Avenue and
1650 Spruce Street in Riverside. The
SBA department telephone is 909341-8905. 6
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Financial
Corp.
announced that the acquisition
of Fontana First National
Bank was completed in March, merging Fontana First Nauonal Bank into
Chino Valley Bank. The combined
banks represent assets of more than
$600 million and operate as Chino
Valley Bank.
CVB Financial Corp. (NYSE:
CVB) is the parent of Chino Valley
Bank, whose 16 offices and more than
$600 million in assets make the firm
the largest bank headquartered in the
Inland Empire. 6

C

College Center
for Economic
Development
and Riverside
Community College, teachmg
classes in business finance to
busmess owners.
Duane HelDuane 1/e//wn
Ium has been
named v1ce pres1dent and manager of the
Fontana office. He will be responsible
for the management and sales functions
of that office. Helium was formerly vice
president and assistant manager of the

Club. San Marino Community Church,
San Marino City Club and Phi Kappa
Psi. tJ.
~W~!mJ~
~~~.

th combined bank figures
reflecting its recent merger
with The Erst National Bank
m Coachella, Valley Independent Bank
reported earnings of Sl.CJ7 million for
1992. Combined shareholder dividends
totaled 8%. Valley Independent Bank is
headquartered in El Centro, California
with branch locations m Holtville, Brawley, Calexico and Coachella. 6

W

Inland Empire

small businesses

are hooking

up with

for free.
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Linn Wiley, president and
hief executive officer of
Chino Valley Bank, has
announced the appointment of three
executives to new positions.
Charles L. Frost has been named
vice president and assistant manager
of the bank's
Ontario office.
Frost has more
than 15 years of
commercial
banking experience, the last
three of which
were as a partner and business
Charles Frost
finance consultant for the Claremont consulting firm
of Valdez, Frost & Co. He is a coauthor of a workbook/study guide
entitled, "How to Prepare a Bank
Financing Pro!X>S3l for Your Business!
(The Way a Banker Would)." Frost is
an evening instructor with the Olaffey

Chino office. He is
active in commuruty
affaus and serves on
the Rancho Del
Chino Rotary Club.
Michael J. Helmuth has been
named vice president and banking
officer of the bank's Michael Helmuth
San Gabriel office.
He was formerly a vice president and
business banking team leader with Ccmmunity Bank. He IS acuve m the community as a member of the Oneonta
Men's Club, Brookside Men's Golf

D

And we want you for a cu~tomer too. So.
now through May 31st, we're bnnging
back our free phone system installation*
offer You'll s~l\'e hundred-,, e\'en
thous,mds. Plm. you'll get the AT&T
Customer ~.ttisfaction Guarantee. So
callus toda: at 1 800 852-4309 for detail-,.
And join all the bu~me..,~e..., that are ~a,•ing
money\\ ith free installation of a ne\\' AT&T
Small Busine~~ Phone System.
•\\artJ.IllhJv..,x..IJ.ti.'Jm...c••'' 't l\.hargc.""
t l Ll'd (,...
t"lel m~: td
\\J\h
tlt.: prt~lttonorL'lOlltlt \f,,Tph ~l''''tem<u't mer,,hll..li.i\h.
Jh< u up>; ., ' fkr'

1 800 852-4309
Richard Ray

ATs.T
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Norton's Gordian Knot
giving full or partial title of the base to
the authority. SBIAA President Swen
Larson recently quipped, "It's like
receiving the gift of a 50-ton elephant
in your backyard and not having any
money to feed it or let it perform!"
In attempting to seek a more expedious and timely marmer in which to
allow the transfer of Norton to the
SBIAA, a delegation of airport authority members, headed by SBIAA President Swen Larson, recently went to
Washington to meet with Congressman George Brown, Congressman
Jerry Lewis, Senators Dianne Fein-

Conti!UU!d From Pag• 3
shire. The legislation originally enact-

stein and Barbara Boxer. In order to
emphasize the SBIAA's economic
progress, a comprehensive and
detailed business plan for a commercial service airport was submitted to
the Congressmen, Senators, Air Force
officials, and other governmental
agencies.
In a recent talk with an aide to Congressman George Brown's Washington office, transfer and control of Norton A.F.B. has been somewhat obfuscated by special legislation that had
been passed by Congress for the closure of Pease A.F.B. in New Hamp-

ed, was to enhance public tranSfer by
indemnifying the Air Force in the
event of any future legal actions.
Unfortunately, the legislation has complicated all base closure actions under
the indemnification action, Congressman Brown's aide acknowledged that
the law will have to be undone to
accommodate progress at Norton.
The upcoming schedule for vacating Norton, suggests that the Air
Force's C-141 behemoths will leave
the facility by Se~ember of this year,
and by March of 1994, there will be
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So, to cost-effectively
reduce your security risks,
look to The First Name in
SecurittM for a FREE professional security appraisal.

(909) 460-0886

approximately 500 military personnel
left. As Norton's military flight operations gear down, determining who will
operate the airfield control tower will
be of primary importance. An interim
agreement will be necessary between
the airport authority, the Air Force and
the F.A.A. which regulates and controls import tower operations. The Air
Force already plans to cut tower operations in June, from 16 hours down to
eight hours which would affect Lockheed's operations severely. Negotiations are hastily being sought to effect
some son of interim "caretaker" agreement for the tower operations.
Congressman Brown's aide further elaborated on the possible
options wh1ch may take place in
order for the SBlAA to take some
semblance of control. The first is
what is called a ROD or record of
decision, which conveys full control
of the airport. The second is a 'partial' ROD which applies to the 1700
hundred acres of actual airfield
property, and the third option would
be to negotiate a 55-year lease for
the base. Exactly what the Air Force
will do is unclear at this time. The
Air Force and the government,
although bound by public benefit
laws in the conveyance process, still
hopes to realize monetary benefit
from the transfer. Land adjacent to
the airfield will be sold at fair market prices with the Air Force to get
most of the money. In almost contradictory terms, the Air Force is
required by that very Jaw to allow
for the SBIAA to achieve a 'revenue
stream' so that it may profitably
operate the airpon. In the pursuit to
make that revenue stream a reality,
the planning firm of Johnson, Fain
and Pereira of Los Angeles were
awarded a contract last year to prepare a long-range airpon and infrastructure redevelopment plan. In a
detailed use concept, the Los Angeles planners made their graphic presentation in a recent meeting with
I.V.D.A. and S.B.l.A. officials. The
comprehensive layout of what the
future international airport might
look like will require realignment of
San Bernardino's Del Rosa Avenue
and possibly other roadways in
establishing ingress and egress prerequisite to the planning concept.
Valley golf enthusiasts who at onetime may have looked forward to
playing the game on the base
course, which runs parallel with the
main runway, will be disappointed.
The course may have had its fate
Pleale Sec Pt~~• 52
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..Ask the Califorrua VenJure Forum .. addresses
questions of inlerest to bus1ness (Niners and
enJrepreneurs and is a project of facul!y from
Calijornia Stale Pol1technic Universiry, 1ocal
busmess leaders, and the lnlartl Empire Bus1·
ness Journal. Responses are prepared by
Forum members. The California Venture
Forum showcases en!Tepreneurs and businesses
evert other month in an effort to help them
olxiJilljinancing.lfyou are IIIIUeJted in bectming a presenJer or would liJce mue informaJion
about the California VenJure ForUIJI, COIIlact
Profess« DebOrah Brazed aJ (714) 869-2368.
This monJh' s coiwM is by Wanda Dalton of
Scor Consulting Corporalion Ul Victorville.

Ask The California
. : Venture Forum
n Ronda T. bid on a lucrave contract, she never realy expected to win the bidding war. Now, conuact m hand, she
needs cash to semce it, but has few
choices when it comes to raising
needed capital.
Although Ronda's business has an
established uack record and positive
cash flow, California banks aren't
lending to "small businesses."
There IS a solution to Ronda's
dilemma and the hundreds of other
small and development-stage compames. In January, California joined
almost 40 other states m adopung a
new financial tool called SCOR.
Acronym for Small Corporate Offering Registration, SCOR is a state registcrcd public offering which allows
California-based companies to solicit
up to $1 million annually by offering
common stock at no less than $1 per
share to the general pubhc.
Exempt from federal regisuation,
:he offermg 1s sull ~UbJe'-t to annfraud rules under tre federal Secun-

ings. While the U-7 is a simplified way
of registering the securities, an understanding of the complete process is necessary to suucture the document to
appeal to the broker-dealer and mvestor
community.
Lee Petillon, of the law firm Gipsoo
Hoffman & Pancione, and author of
California's legislation to adopt SCOR,
stated in a recent publication, "It
remains to be seen whether the investment banking and broker-dealer community in California will actively participate in SCOR offerings." It is our hope
that they will. California's economy
could sure use the boost tJ.

offerings, in most cases a secondary
market is not expected to develop.
Unlike a public offering where costs
may nm into the hundreds of thousands
of dollars, costs for a SCOR offering are
minimal. Some comparues have only to
pay for legal review, state registration,
accounting and printing. California's
regisuation fee is $2,500, plus up to
$1,000 more for actual costs of review.
Finding a broker-dealer interested in
selling a SCOR offering has been difficult It could be in the best interest of
the issuer to fmd a consulting fmn with
an established broker-dealer network.
One official at a recent national secwities conference stated that more than
90% of SCOR offerings had to be sold
by the issuer. nus may be because of
the way the writers structured the offer-

lion, H is reviewed by state authoriues
for fairness and disclosure. Once
approved for sale, investors can be
attracted to the offering by general
advertismg.
Unlike a private placement memorandum or public offering, the SCOR
offering is not limited to accredited
investors. Although there is a minimum
investment requirement, studies completed by Scor Consulting Corporation
reveal that the average investment is
between $2,500 and $5,CXXJ. This puts
the SCOR offering in a good position to
attract many small investors who wish
to "get in on the ground floor" of
prorrusing corporations. The resale of
stock is not restricted and may be freely
traded (under registration or exemption).
However, because of the !united size of

The next VefiiUTe Forum IS scheduled for
April 22. For a brochure, cal/ Bruce Holden
aJ (714) 978-6300 or lJy FAX
(114) 978-6922
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Centrelake. Ontario's outstanding business address. 70acres, master-planned to offer the best of everything.
Classic office buildings. State-of-the-art telecommunications services. Covered parking. On-site
amenities, including hotels and restaurants.
.... Did we mention the lakes? ....
See for yourself why Centrelake is the center of attention in the Inland
Empire.

NOW LEASING: ONE LAKESHORE CENTRE

+

Contact:

A JOint development of:

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD

CENTREMARK/MISSION LAND COMPANY

Mark McAdams or David Berger
(714) 980-7788
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Union Exec Won't Take 'No' For an Answer
ConJmued From Pagt 3

THE
CENTRE
OF
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+
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opment of the Kaiser site and surworking with me and with the Chimay know, l supported the sale of
representatives to ensure that local
rounding property could represent
nese actually cost me a large porworkers are utilized in the redevcithe Kaiser plant to the Chinese
an economic cornerstone for the
tion of the job. Instead of bemg a
Metallurgical Import and Export
opmcnt. With current uncmployfuture of our region. It is my hope
contractor with a much bigger
Company. The basis of my support
ment running at about 10 percent in
that we can work together in the
share of the work, I'm now just a
JS simple: the future redevelopment
the area, I believe any redevelopfuture to make the redevelopment
of the area around the site will help
ment effort must first look to
coordinator," he said.
of the site a reality which will benPerez confirmed that the converemploy local workers. Kaiser Steel
bring significant economic benefit
Resources would fully demonstrate
efit all."
sation occurred between Benjamin
to the Inland Empire The dismanUnion representatives, steelits commitment to the well-being of
and two other union representatling and removal of the plant is
plant representatives, and polititives, but defended the local union
crucial to prospective redevelopthe local community and its cllicians .. one way or another, the
ment.
zens by entering into labor agreedecision. "You have to understand,
ments calling for a specific number
issue of getting more JObs for local
11 is against union policy for mem" ... As a second step toward this
workers remains on several frontbers to work alongside non-union
cooperative goal, I would hke to
of workers to be employed on the
see Kaiser Steel Resources enter
burners. t:J.
labor on the same job. We couldn't
site.
into negotiations with local labor
" I sincerely believe the redeveldo it. If we could have been given a
definite portion of the work, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
which was done completely by
Excuse #4 For Not Doing A
union worke rs, we could have
Corporate Video
accepted, but we couldn' t work
with them the way they wanted
us to."
Perez is looki ng at othe r
avenues in addition to the confr ont ational ones. He has not
stopped his requests for political
assistance from local representatives such as Assemblyman Joe
Baca (D-62nd District) and Congressman George Brown (D-San
Bernardino).
Assemblyman Baca, in his first
term, confirms that he supports
Perez's stand. "I was outraged
when I learned that Americans
had lost jobs because of this sales
agreement," he said. "This type
of agreement should never be
made unde r the constraint of hiring foreign nationals instead of
U. S. wo rkers. T here arc too man y
of our people out of work.
"Unfo rtunately, the deadline
for introducing new legislation
passed on March 5, so it was too
late for immediate action by the
time this issue was brought to my
attention. However, I have been
Video Sells
testing the waters for support
Because when it comes to effectively selling a product or service, nothing beats the
from other legislators, such as
impac t of a well-produced video. And the best part, our " award winning" creative
Dianne Feinstein and Assemblystaff will guarantee you the best value in town. Regardless of your budget.
man Fazio. Before long, I hope to

"Our company is

too small/big."

introduce a bill that will ensure
that this never happens again."
Congressman Brown, who will
be attending a breakfast meeting
with Perez shortly after this issue
goes to press, has also indicated
support for the cause of American jobs. However, he feels that
more has been accomplished for
future job development (by the
sale of the steel plant to the Chinese), than would have been by
stopping the sale.
In a Jetter to Daniel Larson,
president of Kaiser Steel
Resources, Brown said, " As you

So stop making excuses
Call Art Kemp

391-1015 Ext. 37

305 Sacramento Place • Ontario • CA • 91764
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Increased Funding in Natural Gas
Research Will Bolster Local Economy,
Add New Jobs
By Judi Battey, District Manager, TM Gas Compa11y
C()lllrnud From Pag~ 6
scratch to run on clean natural gas.
development while coal receives 20
Federal Express, UPS, the Post
percent.
Office and many other firms and
Two years ago, the natural gas
agencies have NGVs as pan of their
industry submitted a proposal to the
fleets. Increased funding could proDOE for increased funding of natuvide the incentive for small comparal gas technologies. The proposal
nics right here to convert gasoline
sought approximately $2.5 billion
and diesel engines, build the storage
spread over a period of 10 years
tanks needed on NGVs, develop
(less than the DOE spent on nuclear
more efficient carburetor systems,
energy in 1991 alone) to develop
etc.
these new technologies that would
The fuel cell, a space age develhelp the nation meet environmental
opment which supplies electrical
and energy security needs.
power to the space shuUies, are also
The proposal is still in process
here on the ground today. Fuel cells
and approval now looks very likely
"convert" the molecules in natural
due to the Ointon Administration's
gas to electricity and also produce
stated emphasis on increased fundheat as a by-product. The South
ing for natural gas research in the
Coast Air Quality Management DisEconomic Stimulus Package-the
trict's headquarters in Diamond Bar,
proposal is not only alive, it's alive
a Hyatt Hotel in Irvine, Kaiser Hosand well. Following the anticipated
pitals-all these have installed fuel
passage of the package, the congrescells to provide electricity and heat.
sional appropriations process will
generated right on site.
then determine just how much
Additional funding could lead to
money is actually made available for
the development of smaller and less
natural gas technology development.
expensive fuel cell units for small
The members of Congress need to
businesses or homes. Because they
know that focusing R & D dollars
do not bum the gas, there is virtually
into natural gas research will be the
no air pollution created during the
first major step to re-order the
power generation phase.
nation's energy spending priorities
Nationwide, natural gas and coal
and pave the way for creation of a
each supplies about a fourth of the
California-based infrastructure capanation's energy requirements. But
ble of developing technologies that
natural gas receives only about 3
can be marketed around the world.
percent of the U.S. Department of
6
Energy's budget for research and

--------- ---TENANT IMPROVEMENT PROFESSIONALS

(909) 682-6225
FAX (909) 682-6406
"It is possible 10 give away and become richer! It is also possible 10 hold on
100 tightly llld 1o1e evt'%)1hing. Yes, lhe liberal num shall be rich! By watering
others, be w.r.crs bimJel(."

-Proverbs 11: 24 &: 2S

A Metropolitan Agenda for the Inland
Empire in the 1990s
C()lllilu~Ld From Pag~ 6
Metrolink rail service between
growth boundaries around fastdowntown Los Angeles and San
expanding Southern Cahforma.
Bernardino later this year offers that
Within these limits, residential and
opportunity for more intensive
commercial development would be
development in downtown San
permitted. Outside those limits,
Bernardino.
however, growth would be precludMoreover, regional planning
ed.
would
assure that new development
Governor Wilson failed to include
meets human needs by creating a
growth boundaries in his growth
sense of neighborhood, combining a
management plan. because he
variety of uses to build a seven-daythought that such measures might be
a-week community, and offering
perceived as anti-business and were
plenty of pedestrian amenities and
better left to local authorities. Portopen space, among other peopleland, Oregon, meanwhile, which is
pleasing features .
frequently referred to as one of the
Fourth, residents of the Inland
most livable cities in the nation,
Empire should focus on infill mixedestablished growth boundaries 15
use development projects within
years ago Seattle will soon implement such limiL~
existing cities and suburbs. These
Besides protecting
projects could house
the Inland Empire's
industrial and office
Regional planning
jobs, as well as proremaining agricultural

-<=========>-

lands and natural hab1tats, growth boundaries
would channel more
development back to
existing cities like San
Bernardino and Riverside and their surrounding
suburbs,
thereby slowing the
costly extension of
metropolitan infrastructurc items . Meanwhile, growth boundaries will encourage
the allocation of scarce
resources to the repair
and modemi:lation of

would assure that
new development
meets human
needs by creating
a sense of neighborhood and offerlng plenty of
pedestrian amen/ties and open
space, among
other people-pleasing features.

vide moderate -cost
space for starter
companies, entrylevel housing. housing for singles and
couples, as well as
parks and open
space.
Mixed-usc projects
would also strengthen
metropolitan
growth boundaries
by lessening the
pressure for residcnual and commercial
development in outlying area~.

existing infrastructure -<========~ Projects should be
systems, which serve
located ncar existing
far more people and busincs.~s.
or new mass transit stations and on
Third, residents of the Inland
surplus infill sites such as nowEmpire should encourage the adopunused rail yards, derelict industrial
tion of effective regional land-use
zones, closed or soon-to-be-closed
planning. Governor Wilson's promilitary bases like Norton Air Force
posed growth management plan
Base in San Bernardino, or bases
would require municipalities to
scheduled for reductions like March
adopt growth management plans
Air Force Base in Riverside.
which were consistent with a
Given so many Southern Califorstatewide plan in order to gain
nians' renewed optimism about tackinfrastructure funding. However,
ling our domestic problems, plus the
the governor has stated that he
realization that international comperemains opposed to granting regiontition has largely shifted from the
al government bodies greater authormilitary 10 the economic front, now
ity over local land-use decisions.
is the ideal time to plan "A
This is unfortunate, because such
Metropolitan Agenda for the Inland
Empire in the 1990s" in comprehenmeasures would assure the best possible use of our scarce public infrassive detail, using these four recomtructure dollars. For example,
mendations as a starting point If we
take these steps now, the Inland
metropolitan areas could coordinate
the construction of mass transit proEmpire will be a more liveable and
jects with new provisions for higherprosperous region in the future. 6
density development around stations
Boris Dramov is a pritu:ipGI a1 ROMA
through zoning and incentives so
Desigfl Group, a 5IJII Frtllldsco-based
that these lines have built-in riderdesigfl IJitd dew/opfMIII COIUIIlliltgjinfl
ships. The scheduled stan of
witlt ciWtts tJtro.,lto, Callfontia.
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Mayor Dennis L. Stout
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EB.J: What do you sec a~ the
relationship between business and
the city?

Stout: Private cnte~prise is the back·
bone of our community Rancho
Cucamonga can't provide the kinds of
services expected without a strong
business community. Nearly 53% of
the city's general pu!pOse funds comes
from sales tax. It is in the city's best
interest to attract and maintain quality
businesses to help enhance the quality
of life in the community. To that end,
I sec the relationship between business
and the city as a partnership whose
goal it is to ensure healthy, thriving
businesses. Our professional staff arc
worlcing with the business community
to find new ways to help business in
our troubled economy. The City
Council is committed to cncouragmg
quality busine.o;scs and stands ready to
personally work with the business
community to create an environment
for mutual success.
IEBJ: What IS your vision for the
future of Rancho Cucamonga?

I:kl'tromc

Stout: I sec Rancho Cucamonga as a

,\1 a cin t o:-h

I'o.\ Colour
liDO r-!00-1 13-l
~)()!) ~Jiil-5050

fti\/~Jiil-0:~ 15

.\lodem
~JO!l 'DH 1-3-l~JB

.:wo :\'orth
Benson An-.
Building 1
Upland, CA
9 1/H!)-5()52

DfSHlDP PRfPRf55. WilHDUl CDMPRDMISf.
Build ing a tandem Harley was no easy task.
The goal \vas to make it "believable." O u r
dedicated staff, using the latest Scitex retouching equ ipment, achieved the goal. And, \ve're
proud of the results . We take th e same pride in
every p r ojec t we ha n d le. It doesn't ma t te r
whether it's simple or com p lex. Give us a call,
a nd we '11 help you achieve your goal too.

truly balanced community. I am committed to helping create the condition.~
that make for a quality of life second
to none. 'The 1980s saw explosive residential growth in the city and the
1990s will bring much needed growth
to our commercial base. We arc now
beginning to sec commercial development flower in our community. The
Terra Vista Town Center was completed in 1992 with the addition of its
fourth anchor, Service Nfcrchandise.
In 1993, we expect to sec Foothill
Marketplace complete Phase I which
already includes Price Oub and Wal-

:\tan. We w!ll continue our wort with
the Hahn Company to develop the
Victoria Gardens Regional Nfall and
with other developers to bring such
projects as Home Depot, Sports
Chalet, K-man and Smith's Food King
to fruition. In addiuon to increasing
the commerc1al opportunities in the
city, the City Council and I are working towards providmg cultural and
recreational facilities for our commu
ruty that will enhance life m the city
and help make Rancho Cucamonga a
destination for people throughout the
region. Of course, the new stadium
and sports complex, home of the San
Diego Padre.~' farm team, the Rancho
Cucamonga Quakes, is already open
and it will soon be joined by Iceoplex,
an ice skating and hockey rink being
privately developed by a consonium
including L.A Kings captam Luc
Robitaille. Even though the shortterm economic picture will not allow
us to begin wort on our plarmed 100acre Central Park, we will continue to
plan for its eventual construction.
When built, Central Parl<. will be home
to a state-{)f·the-art library, performmg
art~ theater, community center and
spom center with tennis and swimming. A community with the best m;idential, employment, shopping, cultural and recreational opportunities
possible is my vision for Rancho
Cucamonga.

ble. To maintam our safety record, I
have made better Jaw enforcement a
priority. I will be working with the
City Counc1l to add more police officers this year to help prevent the mcursion of gangs and to reduce graffiti in
Rancho Cucamonga. Another priority
is to improve library services to the
commuruty. For years, a great number
of rcsidenL~ have been asking for bet·
ter library facihties. A survey of residents show that a maJonty are concerned about library services and
would like to see some improvement
in the current situation. While it b our
hope to eventual! y build a state-{)f·theart library in Central Parl<., the economy docs not make that possible now.
Still, it is a priority of mine to provide
a better library to the residents of this
community. So, we are looking at
ways of providing a larger space and
more books for our residents as an
interim solution until we can build a
permanent library structure. Finally,
as I stated before, the city relics on
successful busincssc~ for a healthy
local economy and relics on sales tax
for a sizable portion of our budget.
Attracting and retaining business is a
priority. Successful businesses provide residents with opportunities for
shopping and employment and pro·
vides the city with revenue to improve
law enforcement services and enhance
the quality of life for all Rancho Cucamonga

IEBJ : What arc your priorities for
IEBJ: How is Rancho Cucamonga

the city?

weathering the sluggish economy?

Stout: Rancho Cucamonga is one of
the safest clues in Southern California.
'The crime rate for the city is the second lowest in San Bernardino County
with homicides, burglaries. robberies
and violent crime rates lower than they
were in 1991. 'The city \\as recently
awarded with the Automobile Club
Pedestrian Safety Award and has been
recognit.cd as the city with the lowest
accident rate in the state among cities
of comparable size. One of my top
priorities is to make sure that Rancho
Cucamonga stays the safest city possi-

Public Confczrcznccz Rooms
Computer Training & Vidczo Confczrczncing
Seating for 12 to 50+ persons • Built in video projection & sound
systems • Competitive rates by the hour or day • Excellent freeway access
from I-10 or I-15 • Neighbors Ontario International Airport • Ample free
parlcing • Concierge Services • 24-hour Availability

Stout: If you exclude recent actioru;
by the state of Califorrua to take revenue away from etties, the economy in
Rancho Cucamonga has done relatively well. Taxable sales in the city are
up approximately 13.5% from 1991 as
our commerc1al base continues to
expand and bu ine.~sc.~ conunue to do
well. As a matter of fact. the Chaffey
College Center for Economic Development relea.<;ed a survey m the summer of 1992 which showed that nearly
70% of the businesses in Rancho

Cucamonga were holding steady or
experiencing busine.'~ growth in spttc
of the poor statewide economy. If it
were not for the money grabs by the
state, the city's economic health would
be good due to our relatively strong
local economy.

IEBJ: What does Rancho Cucamonga have to offer busine.,~?

Stout: Rancho Cucamonga can offer
business a plare to start. expand, and
succeed in a quality atmosphere unsurpa.~scd clo;ewhere in the region. Ran·
cho Cucamonga has 5,000 acres of
industrially zoned land. Parcels range
in si7.c from one·half acre to one hundred acres. Rancho Cucamonga has
many sites available now for most
business needs. Rancho Cucamonga
has residents who form a highly edu·
catcd pool of employees and who have
a median family income \\hich is the
highest in the county and higher than
the median income for Orange County. Our residents have a buying
income that ha~ helped make the busi·
ncsses that locate here successful.
Finally, Rancho Cucamonga has a
qualny of life that employees, clients
and customers can enjoy and appreci·
ate. 'The Chaffey College Center for
Economic Development reported that
22% of the businesses operating in
Rancho Cucamonga chose our quality
of life a~ thetr key rca.<;On for locating
in the city. d

Executive, Technical & Professional Recruiters
Road, Suite 205
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701

9330 Baseline

(909) 941·9964
Fax 989-6028

CALL (909) 944-8662 FOR RESERVATIONS
INDEPENDENCE
CORPORATE
CENTRE
9U7~227

Haven Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga_ CA 9t730

ATRiUM

3200 E. inland Empire Blvd.
Ontario. CA 91764

~-o-r-t-u·n-e~
-..r
Pff5onnri Con.oult.onl.s

of Rancho Cucamonga
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Business and Industry

CALIFORNIA

Worl d-Class Community
& Companies

Whirlpool. Other national companies welcomed into Rancho
Cucamonga include Advance
Wire Technology. Best Western
Inn, Gentex, Giorgio Perfume,
lams, Johnson Controls, Memorex Telex, National Distribution,
Pacer Technology, PFS food distributors, Pier One Imports, Proficient Food Company, and U.S.
Alcohol Testing.

and market drug testing equipment nationally.

Giorgio

Giorgio Perfume has already
expanded into a larger Rancho
Cucamonga facility since they
first located an assembly-line,
office, distribution center here a
couple of years ago.
..----------------~Their classy, colorful
outlet store, at 11555 Jersey Blvd., "continues to
draw huge crowds,"
relates Carl Aoki, engineering manager; they've
been extremely pleased
with their Rancho Cucamonga location.

Pacer Technology

he name "Rancho CucaOne of the state's fastest
monga" has become syngrowing
companies relocated
onymous with quality.
from
Northern
California to RanNew businesses are relocating to
cho Cucamonga to better serve
or starting up in Rancho Cucaits shareholders. "In the long
monga to take advantage of this,
term, Rancho Cucamonga was
the availability of _
the best for fula highly educated
work force, conSince incorpora tion
filling that crite,·n 1977, Rancho
ria," said Jim
. t f reeway
vemen
access, and lower
Cucamonga has been
Munn,
Pacer
land costs or lease
building a communi ty Technology's
rates than Los
of state-of-the-art
president and
chief executive.
Angeles
or
development projec ts
Pacer is a manuOrange County.
with a timeless
"The
most
quality.
facturer
and
worldwide marimportant thing
about sales and
keter of adhesives, sealants and threadlockers
leasing activity here in the
for the automotive, industrial
Inland Empire is that it's resulting in positive absorption, which
and aerospace markets and related products for the consumer,
indicates growth in the amount
cosmetics and hobby markets.
of occupied industrial space,"
said Mark Piscatelli, senior vice
Pacer Technology typifies the
..,...------.._.-.,labor-intensive industry
the city is attracting. The
Rancho Cucamonga plant
currently employs about
100 workers. The ability
to expand was a critical
factor in making the
choice to come to Rancho Cucamonga because
the company had outgrown its previous building in Northern California. Pacer occupies a
50,000-square-foot facility on a
president and district manager of
lot with room to expand another
Grubb & Ellis' Inland Empire
70,000 square feet.
District. Rancho Cucamonga is
"We sent out about 100 solicil ocated at the west end of the
tations for bids on sites, and we
Inland Empire which "has more
narrowed it down to two-Randistribution produc t available at
cho Cucamonga and one in San
better prices than businesses can
Jose," Munn said. Rancho Cucafind in Los Angeles County,"
monga was selected because the
said Tim Hawke, vice president
price of the land was about 40
with Grubb & Ellis.
percent less than in San Jose,
Already the city boasts an
their investment in land and
impressive list of world-class
building would appreciate highbusiness residents: Ameron
er, and the site was closer to a
Steel, Black & Decker, Cocamajor seaport at Long Beach
Cola, Frito-Lay, Schlosser Forge,
(Pacer's adhesives are exported
Sears, Stanley Tools and
to 37 nations). The move to

T

Rancho Cucamonga also brought
the firm closer to some of its
major raw material suppliers.
The combination of affordable
housing and availability of a
work force in the Inland Empire
meant that it was easier to move.
"We paid for the moving expenses for 35 people," Munn said,

==========>--

Chaffey College

Wo rld-Class Quality
Giorgio's Rancho Cucamonga facility.

"and we found that they could
buy the same size house as they
had in Silicon Valley for 40 percent less here."

U.S. A lcoho l Testing
The United States Navy
entered into an agreement with
Rancho Cucamonga-based U.S.
Alcohol Testing for drug-testing
services. Under the arrangement, the Navy will transfer
drug-testing technology from the
Naval Research Laboratory in
Washington, D.C. to the firm,
which has prompted planning on
a new manufacturing facility creating 30 new jobs in the
area.
"We'll have to get a
whole manufacturing
site going," said U.S.
Alcohol Testing representative
Adonica
Hawthorne. The firm
will work with the U.S.
Navy in developing
equipment for detecting
traces
of
heroin,
cocaine and other drugs
in less than five minutes. Initially, the goal is to produce a prototype of the device for manufacture.
The agreement came after
Navy officials inspected the
company's Rancho Cucamonga
facility. "They were pleased
with our facilities, and they liked
our
marketing
efforts,"
Hawthorne said. The agreement
with the Navy is an important
step in the fum's goal to develop

Since incorporation in
1977, Rancho Cucamonga
has been building a community
of state-of-the-art development
projects with a timeless quality.
The city publicly recognizes
these award-winning efforts of
developers, architects, and other
designers through an Awards for
Design Excellence program. In
order to reflect the diversity of
development, awards may be
given in the following categories: office, industrial, commercial and residential. Awards
are given for a variety of different types of projects, including
new construction, master planning, historic rehabilitation, and

Chaffey College-a
Community and Business
Resource for the Future
haJJcy College serves 150,<XX:l
residents in seven cities. Cliaffey
offers two-year associate in arts
arx1 associate in scieoce degrees, arx1 oreyear cenificates of achievement Students
may also complete tre first two years of
treir baccalaureate degree and transfer to
any of tre state's UC or CSU campuses.
In fact, a recent survey shows that at the
end of their junior year, students who
transferred from Chaffey did better than
tlx>se UC students who entered as freshmen.
Chaffey College has built a state arx1
national reputation with its vocational
education programs. In the aeronautics
field, 99 peroent of its graduates pass treir
FAA licensing examinations on the first
attempl 'Ire registered nursing program
is ore of tre best in tre nation. Graduates
from other programs in health sciences
excel in their respect1 ve state board
examinations and in securing immediate
employment
Tre automotive technology program
is one of the very few in the country
where ambitious men and women can
build a car from tre wheels up. Graduates
have started their own busiresses or have
gone to worlc in the pits at Indianapolis
500 or at one of the Big Three in Detroit

C

This flexibility exemplifies the approach
to vocational education at the college.
Instructors listen to what the students
want to achieve and help them become
the best in that arena
Business and office technology courses are desigrxxlto assist persons to gain
the job skills needed to be COOlpetitive in
today's economy or for professional
development and personal use. These
ioclude classes in information arx1 computer scieoce, office technology and busiBest Western Heritage Inn

landscaping.
The prestigious Awards for
Design Excellence honor those
projects that exemplify superior
design, and resourceful use of
land, while improving the quality
of the built environment. Presented annually, the awards serve
to identify and publicly acknowledge the contributions made by
the development community to
the quality of life within the city
of R ancho Cucamonga. 6

ness administration.
Graduates of the Hotel arx1 Food Service Management and Food Service
Management JIUgrams have earned positions with fme establishrrents throughout
the world
A new ron-aedit small busiress management certificate program has been
establisnxl. Nine key business management topics are offered in 40 hours of
instruction during a 10-week period.
Designed for business owners and JX>lCiltial owners, the course assists with the
developnent of individual business plam
that are critical documents used in oluin-

ing business loans.
The college not only provides the
Inlam Empire with entry into higher education, but also serves as a valuable COOlmunity resource. For example, the Wignall Musewn Gallery has been the home
to community art lovers since 1972. As
the only non-profit contemporary visual
arts exhibition spaces in the district, the
museum/gallery is dedicated to promoting
cutting edge works of emerging arx1 esta1r
lished artists. 'Ire life science division has
a biological musewn that includes 8,500
hertlariwn specimens; 10,00) insect specimens in systematic collections; 500 mammal skeletons, iocluding a large bat collection; 75 skeletons of modern primates am
20 human skeletons. Throughout the

school year, Chaffey
students take many of
trese specimens, iocluding live snakes and
other creepy crawlers,
into district elementary
and junior high school
classrooms to share the
wonders of this living
plaret

The college works
closely with all of the '-----------------'...0--....L....u
Vocational Education Bw/djng at Chaffey College
chambers of commerce
within its district and with many businessfey College Center for Ecooomic Develes and civic organizatiom. This close relaopment, which JrQvides a variety of edutionship has produced a special partner_
cational and training opportunities along
ship between employers, education and
with special services to business and
government It is manifested in the Chafirdustry. 6.

Lifelong
learning is for
everyone.

n today's rapidly changing world, maintaining your competitive edge demands the continuous
upgrading of your skills and knowledge base. One of the best avenues to stay abreast is
through lifelong learning, and one of the best places to accomplish this is Chaffey College.
With more than 75 programs of study leading to either two-year A.A. or A.S.degrees or one-year
certificate degrees, you can upgrade your skills, change careers, or complete the first two years
of your B.A. degree.

I

CHAFFEY COLLEGE
Your Partner

.

1n

Lifelong Learning

Main Campus: 5885 Haven Avenue, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91737 • (909) 987-1737
Ontario Educational Center: 208 W Emporia, Ontario, CA 91763 • (909) 941-2700
Fontana Learning Center: 7996 Sierra Avenue, SuiteD, Fontana, CA 92336 • (909) 350-3596
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People
energy to various projects and orgaadvocate for the city's Hispanic popthe city and feels honored to have
nizations in order to make their comulation. He also serves on the board
been involved in the creation of a
munity a better, safer place in which
of the North Town Housing and . - - - - - - - - . first-class fire
to live. One such volunteer is Maria
department. He
Development Corp.
Pagan. Maria volunteers her time at
feels very fortuMarge Stamm, a long-time resiRANCHO
the Rancho Cucamonga Neighbornate to be a resident of Rancho Cucamonga, was
CUCAMONGA
hood
Center assisting in the Bi-lindent of the comalso deeply involved with the incorCALIFORNIA
gual Human Services Program. She
munity, as well
poration committee. Marge has
donates 40 hours per month m proas having an
devoted many hours of community
ancho Cucamonga, although
viding assistance to the public m
opportunity to
service to the library and the Boy and
a new city, is an area with a
completing
renter's credit forms,
Girl
Scouts.
contribute
to
the
rich history and culture that
City Clerk,
and
referrals, commodity
information
of
improvement
Dee
Murray
has
played
a
major
Debbie
Adams
is populated by a wide variety of
distribution
and
senior
events. Maria
the
public's
role
as
an
advocate
for
the
city's
nationalities. Native Americans.
is responsible for providing public
mobile home parlc. residents and has
health, safety and welfare.
Hispanics, Asians, Caucasians and
information on Hispan1c radio and is
Debbie Adams, Rancho Cucaalso assisted the senior residents of
Afro-Americans are some of the peoin charge of El Heraldo which
the
community.
monga's
city
clerk,
is
an
example
of
ples that make up the population of
updates the Hispanic population on
All
three
individuals
a
resident
who
has
been
in
the
area
Rancho Cucamonga. ,.~"'"'-..•nlll'l
have made, and confor a shorter period.of time. Debbie,
Each ethnic group brings
tinue to make, huge
along with her husband Brad and
its own diverse and
their two boys, Nicholas and Shane,
contributions to their
unique customs to the
have
lived in Rancho Cucamonga for
city.
area, which makes for a
nine years. Their reasons for moving
Rancho Cucamonvaried and interesting ll'liiiillllliJ
to the area are typical of many ga can also lay claim
community. The city
to having a worldthey moved here because of a job
boasts residents who
renowned
artist
as
a
transfer, and stayed because of the
hail from the first settlers
Volunteers Maria Pagan wuh Elizabeth
resident. Sam Malsafe, beautiful community and the
of the area to brand new
Beauchamp
oof's beautiful wood
quality schools.
arrivals who want to take
events and services offered in the
Local realtor Betty McNay has
advantage of the area's
carvings and furniof
the
community
community. Maria is typical of so
been
a
resident
quality planning and envi- Artist/Craftsman Sam Maloof ture have made him a
since 1952. Betty moved to the area
many of the city's volunteers who
popular and respected
ronmenL The city staff of
give unstintingly of themselves.
from Indiana when her husband's job
Rancho Cucamonga is an excellent
citizen of the area President John F.
transferred the family to the West
Andrew Hall is an example of a
example of this type of homogeneous
Kennedy had a rocking chair made
and
her
husband,
Jack,
recent
transplant to the city, having
Coast.
Betty
mix-with Asian, Afro-American
by Sam, which he used in the White
lived here for less than a year.
raised their family of three children
and Caucasian groups on the execuHouse. Sam has truly assisted in
and began a real estate business.
Andrew is the first manager of the
tive staff.
puning Rancho Cucamonga "on the
Betty was involved in the developBest Western Heritage Inn-Rancho
Nacho Gracia, Dee Murray and
map."
ment of the region
Cucamonga's first
Marge Stamm are three residents
The city can also take pride in listand can lay claim to
hotel! Andrew
ing several well-known sports figures
who typify the community spirit of
the fact that she had
comes to the area
as residents. Olympic silver medalist
Rancho Cucamonga. The three were
many real estate
from
Dallas,
recent recipients of the Rancho
Mike Powell is proud to call Rancho
dealings with HollyTexas. Wanting
Cucamonga Community FoundaCucamonga home. Powell recently
wood celebrities who
set a world record in the long
to become an
invested in land in
jump representing America (and
active participant
the Rancho Cucahis home town) in the 1992
in his new commonga area. Among
Olympics. A number of baseball
munity, Andrew
some of these more (Ito~) John MaMerino, Andrew and the manageplayers reside in Rancho Cucawell-known personal!. - Hall, Grnger Eaton, and Rance Clouse ment o f t h e B est
monga as well-Tommy Davis,
ties were Percy Faith,
Western offered use
former Dodger and Jeff Holly, of
the Minnesota Twins.
of the hotel to the Rancho CucarnonNat King Cole, Doris Day and Lome
One of the finest fire departGreene. But when asked, Betty
ga Community Foundation for its
mcnts in all of California is
replies she feels the real celebrities
fund-raiser. The event helped to
are the families who settled
raise $5,000 for the foundation and
(L toR) Primavera HumtJn Services Award located in Rancho
wi!IMrs, Marge Stramm. Nacho Gracia. an.d Cucamonga.
The -f!'""'-:-:::---:-----, the area, such as the
provided an excellent opportunity for
Dee Murray with Guy Beyersdorf
city's fire chief, L.
McGuires, Muellers, Pearthe hotel to make itself known to the
Dennis Michael, is
sons, Carraris, Tolstoys and
community. Andrew finds it fining
Cherbaks. She has seen a
proud of the high caliber
that the city's first hotel (which
lion's Primavera award in the field of
of the department.
number of changes and a
offers
meeting rooms and reception
human services. The award is given
Michael, a life-long resihuge amount of growth in
as well as hotel accommofacilities
to those groups or individuals who
dent of Rancho Cucathe community. Beuy feels
dations)
should
be the "official" hotel
have demonstrated excellence in the
a great deal of satisfaction
monga, attributes the stJCof
the
Quakes
Rancho-Cucamonga's
area of human services. Nacho, Dee
knowing that she played a
cess to the.personal comfirst baseball team!
and Marge are three stJCh individuals.
mitment of the departbig role in the development
Although these are just a few of
Nacho Gracia has been involved
ment members as well as Fire Chief, L. Dennis of Rancho Cucamonga.
Rancho
Cucamonga's present day
Michael
in community affairs for several
their dedication to the proRancho Cucamonga
residents, the city is proud of its
years and was instrumental in the
fession Dennis remembers growing
is proud to have among its ranks a
diversity and culturally-rich commudevelopment of Old Town Park.
nity. a
up in Rancho Cucamonga when it
corps of volunteers who donate
Nacho was a key player in the city's
was largely vineyards and orchards.
unselfishly to their community.
incorporatioo process and affordable
He has seen a great many changes in
These people give their time and
housing strategy, acting as a strong

R

__.

Growth
needs of the city projected a market-sensitive allocation in the
range of 1,280 to 1,380 total retail,
service, and office acres-approximately twice the current supply.
The next wave of urbanization in
Rancho Cucamonga will be concentrated cast of Milliken Avenue
and south of Base Line Road. The
future retrul core of easternmost
Rancho Cucamonga will center
primarily on the Victoria Gardens
regional mall. In addition, new
centers such as the Foothill ~ar-

RANCHO
CUCAMONGA
CALIFORNIA

Retail Growth
ancho Cucamonga has
come a long way since
incorporation, particularly
in providing retail shopping
opportunities for its residents and
work force. The housing boom of
the 1980s brought with it a corresponding boom in new retail construction, a boom that continues
today and is creating one of the
strongest retail bases in the Inland
Empire.

R

Foothill Boulevards
A majority of the city's commercial base is located along the
stretch of Foothill Boulevard
between Haven Avenue and the I15 Freeway. Key activity clusters
are located at major intersections.
The most prominent of these existing retail locations are the Terra
Vista Town Center, located at
Haven Avenue, and the Foothill
Marketplace, located next to the 115 Freeway. The tremendous success of both centers is testimony to
the size of the city's market area,
which draws customers from surrounding communities.

Terra Vista Town Center

Edwards Cinemas
Mervyn's, Ross, Montgomery
forecasts, the c"ity will reach a
Wards, and Service Merchandise.
population of 132,500 by the year
The center also offers a 6-plex
2000, and Rancho Cucamonga has
Edwards Cinema, Chili's res tauone of the highest median incomes
in the Inland Empire. A study prerant and a food court. Future tenants include Soup Exchange and
pared by Inland Empire West proShakey's. The project currently
jected that city median income
has 505,000 square feet.
will reach $48,145 in the year
2000.

Future Opportunities
The city's newest shopping center, one of the largest power centers in the Inland Empire, has just
completed its first phase of construction at the southeast comer of
Foothill Boulevard and the 1-15
Freeway. Price Club ( 111,325
square feet) enjoyed its grand
opening m October and is reponing high customer traffic. A WalMart (155,584 sq. ft.) is expected
to be open before this goes to
print. The Foothill Marketplace
will cover more than 545,000
square feet when completed.
Leases have been signed with
Food4Less. Michaels (art and craft

The award-winning Terra Vista
Town Center is located in the heart
. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . , . . . . , superstore), Sport
Chalet, a 12,000sq.-ft. Claim Jumper
restaurant, Wienerschnitzel, and a
PETSMART (pet
supply superstore).
Construction
is
underway on an InN-Out
Burger
restaurant.
The Price Club
of the city's emerging downtown,
close to the city's Civic Center and
the county courthouse. A subregional shopping center planned to
eventually contain 790,000 square
feet of gross leasable area (GLA),
the center is anchored by Target,

Chili's Restaurant

Foothill Marketplace

The retail outlook in Rancho
Cucamonga will be strong in the
1990s. A study of the commercial

ketplace and the Victoria Courtyard will no doubt increase the
drawing power of retail centers in
Rancho Cucamonga. D.

Dedication, Commitment,
Expertise
California State Bank
Welcomes

Jeanne Lochart
Vice President and Manager, Rancho Cucarrwnga

C"Wilh a !rack ret:NJ ofSI!1Tiing her
cannwni1g personolJu and profe.ssWruJfuf}eanne .£ochari is ammil/eJ lo pr~
excel1eni personul service wiih.lhe in Jqih.
experiise every ~ cuslano de.seroes.
California State Bank is an SBA Preferred Lender. Call Jeanne
today to find out about the full spectrum ofbusiness and
personal banking services.

Demograhlcs
Rancho Cucamonga's retail
strength lies in the buying power
of its growing population.
According to the Southern California Association of Governments

Addtllonallocations m Alhambra, Arcadia, Beaumont. City of Industry, Covma. Glendora,
Ontario. Victorville and West Covina. Call for more infonnation. ~

Member FDIC

l..:.I
lENDeR
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Education

Lifestyle

RANCHO
CUCAMONGA
CALIFORNIA

Rancho Cucamonga
Lifestyle
ancho Cucamonga offers
its residents a lifestyle
desirable by any comparison. As a resident-oriented community, with the highest service
standards, Rancho Cucamonga is
proud of its many amenities. As a

R

Arbor Day Ceremony

balanced community, it offers a
thriving business base (providing
goods and services in addition to
fiscal support), a full range of residential neighborhoods, recreational
and educational opportunities, and
jobs close to home.

Amenities
The city boasts 21 well-appointed park.s, covering 287 acres. Over
the next five years, the park. system
will expand to 26 operating parks,
providing 344 acres of amenities.
And, the city's parks are well
known for their variety-sand volleyball courts, fitness courses, children's play areas, ball fields, soccer fields, basketball courts, and
picnic areas, as well as spectator
sport opportunities.
The city's largest parks are Heritage Community Park and Red
Hill Community Park, which feature unique attractions. Heritage
Park offers residents an equestrian
facility complete with show and
exercise rings. Red Hill Community Park picturesquely includes an
amphitheater and a lake, and is the

setting for our "Summer Concerts
in the Park."
Two community centers offer a
variety of fun, challenge and creativity. Programs for pee wee
sports, youth tennis and basketball,
adult soccer and tennis leagues,
basketball, volleyball and softball,
play school, woodworking, painting/drawing, dance, gymnastics,
martial arts, aerobics, dog obedience, landscape design, CPR, first
aid and self-defense are just a few
of the many available.

S

City Spirit
Rancho CUcamonga is also well
known for its "special" events. A
Pep Day competition for local high
schools, spring egg hunts and "Art
in the Park" fairs, an informative
business/community expo (sponsored by the Rancho Cucamonga
Chamber of Commerce), festive
Cinco de Mayo celebrations,
Fourth of July spectaculars, the
Chamber's Grape Harvest Festival
(recognized as the oldest festival in
the state of California), our traditional Founders Day parade, holiday craft fairs and breakfasts with
Santa all help to make Rancho
Cucamonga a community of fun
and merriment.

"Take Me Out to the
Ball Game"
There's a new kind of excitement growing around town, too.
"Quake" fever is in the air: the
city's 4,600 seat sports stadium
and its Rancho Cucamonga Quakes
baseball team open their '93 season on April 8th. The stadium
dedication is Saturday, April 3rd,
along with the Jack Benny statue

Warming up for the "Quakes" game.

which has been temporarily placed
at the stadium.

cooperation among students and
parents of all cultures and backgrounds.
The districts within the city
work together closely and meet
RANCHO
quarterly with representatives of
CUCAMONGA
the city to address issues and
CALIFORNIA
challenges of mutual concern.
Between districts there arc liberal
Education in Rancho
choice
policies that enable parCucamonga: Excellence
ents
with
spectal needs to enroll
for Every Student
their children in schools convenient for child care. Board memchools in the city of Ranbers and superintendents are pan
cho Cucamonga serve
of the San Bernardmo County
more than 50,000 students
Advocates for Better Schools
in grades K-14. Families who
(SANDABS) which communihave chosen to live here have
cates regularly with legislators in
high expectations for their chilSacramento to
dren and for the
improve educaschools they attend
Area
teachers
and
stutional opportuin the Alta Lorna,
dents
have
repeatedly
nities and condiCentral, Cucamonbeen recognized for
tions for local
ga, Etiwanda and
excellence in academic students.
Chaffey
Joint
achievement, low
Schools
Union High School
dropout
rates and
within the city
districts. In addiexemplary curriculum
enjoy a reputation, Chaffey Coland
instructional
praction of excellege
provides
tices.
Pride
in
high
lence among
opportunities for
standards
and
In
mainstudents,
parents
students to live at
taining
modern,
clean
professionand
home while they
als. Area teachand safe campuses Is
complete the first
ers
and students
reflected
In
the
city's
two years of colhave
repeatedly
school
facilities.
lege and also offers
been recognized
specific job trainfor excellence in
ing for young adults and for older
academic
achievement,
low
persons returning to school to
dropout
rates
and
exemplary
curprepare for transitional careers.
riculum and instructional pracIn recent years, priority goals
tices. Pride in high standards and
for local districts have focused on
in maintaining modem, clean and

Rancho Cucamonga "Quakes" Baseball Stadium.

Located in the southeastern
of recreation and educational classindustrial section of the city, this
es are offered. Activities including
42-acre sports complex features
card games, billiards, chorale
one of the country's finest minor
groups, dances and the VIP Club
league stadiums.
enliven the community
In addition to the
centers. Services such
stadium, there are
as nutritious meals,
three lit softball
health and legal serfields, two lit socvices, peer counseling,
cer fields, one 90the Silver Fox publicafoot baseball field,
tion, Phone Alert
and a maintenance
League and home visiyard. This state-oftation program all help
the-art complex has
provide a comprehenalso been designed
sive program for our
to host major
seniors.
events, concerts,
An extensive social
shows, and touma_
service information
ments. Many excit- ...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. and referral service
ing adventures are
Oil Painting Class
helps many residents
with assistance in
on the horizon for
residents of Rancho Cucamonga,
times of need. Other local prowith the addition of the new sports
grams include well -baby and
complex.
immunization clinics, tax counseling and surplus food distribution.

--==========>-

People Really Count
A Great Place to Live
Children are an important part
of our community. Summer day
camps and playground programs,
Just For Kids Workshops (on back
to school safety), baby-sitter training, emergency preparedness skills, and a Teen
Recreation Activity Club
(TRAC), all provide positive experiences for our
youngsters. These classes
help develop self-esteem,
leadership skills, and com- ... ~...... ,
munity activism.
Rancho Cucamonga is a
caring community, also
evidenced by its senior
and human services programs. Events such as holiday parties, fiestas, luaus, and
"good old day" celebrations are an
important part of life for active
seniors. In addition, a wide variety

Rancho Cucamonga continues to
attract praise throughout the state
and the nation for our leadership in
matching innovation with commit-

Coyote Canyon Elementary

portive of the year-round calendars.
There is a strong component of
parent involvement, especially in the city's elementary
and middle schools, which
adds energy and vitality to
accomplish academic, citizenship and community
involvement goals. Business
Partners in Education are
contributing to local schools
....._
by sharing their personnel,
expertise, products and services. There is a strong commitment in Rancho Cucamonga to
link school success to citizenship

and career contributions that will
strengthen the quality of life in
the city and the health of Califor-

_____

........;

Windrows School

nia 's economy. 6

INlAND VALLEY MEDICAL GROUP
IS A :VILLTI SPECL.Un· \IEDIC..U GROCP \X1TH
BOARD CERTIFIED •.\..'<D BOARD ELIGIBLE
PH'!SICIA.'<S OFFERl"iG QCAl.ITI" CARE I:--:·
PEDIATRICS
FAMll.Y PRACITCE
INTERNAL MEDICINE
INDUSTRIAL MEDICir'IC:
LOCATED CO(';"\'"E"iiE:--.'TLY AT 8599 HAVEN AVE.
RA."l"CHO CLCAMONGA
Jl ·!.("

·r:lc:: ,f HJ.ven &

-\H·lWI

SPACIOUS P:\RKJ:-.<G IS FREE

OUR URGE;>.T CARE CE;>.TER IS OPE;>; SE''v"E"<" DAYS A
-wt:EK \VITH NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!
HOURSc 9AM TO 9PM :V!Ol\TIAY thru FRIDAY
9 •.\..\1 TO 5P~1 SAT Su'i-i & HOLIDAYS
~'"E

Newly Opened Rancho Cucamonga High School

Windrow Parle

ment, toward creating a balanced
community and meeting the needs
of our residents. 6

academic excellence for every
student, success in the 21st Century, a strong home-school-community partnership and pride in
quality public education. Rancho
Cucamonga is a cosmopolitan
city, and its schools also place
strong emphasis on respect and

safe campuses is reflected in the
city's school facilities. Yearround schedules are expanding
due to the city's recent explosive
growth. Parents have participated in planning for the new schedules and have been highly sup-

CURREi'<'TI.Y ACCEPT THE FOLLOWI:-.<G H:.tO's:

PRUCARE
PACIFICARE
ALSO ACCEPT \lOST PPO'S. ~IEDIC:\RE. A:-.<0 1:-.oDE\I:''Hn· PL\.Y

SPECL\LIZE 1:-l I="DUSTRL.U SER\1CES
PRE-E.\IPLOY.\IE0iT PH'YSICAL'i
WORK...\lA="S CO.\IPE:-.JSATIO:-l
E.'(ECL'TIVE PHYSIC..US
SCBSTANCE ABUSE TESTING
FCLL SERVICE STATE OF THE ART RADlOLOGY,
~-\:\I;.!OGR...\PHY, EKG, Ai':D L\B SER\1CES O;>; SITE.
FOR

~lORE 1:-IFOR..\LATIO)'; CA!.L

(909)

466-8000

---

--
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Rancho Cucamonga Police Department

cxne aspects of the Rancho Cocamonga police department may be
coofusing to new residents in our

S

community. Especially when an officer
exits frcm a patrol car emblazoned with
the word "POLICE" and is obviously
wearing a uniform with patches and a
star on their chest with the words
"Deputy Sheriff."
The city of Rancho Cucamonga
incorporated in !9n. By Jaw, the newly
incorporated city had one year to determine what type of Jaw enforcement they
would institute. The county continued to
provide law enforcement services during
the flrst year of incorporation. At the
conclusion of 12 months, the city had to
choose to either form their own police
department or contract with another law
enfoo:ernent agency to provide that service.
Rancho Cucamonga chose to conrract
with the San Bernardino County Sheriff's Department in 1978 and has continued that tradition to the present
Legally, a police department is supervised by a chief of police who is appointed by their local govenunent, i.e., city
couocil. A sheriff's department is overseen by a sheriff that has been elected by
the citizens in the coonty where he or she

serves. Any sherifl in the Slate of California is also legally responsible for all
county jail facilities withrn that county.
As the sheriff is an elected position, he or
she automatically becomes the chief law
enforcement officer over the entire county during their term of office. The
"a.lc.a." in our identity is the resuiL
Police officers and deputy sheriffs in
the state of California have equal legal
starus and authaity to make arrests and
issue citations. This includes State
Police and the California Highway
Patrol.
Whether you call us "Deputy Sheriff'
or ''Police Officer," our jOb is the same.
We are sworn to protect your life and
property and to apprehend those among
us who break the law.

Solution-Oriented
Policing
For the past several years, the Rancho
Cucamonga Police Department has
entered into a much more pro-active law
enforcement service that we refer to as
"Solution Oriented Policing."
The essence of the program is to get
officers out of their patrol cars and into
our residential and commercial areas
walking and tallcing with people about
any problems they might be having. The
program has met with resounding success. Some problems are being resolved
that have been ongoing for some time.
Others have been short-term issues, but
because of the irritation to the community, the problem was given a high priority
and then resolved or diminished.
Not all calls for service can be consid-

ered a Solution
Oriented Policing project, but
the
mindset
among the officers as a result of
Implementing
the program is
one of "How can
I help?" rather
than "Just the
facts, Ma'am."
We have found
that
officer
Rancho Cucamonga's Bicycle Enforcement Team
morale has been
steadily increasing: the prospect of bene• Citizen Patrol Program
fitting the community by their involvement, rather than going from call to call
• Reserve Officer Program
''pulling out flfCS," has had a profound
• Explorer Program
impact on the way they do business.

Some of our ongoing
enforcement and
education programs are:
• Driving Under the Influence Program
• Cost Recovery Program for Accident Investigation Related to Drunk
Drivers
• Bicycle Enforcement Team (BE1)
• Speed Monitoring Awareness Radar
Tool (SMAR1)

• Crime Analysis
• Crime Prevention

• Commercial Enforcement Program
• Motorcycle Traffic Enforcement
• Major Accident Investigation Team
(MAlT)

• K-9 J>rtwam
• Drug Abuse Resistance Education
(D.A.R.E.)
The members of Rancho Cocamonga

Police Department, a.k.a. the Rancho
Cucamonga Sheriff's Station, look forward to working with the citizens of
Rancho Cucamonga. Through the combined efforts of the public and law
enforcement, we hope to continue to be
one of the safest cities in San Bernardino
County.!:>

Heritage Inn

RANCHO
CUCAMONGA
CAIJFORNIA

New Heritage Inn Will See
History Repeat Itself as
Catalyst for Local Growth

T

r

T

mately 35,00J residenls am a relatively
small business populalion. firefigturs
responded to fewer than 1,500 emergency calls yearly in those days. In
1977, these communities became the

city of Rancho Cucamonga. On July 1,
1989, the Fire District was legislatively
reorganized so that the Rancho Cucamonga City Council also serves as the
Board of the Rancho Cucamonga Fire
DepanrnenL
The building boom of the '70s and
'8(}) hit Rancho Cucamonga like a tidal
wave. The fire district responded to the
challenge of this rapid growth along
with the other city services. Today, fire
am life safety services are provided to
more than 115,000 citizens and hundreds of businesses in Rancho Cucamonga, by 82 dedicated employees.
Now, three platoons of 20 firefighters
supervised by a Battalion Olief operate
five engine companies, a 95-foot ladder
truck and a rescue squad, out of five fire
staliorJs. The Banyan and Jersey Street
Fue Stations were officially opened in
1992. These award-winning facilities
represent the cumulative effons of
elected officials, fire depanrnent and
redevelopment agency staff am district

firefighters. They are designed ~j~~=~;~~;:~
for future growth and provide ~
state-of-the-art features and
accommodations for the firefighters that staff them.
In 1992, Rancho Cucamonga
firefighters responded to more
than 6,100 emergencies in the
community. These calls include
all types of fires, traffic collisions,
hazardous material spills, physiedgeable employees who assist develcal rescues of trapped or imperiled peoopers and business owners in meeting
ple, and-most oftcn-<:alls for emerfire and life safety code requirements.
gency medical assistance. The fire disThey provide plan-checking and
trict is one of only two San Bemardiro
inspection services for new construcCounty fire agencies to have its staff
tion, perform annual fire inspections,
certified in the use of semi-automatic
conduct investigations, am provide fire
electronic defibrillators. These units are
safety education to the community.
carried on all apparatus am allow fireFrom its inception, the Rancho
fighters to assist victims of full canliac
Cucamonga Fire District has been an
arrest This service saves precious secinnovative, high quality public safety
orxls in getting the required life-saving
organization The current members of
treatmett started for these citizens.
the depanment have maintained the traThe Fire Safety Division of the disdition of excellence in providing sertrict is staffed by trained and know!vices to this fast-growing community. 6

90o/o Financing
If You Like to Count Planes at the
Airport ... Don't Stay Here.

A Partial List of Customers
Who Have Reaped the Economic Benefits
of Owning Their Own Commercial Building

~

The hottest ticket in town is the
Rancho Cucamonga Quakes Baseball. With the addit1on of professional sports to this area, hotels will
be looked to for lodging and a central gathering point for the acuvity
generated. The Heritage Inn is
proud to be the official hotel of the
Quakes and to provide accommodations for visiting teams, families,
friends and fans. Again, this

Hotels have long been built
demonstrates the importance
of hotels as a key part of a
near transportation centers. In
the 1800s and early 1900s,
The American innkeeper Is an innova- developing community.
when most people travelled by
tor, a gambler, and an expansionist.
Hotels not only serve the
By 1800, it was evident that the pioneeds of the guest, but also
train, many hotels were near
railway stations. A great
neering spirit of the Innkeeper would
provide jobs and a source of
increase in automobile travel
lead the United States to development tax revenue. The Heritage
during the 1940s and 1950s led
of the modern first-class hotels.
Inn will employ up to 40
to the development of roadside
people and. with transient
inns and motels.
Today
occupancy taxes collected,
because many business people travin conjunction with the Rancho
allow the city to implement tourism
Cucamonga Community Foundapromotions as the area continues to
el by airplane, many new hotels are
being built in city centers and near
lion. The Key to the Hotel was cerattract business and leisure actlviairports.
emoniously thrown away as the
ties.
The Heritage Inn is poised to be a
As the first hotel in Rancho
doors will now never be closed.
key addition in the Inland Empire.
With the development of area
Cucamonga, the Heritage Inn is takBy providing meeting and banquet
businesses, a hotel is often in the
ing a page from history. With a
facilities, spacious rooms and suites
central location to Ontario Airport,
middle of it all The Terra Vista
and the amenities many travellers
Town Centre, Price Club, Wai-Mart
major interstates. civic center and
prefer, the hotel is repeating history
and other establishments surround
area attractions, it serves the needs
as a central gathering place for busithe Heritage Inn and aid in awareof various types of travellers.
ness and social activity. 6
ness and use of the hoteL
The Heritage Inn, which is the

for Commercial Buildings

• Gang Otlker

tallest building m Rancho Cucamonga, is establishing the ambiance
that provides a general gathering
place for the many individuals and
groups that live and conduct business in the fast-growing Inland
Empire.
When the hotel opened in late
1992, the commitment to community involvement was demonstrated in
the Grand Opening/Fund-raiser held

---<==============>---

o be absolutely complete, a
history of the hotel industry
would. necessarily start
12.000 years ago. However,
innkeeping was not possible until a
standardized invention of money in
the pre-Christian era encouraged
trade and traveL
The early inns were typically
self-service institutions whose conditions prevailed for thousands of
years. It was not until the Industrial
Revolution that there were signs of
progress in the business of innkeeping.
The American innkeeper is an
innovator, a gambler, and an expansionist. By 1800, it was evident that
the pioneering spirit of the innkeeper would lead the United States to

Fire Safety
he Rancho Cucamonga Fire
Protection District (formerly
the Foothill Fire Protection District) was formed in 1975, serving the
then unincorporated communities of
Alta Lorna, Cucamonga and Etiwama
At that time, our community was dominated by citruS groves and grape vireyards. Fire protection services were
provided from two fire stations with 18
full-time firefighters serving appro xi-

development of the modem flrstclass hotels.
It was 1794 when the tallest
building in New York City was built
specifically for hotel purposes. It
quickly became the social center of
this growing city. As great hotels in
other cities opened, they served as
civic centers and showcases, helping to establish the importance of
their cities.
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Systems

Magnetics, Inc.

$380,000

$351,000

$750,000

SBA
Real Estate FmlnClllg
Pr<>VIded By
Western Commumty
Bank

SBA
Real Estate Financmg
Provided By
Western Commumty
Bank

SBA
Real Estate l'inancing
Provtdcd By

\\CB
'-

'

Corona

Custom Services

Corporation

$383.420

Bank

WCB

\\CB

-

Manchester
Areo

Western Community

1

1

SBA
Real Estate FinlnClllg ,
Provided By
,
Western Community '
Bank

~

~ocR

I

NAME
UERE
1

I
1

-,

P.A.B.S. Inc.

'

$513.000

You need to be rested to be at your best for those 1mpo1tant bus1ness funcoons.

SBA
Real Estate FiJUU~cing
Provided By
Western Community
Bank

You don't need ro count planes 1nstead of sheep

I WCB

\\.(•stt-rn Community Bank ts the Inland Emptn• SBA Exp(•rt
Our SB,\ n•nl r~tat£" pun:ha~(· pro~rnm oflt·r:-.. tht· lnllnv.:an~:
• l 'p to ~JO', fmunnn)! • Fully nmol117.t•d (~0 halloonl
• c;rrat rnte~ • LPW fN·~ • Prompt n·spoll!-ol~
Call uco. loda\ to lt•arn mort·

Western Community Bank SBA Department

1-800-969-4SBA

The Hentage Inn affords the business traveler convenent closeness to the a1rport
WJ!hout subJecong h1m to a1rcraft land1ng outs1de h1s Window at ail hours

A FAX and caper serv1ce are ava1lable to ease your worldoad. along With a w:rt
station and dataport Local calls are free. Start your day With a compltmentaty
full cononental breakfast A sarne-<Jay valet and laundty serv1ce Will keep you
looking sharp. and you can relax after-hours 1n our outdoor heated pool and
spa If you soli have energy to spare we offer a fitness room for work<>Uts
Make a smart deCision today for your business funCtion tomorrow Come stay
With us at the Hentage Inn.
And get a good nights sleep

1-800-682-STAY
81 79 Spruce Ave., Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91 730

(9091 460-1111 (On Rte.66J

APRIL1993
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hen you visit Faust Printing in Rancho Cucamonga, the first person you'll
meet is the receptionist, Laurie Faust
Baker. Shortly thereafter, you' ll be
introduced to one of Faust Printing's
co-owners, Don Faust. Or maybe
you'll meet co-owner, Tom Faust.
Or co-owner, Greg Faust. Or coowner Brian (you guessed it) Faust.
Or if you're really lucky, you'll be
introduced to the charming Rose
Mary Faust. Is this a family business or what? Yes, it is. And what a
family the Fausts are.
Back in 1962, Rose Mary Faust
and her late husband Donald Faust,
Sr. started Faust Printing out of their
home with the help of a loan from a
local credit union and a lot of determination and faith. From the beginning, Rose Mary made sales calls,
kept the books and helped with the
deliveries, at the same time raising
five children-Don, Jr., Brian, Tom,
Greg and Laurie.
All grown up now, the Faust children got to know the business early.
At age 12, Don Jr. was trained by the

you to compare a Faust p1ece to a
pirce printed by someone else. You
don't have to have s uper sharp
vision to see the difference. On the
Faust poster, the tiny dots that make
up a printed piece are much smaller
and sharper than on the other piece.
"It's the 600-line screen separation that makes the difference,'' says
Don. "And of course, we happen to
have excellent operators and press
that prints very sh a rp ." Wait a
minute. Let's go back. a few steps. A
600-line screen separation? Those
who do a lot of four-color printing
know most printers are capable of
using only a 175-line screen separation with about 122,500 dots per
square inch. We're tallcing about a
600-line screen that contains
1,440,000 dots per square inch! You
can sum up the difference in one
word: resolution-in fact, the highest resolution available for printing.
There's no question that the 60}-line
printed pieces are sharper, show
more detail and more closely resemble the original pieces. This amazing technology is used by only two
companies in the country, and Faust
is one of them.
Why don't other companies use
this technology? Don says : "Most
printers are happy with what they
have. They're doing good work and
making money. We want to excel.

consistent excellence." Although
not all jobs are printed using a 60}line screen separation, every job is
done as if it were the only one in the
plant and often using separations
that offer double or more the resolution of standard printing.
But you don't have to take Faust's
word for their quality, ask their
clients. There's the manufacturer of
wooden folding doors, who uses the
brochure Faust printed instead of
real wood chips to match colors. Or
the company who couldn't believe
Faust had used the same film as
another printer, the difference was so
noticeable.
Or ask any of the Fausts to show
you the pictures on the walls of their
Heidelberg Corporation for the
conference room. The reproduction
operation of a Heidelberg press.
of
the animation cells that look as
While Don was training, Brian, Tom
good
or better than the original cells.
and Greg were at home making
Or the prints of the Olympic posters
plates, operating offset presses,
that would fool you into thinking
maintaining the equipment and still
they were real watercolors.
finding time to go to school and
For all of its accomplishments,
have friends. "Education was
Faust
Printing is not a big company.
important, but Dad wanted us to
It
employs
about 25 people, whom
have a trade,'' says Don Jr. And so
the
Fausts
consider part of their
the Faust family does. Faust Printextended "family." For example, the
ing has grown from an in-home busiFausts speak highly of Don Ross,
ness to a highly successful printing
their General Manager, whom they
company. And the Fausts are, literwanted to hire for years and finally
ally, one happy family.
succeeded
in 1989. "It's an attitude
Perhaps that's why they do such
We hire people who
we
recognize.
quality work. Excellence runs in the
have
our
same
goals."
Most of the
family. "Our parents taught us to
always do our very best, if only to ...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___. people who work for Faust have
been there at least five years. The
satisfy ourselves," says Don, who is
We feel it makes us more marketable
one of Faust's technical experts. In and separates us from everybody Faust Mission Statement specifically
states they intend to offer all
fact. if you have the chance, ask Don
else, especially since our prices are
employees
the opportunity to reach
or any of the Fausts to talk about
so competitive." And there's more.
their maximum potential.
what quality means to them. Out
"We also want to be the best. And
With seven presses, Faust is capacomes a Ioupe (pronounced
the only way to be the best is to push
ble of printing all kinds of projects,
"loop"-a magnifying glass to look
the limits. It's sort of like racing
from limited-edition art, posters and
closely at dot patterns in printed
cars. You learn how to build excelannual reports to brochures, flyers
pieces) and before you know it. sevlent everyday cars by racing. We
era1 brightly-colored posters will be can do everyday jobs much better and packaging. They are able to
handle one-color to six-color jobs, as
placed before you. Don will invite
when we can do tough jobs with

r--------------....
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Chamber of Commerce

Faust Printing

monga District Chamber of
official chamCommerce, the Alta Lorna
ber positions
Chamber of Commerce and the
have
been
Etiwanda Scrv1ce Club, the new
adopted
by
chamber's first effort was to
such prestiRANCHO
facilitate the incorporation of the
gious groups as
CUCAMONGA
city from the three communities.
the Baldy View
CALIFORNIA
Working to create the city's
Public/Private ~~<.<~...:::...:.
General and Industnal Specific
Coalition
incc its 1951
plans in the late 1970s, the
(CLOUT).
inception, the Rancho
chamber's Board of Directors
But
the
Cucamonga
recognized the imporchamber
recogCha m ber of Comnizes that the This year's BusUJess and Commwucy Expo, sponsored by the
tance of creating partmerce has continualRancho Cucamonga Chamber ofCoiT!ml!rce, wz/1 be held May 14
nerships between busimost important
& 15 at Terra VIS/a Town Center.
ly redefined the role
ness communities and
way
to
serve
its
community
is
by
wanda/Cucamonga district, said
of c hambers of comlocal governments to
promoting
the
success
of
its
indichamber
President Rance L.
m erce in charting
ensure the success of
vidual members m every possiClouse
of
Lee & Associates.
t he course for sucthe community as a
ble way, such as creating the
"Our chamber in the 1950s was
ce ss of the commuwhole. To achieve that
mnovativc annual Business and
the first entity to recognize the
nity.
goal, the chamber was
Community Expo, the monthly
need for a balanced economy and
The efforts of the
the first in the Inland
Busmess Connection Breakfast
began its first manufactunng
largest and most
Valley to support its
and its newly-formed efforts to
attractiOn effort."
active chamber of
address the specific concerns o
"As a multi-faceted organizacomme r ce in the RanceC/ouse,Preszdent, Econom1c Development
Rancho Cucamonga
and Government Rclathe retail community-the Mertion," he said, "the purpose of
I nl and Valley, the ChamberofCommerce
Lions committees with
chant's Council.
the chamber of commerce is to
Ranc h o Cucam o n ga
The chamber also offers the
dedicated staffing. Memberships
further the interest of the busiChamber of Commerce, span the
on the two committees soared to
widest range of cost-effective
ness community while serving
e ntire s p ect r um of comm unity
business-to-business and general
all interests within the communirecord heights, allowing the
service, fr om offering its me madvertising opportunities to its
ty. All chambers should be intecham ber to foster its M anufacbers the most active legislative,
members th rough its aw ard-w inturers ' Council, a technical subgra l p arts of an y d ynamic comnetworking and economic develn ing m onthly R esource maga munity, tak ing a leadership role
committee to address issues speopment opportunities possible to
zine, quarterly coupo n books and
on be half of its business sector.
cific to t he m a nu factu ring and
providing wholesome, costannu al Business and Community
T he Ra nc ho Cucamonga Chamdis tributing jobs-c re atio n comeffectiv e family entertainment
ber works to ensure and to prouide
and
area
maps.
G
munity.
events such as the award-winmo te the highest quality o f life
Prior to t he city 's 1977 incorThe chambe r 's annual Sacraning annual Grape Harvest Festifor our businesses and the conporatio n , the c hamber was the
m e nto tr ip b o as t s so me of the
val.
o nl y ent ity that recognized and
sumers within our trade area." .i
highest attendances of any busiRestructured in 1977 through
represented the Alta Loma/Etiness association in the area, and
the combination of the Cuca-

S
well as embossing, die cutting and
foiling. Most of their projects come
from manufacturers, but they are
equally at home working for agencies and brokers. And Faust is not
just a hometown printer. They have
clients in Los Angeles and Orange
County as well as Upland, Pomona
and the greater Inland Empire, as
well as other parts of the country.
And their work has not gone unrecognized. In 1992 alone, they were
recipients of the printing industry's
PIA International Best of Category
award (there are only 13 o f these
awards given) and two PIA Awards
of Merit. They were also printer for
two agencies who won the prestigious Los Angeles Advertis ing
Club's Belding Awards.
In addition to their pursu it of
excellence, Faust Printing provides
service. "Everybody says they offer
service," says Rose Mary, " but we
go out of our way for our customers.
If they really need the job, we get it
done, even if we have to work night
and day." And when Rose Mary
says that, you get the feeling she
means it.
The beginnings of Faust Printing
in 1962 seem a long time ago. But
the Fausts arc not looking back.
They're looking forward. As technology develops, they want to be on
the cutting edge. They want to offer
their customers service before they
ask for it and to consistently exceed
their customers' expectations. And
there are always new goals to be set.
As Rose Mary Faust looks around
her building, she says, "You know,
owning our own building was a goal
for a long time. We did that in 1987.
I guess I need a new goal." Her eyes
sparkle as she says, "Maybe I'll
learn how to fly." .i

Metrolink Comes to Rancho Cucamonga

A

Cucamonga's contribution to this
commuter rail s ystem will be the
development of a Mctrolink Transit
Center (tentatively scheduled to

economic vitality to the three agricultural communities that today
comprise the city of Rancho Cucamonga. Over the years, the advent
of the automotive industry and interstate highway development reduced
the importance of rail service.
Perhaps as sweeping as the original rail line service to the area, the
recent inauguration of Metrolink
Commuter Rail Service from San
Bernardino to Downtown Los Angeles allows workers, students, and
shoppers to forsake the congested
freeways and streets for the speed
and comfort of a rail coach. Rancho

open in October).
The
Rancho
Cucamonga/
Metrolink Transit Center site, still
under construction, will be a modem
attractive facility with initially 500
parking spaces-expandable to 1000
spaces, plus Transit Platform and
shade structures. automated ticket
dispensing machines, OmniTrans
Bus connection capability and bicycle facilities. The site will be attractively landscaped and security provide by closed circuit video cameras
and continuous site patrols.
The future Rancho Cucamonga/
Metrolink Transit Center will be
conveniently located to serve both
residential and business users. Rid-

t the turn of the century
came the arrival of rail service: first the Atchison ,
Topeka and Santa Fe and subsequcntly the Southern Pacific Railroad. The rails brought a surge of

Typical artist concept of 'Metro/ink. Transit Center.'

ership computer model projections
prepared for Metrolink estimate that
RCMTC will be second in ridership
only to downtown L.A.'s Union Station. This high ridership expectation

is partly based on the belief that
many high desert commuters wiD
also take advantage of the desirable
RCMTC location. .i
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CALIFORNIA
edevelopment agencies
help their communities in
important ways by keeping
local property taxes within the city,
encouraging economic development, and providing affordable
housing . Without a Redevelopment Agency, new revenues generated by the city's growth and
development would go to the county. The city's redevelopment area
has allowed the city to retain these
monies, providing an essential supplement to the city's General Fund.

*Devore Free-..-------------~--...,---,.....,
way
interchange work
for the regional
mall, thereby
facilitating private investment

Economic
Development
In addition,
the RDA can '------~..;.::;......:.._
offer incentives
Travigne Italian Market
to firms that would be beneficial to
and outdoor tables lend a "contibusiness residents. Both the Price
nental" feeling to the store.

Club and Sears Credit Center were
assisted to locate in town, creating
many jobs and/or much sales tax
revenue. This kind of assistance is
a typical charge of RDA s, along
with their Economic Development
and Marketing activities.
The Redevelopment Agency
If you haven't visited the Ran(RDA) budget has been used to
cho Cucamonga Price Club yet,
finance many projects that the
you 'II be pleased by their "new
General Fund could not have covgeneration" outlet-it sports an
ered, such as:
upgraded ambience as well as a
fresh meat counter and bakery• Civic Center-built to service
offering smaller portions and perthe city's needs for future decades
sonal service. There's also a
(as well as saving previous tenant
snack-bar, deli, one-hour photo
leasing costs)
lab, computer tech center, optical
department, tire center and upgraded check-out area. Roger Hamilton, assistant warehouse manager,
states
that "Rancho Cucamonga's
Without a Redevelopfood service sales penetration is #I
ment Agency, new revin the country. This store is also
enues generated by
drawing from other Price Club
stores much more than had been
the city's growth and
anticipated ." Meanwhile , their
development would go
membership base is growing and
to the county.
sales are meeting their healthy
expectations.
As one aspect of city promotion,
• Central Park's master plan, plus
the Redevelopment Agency hosts a
I
•
the proposed library's planning and
booth at the ICSC (International
grant application process
Council of Shopping Centers) trade
show each year. Contacts are
• New, award-winning fire stations
made with retailers and restaurawith state-of-the-art equipment
teurs, resulting in the leasing of
commercial space within the city.
• Rancho Cucamonga sports stadiLike Terra Vista Town Center,
um, which has already become a
which created 100 jobs and procatalyst for additional business
duces significant sales tax, such
ventures
new contacts prove very valuable.
Domenick Rotella, co-owner of
• Day Creek Aood Control, allowTravigne Italian Market, was
ing for the safety and development
attracted by the city's heritage,
of the eastern ponion of the city,
image, and demographics-reasonincluding the Victoria Gardens site
ing that an upscale speciality market would fill a need. Their busi• Milliken Avenue infrastructureness has been "phenomenal."
the new underpass allows no traffic
Although this was the first such
interruption beneath the future
venture for the owners, "sales have
exceeded (their) business plan by
Metro Link train line
200%." An espresso bar, bakery,

Business Retention/
Improvement
A Property Improvement Loan
Program was created to assist businesses with modernization. Perry's
Center, on Foothill Blvd., received
a below market rate loan under-

property, it has become more competitive with surrounding retailers,
as well as improving the appearance of this main thoroughfare
Schlosser Forge, a long-time
Rancho Cucamonga company,
recently won an impressive new
contract which will require an
immediate expansion. The city
will be fast-tracking the necessary
work so that Schlosser can meet its
required time frames.
Last year, to learn how the city
might assist local businesses, the
city jointly sponsored the West
End Economic Advancement Project with Chaffey College. Businesses in the county were surveyed
regarding the kinds of technology,
technical assistance, training,
goods and services they needed to
promote healthy business. An
impressive 70% of Rancho Cucamonga businesses reported steady

written by the . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
RDA.
This
served not only
to upgrade, but
also expand the
existing com- f1,ftJ!';!I!fll
mercia! proper- II
ty. Since the
renovation, the
center
has
added new tenants including
a physician,
The newly renovated Perry's Center
dentist, boutique,
and
business activity, and 38% were in
restaurant. Owner Forrest Perry
the midst of moderate to major
says, "Business has increased siggrowth cycles. The city has also
nificantly, and the center is now
begun exploring methods and
fully leased." By enhancing the
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community's identity-having already
':J4. .._~~~"3'll gained much national
attention via the
sports media The
new R. C. team holds
the Cal League record
for season ticket sales
~more than 2200 of
the 4000 opening day
tickets were sold out
(L toR) Susan Mzckey, Carlos Rodriguez, and Brad Buller.
h
h
enjoying the "Brunch in the Vineyards" seminar
tn on 1y t ree
ours.

RANCHO
CUCAMONGA
CALIFORNIA
ConJinued From Page 42
resources to provide helpful tech-

nical assistance that could benefit
the area's business climate.

Marketing Association (3CMA).
Their promotional package, ereative ads, newsletters, and trade
show exht'bt'ts have been recognized from more than 900 entries.
And, its new promotional video,

Marketing
A

abiltty. If prices are within reach
of thetr workers, productivity and
profit margins are enhanced. It
also allows them to recruit employees more easily
An Affordable Housing Strategy

Firms want to offer
their labor force a variety of housing with an
emphasis on Its affordability. If prices are
within reach of their
workers, productivity
and profit margins are
enhanced. It also
allows them to recruit
employees more
easily.

. . "There were ov~.r 500
people 10• hne at _6 30 a.m., sa~s
Shane Ntcola. dtrector of medta
relations. "History is being made
in Rancho Cucamonga-the fan
support and business support has
been overwhelming. All the advertising is selling out; everyone
wants to be a part of it!" The team

seminar
for
·
1
commercial/ind ustna 1 rea estate
brokers, "Brunch in the Vine1
yards," was held ast autumn at
-0 s El Rancho Grande
"We Love R.C.!" will be premiergract u
·
· 10
· Rancho Cucamonga
ing May 1. Its fun music video
DeveIopmg
was the day's theme, with
format will ensure its popularity
---c:=========~::::==:=:,~- is experiencing the success they
attendees and city "playanticipated, but even faster than
ers" taking part in focus
The Rancho Cucamonga Quakes
predicted.
groups, as well as hosting
and their world-class stadium add
Dan Walters as a keynote
speaker.
Participants
found the experience

an exciting new dimension to the
community's identity-having
already gained much national attention via the sports media.

"enlightening" and "helpful," requesting further
sessions. If you or your
company would be inter·
f
t t.
este d tn a uture presen a ton,
A
Smothers at
L
t
t
1
P ease con ac e nn
989_1851.
Rancho Cucamonga's marketing
effortS have captured many national trophies, being honored by both
the American Economic Development Association (AEDC) and
City, County, Communications and

was adopted by the city in 1991, to
increase and improve the supply of
reasonably-priced housing within
the community. The RDA is currently working onB several programs to meet these goals, including the creation of a neighborhoodbased Housing Development Corporation for the North Town area.
6.

Affordable Housing
When companies are evaluating prospective locations to
open, expand, or relocate to,
one of the most important considerations is always the price
of housing. Firms want to offer
their labor force a variety of housing with an emphasis on its afford-

---c:=============>-with residents and home town
businesses, as well as professionals
seeking an appealing business
locale.

CUSTOMIZED TOUR GROUP
AND TRANSPORTATION SPECIALISTS

Sport Promotion
The Rancho Cucamonga Quakes
and their world-class stadium add
an exciting new dimension to the

TOURS ARRANGED TO ANYWHERE
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
20-25 PAX Mini-Bus*
44-60 PAX School Bus• • 45-4 7 PAX Luxury Motor Coach*

Please Su Page 43

Community Profile
Free Personalized Service For:
Population
Median Income
Median Age
Average Household Size
Square Miles

115,000
$43,000
26
3.26
36

Airlines • Tours • Cruises • Hotels •
Vacation Planning • Corporate Travel

Phone(909)989-5884

37%
28%
17%

T EMPORARY

qualified reliable temporaries

HELP

perfectly suited to your company

AS

Occupations:
Management/Professional
Technical Sales
Craftsmen/Repairs
Services
Operator/Laborer

Olsten will provide you with

27%
32%
16%

EXTRAORDINARY

11%

YOUR NEEDS

7%

and the job.
Call us at (909) 989-2380

Wineries

~

Site Tours

~

LA/ Hollywood Tour

Rose Parade

~

ONT/ LAX.Airports

Palm Springs

~

~

Sporting Events

~

Shopping Sprees

~

~

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Education Levels:
High School Graduate:
Some College:
College Graduate:

TOURS AND TRANSPORTATION

9140 Haven Ave .. SUite 109
Rancho Cucamonga

~ n~'l('if~JX~~
~.a,
:t· '!(!

~'-.;.¥

·~\

l

·0

f/1

staffing Services

10300 Fourth St .. Suite 150
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

-

1l)J~Jt ~ il& ~~~~~~ ~. ~~
909·985·8181

AS

.

or

t{ ~~

909·981·1 l 53

2500 SAN ANTONIO CRESCf.NT EAST • UPLAND, CA 91786
' Transportation arranged oM!h lk.ensed ~ pany amer. utttwng ~~sized_, to best
accornodote your pany
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City Manager Jack Lam

RANCHO
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CALIFORNIA
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EBJ: What is the city's role
in supporting and encouraging business?

Lam:

Lam: My primary goal for the
coming year is to keep the city in
sound financial health. Part of
that goal is to cap1talize on all of
the advantages that Rancho Cucamonga has to offer and to use
these advantages to attract new
business. Rancho Cucamonga has
not only available commercial and
industnal land but also plenty of
available office, retail , general
commercial, and industrial bUilding space for almost any size or
type of business. Combine th1s
with our community's well-educated workforce and the highest
median income in the area, and
we have a very attractive business
climate to market to new businesses.
Providing more recreational
and cultural opportunities for our
residents is also a goal for the
corning year. We will be working
with the county to improve library
services at the current library or at
a larger interim library facility.
Also, with the completion of the
Rancho Cucamonga Sports Complex, residents will have more
opportunities to watch or paruci-

The city's role as it
relates to business should be that
of a facilitator. It is in the city's
own interest to assist quality businesses in their quick processing
through the city. From design
review to building inspection, our
community development department is there, looking for ways to
help projects so that they meet the
demands of business and add to
the quality of the community. A
1992 survey asked businesses
what they felt government should
do to recruit and retain business.
The response given by 72% of
local businesses was for government to reduce regulations and
bureaucracy. We arc streamlining
the way we do business in Rancho
Cucamonga. An independent
review of our plan check and
The city's role as it
inspection process was just comrelates to business
pleted and we arc now implementshould be that of a
ing its recommendations. We are
facll/tator. It Is In the
working cooperatively with the
city's own interest to
Chamber of Commerce to market
assist quality busiRancho Cucamonga to people
nesses in their quick
outside of the region. We are also
processing through
working with the Chamber memthe city.
bership to review existing regulations and how these arc applied so
that we can better understand the
pate in sports either by going to
needs of the business community
one of the Rancho Cucamonga
and respond in a more timely
Quakes baseball games or particimanner.
pating in league softball or soccer
play at the complex. The new
IEBJ: What are your goals for 4,000-seat stadium will also give
us the opportunity to bring conthe coming year?
certs and other similar events to

DGJ DONMARK GRAPHICS, INC.
YOUR COMPLETE PRINTING SOURCE
SINCE 1977

Continuous Forms • Business Forms • Stationery • Checks • Mailers
Bar Coded Products • laser Forms • Binders • Ad Specia~ies
labels • Folders • Plastic Products • Brochures
9457 E. Foothill Blvd. • Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730
(909) 980-0147
Fox (909) 941·2259

the city during the off-season
or when the Quakes are on the
road.
Finally, improving the way
in which we deliver services is
always an objective. Providing excellent customer service
has always been and will continue to be a goal of mine.
Good customer service
requires continual effort
because there is always room
for improvement. This goal
is even more important this
year, as business and government both face external stresses that neither can entirely
control. These stresses make it
even more important for the city
to lend a helpful hand so that we
can better understand our individual and business customers. To
summariZe, maintaining a sound
financial base through marketing
and attracting new businesses,
continuing essential public services, Improving cultural and
recreational opportunities for the
community, and providing excellent customer service are my main
goals for the coming year.

IEBJ:

What can Rancho Cucamonga do to help businesses?

Lam:

We want to help businesses achieve their objectives.
Our community development
department can provide special
services to businesses that need to
expand, are moving into the community or have unique processing
needs. Currently we have special
teams in the community development department that arc working
with businesses to meet their business objectives. Individual planners, plan check staff and engineers arc assigned as a team to a
particular business. Their goal is
to expedite the work necessary for
project completion. This special
team approach IS being used to
help businesses with such things
as expediting expansion of their
production facilities to meet the
demands of new accounts, and
smoothing the transition of a new
industrial user whose equipment
requires special approval.
This approach links businesses
with individuals they can work
with throughout the life of their
project. These individuals in the
community development team
know the history of a particular

1\1/) [",;,MPIRE BUSINESS JC:>l/RNAL
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project and are committed to helping business meet their goals and
deadlines, from start of their project to completion.
The city is also respondmg to
the needs of the business community by compiling demographic
information from the Census and
other sources that local business
can usc for marketing efforts, and
by recruiting more business to the
a..-ea. These two needs were identified in a recent study of local
businesses in which they were
asked what kind of assistance they
needed. Half of the local busi nesses requested assistance in
gathering marketing and customer
information, and 32% stated that
it would be helpful if more business was recruited to the area.
Other areas where the city has
helped businesses is in the area of
infrastructure financing. Access
to capital is a major concern of
local business and, in some cases,
the city can help by arrangmg
financing for needed off-site
improvements like roads, storm
drains and public utility work.
Each business is unique and has
individual needs, and Rancho
Cucamonga recognizes this fact
by working with each business on
a one-to-one basis. Assistmg
business is an on-going process.
The doors to city hall arc
always open to explore ideas that
can help business succeed in Rancho Cucamonga. Our staff is dedicated to working with each business to meet their needs and to
make each one a success whether
through development processing,
infrastructure financing, community marketing or providing
demographic information. Successful businesses are the key to
the quality of life in Rancho
Cucamonga. ~
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If You Make Just One
Investment All Year,
:Make It In Yourself.
INVESTMENT:

$89

• CHOOSE FROM 45 LEARNING WORKSHOP SEMlNAR SESSIONS

CoMPANY TABLES $850 (GROUP OF 10)

PRICE INCLUDES:

Continental Breakfast, Three
Workshops, Lunch, Four Keynote
Speakers and Networking
Reception

{.

DATE: Thursday, May 27, 1993

TIME & PLACE:

• BOOTH SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

7:00AM-6:00PM

• WOMEN IN BUSINESS SUPPLEMENT ADVERTISING 0PPORTUNTI1ES

FEATURED KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

RIVERSIDE CoNVENTION CENTER

3443 ORANGE STREET, RIVERSIDE, CA
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Kathken Brown, Srote Treasurer

Stephanie Edwards

Rita Moreno

Barbara Walden

Kathleen Brown is the State of California's official banker. As state treasurer, she is responsible for the management of the state's $20 billion
plus investment portfolio. Additionally, Brown serves as chair or merrber
of more than 40 financing boards,
authorities and commissions.

Stephanie Edwards' career includes
fifteen appearances on the "Tonight
Show," co-starring roles in three
networl< series and two films, and
co-host of "A.M. America."
Stephanie is the spokesperson on
the West Coast for Lucky Stores.

Rita Moreno is the only female performer to have won all four of the
most prestigious show business
awards; the Oscar, the Emmy , the
Grammy and the Tony. Rita offers
the keys to building self-esteem
with her philosophy of feeling good
about who you are.

Barbara Walden is a true
entrepreneurial success. Barbara
has tabulated interviews in well over
500 newspapers and magazines
around the world. Her television
appearances have included "A.M.
Los Angeles;" "CBS Morning News;"
CNN 's "News Night ;" "NBC News
Report."

FEATURED PRESENTERS

Linda Alvarez

Gloria Molina

ttina Blanchard

Wt.. extend our apprecmuon to the followmg current sponsors of this year's Women & Business Expo:
AppleOne Emplo)lllent Service • AT & T • Arrow\ltst Medtcal Group • Beaver Medtcal Cl.uuc • Black VOICE News · Cahforrua State Bank • Cahforrua State Umverstty, San BemanL-o .
Cal Poly Pomona, Connnumg Education • ChaiTey College · Olmo Commuruty Hospllal · Chino Valle} Bank • Claremont Grad ~.:School • Corona Clamber of Commerce· Counc• of
Women of San Bernardino Valley · Dl!lly Press · Drrectors Mongage • Doctors Hospttal of Montclau,()ntano Commuruty Hospttal • Descn Sun · Eldorado Bank · Faust PrtnL:: g · HIP · fox
Colour • Galleria At Tyler • Gtrl Scouts. San Gorgoruo Council • Greater Rtver; de Chambers of Commerce • Gns"o~old s Claremont Center • ffiM Corporauon • Inland Ernpue Commuruty
Newspapers (Colton Courier • Rialto Record • El Qticano} · Inland E.-puc H ~paruc Chambers of Commerce As octauon • Inland Ernptre H pamc News • Inland Valley Dally Bullenn • lnla'
Valley Health Plan • Kmer Steel Resources • League of Women Voters, Rtverstde • Lorna Lmda Chamber of Commerce · Lorna Linda Umvemty Med.!cal Center • Lucky Stores, Inc •
Mechanics National Bank · Merchants & Manufacturers Assomuon • Mmuteman Press of Colton · Moreno Valley 0
be• of Commerce · Nauonal Orange Show · Orange Nauonal Bank ·
PacifiC Bell • Palm Desert Chamber of Commerce • Palm Spnngs Chamber of Commerce • Pn-cmct Rep<>ner News • RadiSson Hotel, San Bemardmo • Redlands Chamber of Commerce •
Redlands Commuruty Hospttal, Women·~ Health Programs • Redlands Medical Group, inc. · Riverside Medtcal Clmtc • Rivemde Commuruty Hospttal • Rtverstdc/San Bemardmo Broadcasten Associanon • San Antoruo Community Hospttal • San Bernardino Downtown Mam Street. Inc · South Coast A.u Quahty Management DIStrict • Stewart • Holt Adverusmg • Temecula
v .' C'"• b;;. o',. er . - r If 0
•
~
~
• • ~

RESERVATIONS ~ANDATORY

(909) 391-1015

TICkets sold on a first come first served basis. Eany registration rBCeivBS bBst sBating location .
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Join The Sunrise Striders
Walking Club

LA County Fair Appoints
Saunders

unrise Striders is the name of
the new mall walking program
at Galleria at Tyler Co-sponsored by Corona Medical Center and
Galleria at Tyler, the program
encourages good health and an
active lifestyle. Sunrise Striders
meet every Tuesday and Thursday
mornings from 7:30 a.m. to 10:30
a.m.
Corona Medical Center oversees
eligibility by pre-screening prospective walkers and accepting doctor's
notes. Corona Medical Center also
logs the number of miles walked,
offers incentives for goals achieved,
brings in guest speakers to discuss
health issues, and will arrange an
armual awards ceremony for members.
For more information contact Jill
Mitz at (909) 371-2598. 6

he Los Angeles County Fair
Association, Pomona has
announced the appointment
of Lynn C. Saunders to the newlycreated position of entertainment
promotions and production manager.
Saunders, the fair's communications manager since March 1991,
takes on new responsibilities which
include planning the fair's multifaceted entertainment program as
well as contract negotiation for performers, acts and attractions appearing during the 24-day event. Promotional responsibilities include
development of publicity programs
and media pannering for acts and
attractions.
Besides involvement in industryrelated organizations, Saunders is
president of the Professional Communicators Association of Southern
California and heads the publicity
committee of the Pomona Economic Development Corp.'s Big Five
Graffiti Task Force. 6

S

Advanced Business Machines will be onering
photocopier equipment at absolutely no charge!
From small table tops ...
to mid-sized units...

FileRunner Software
Program a Finalist in Award

ARM will place a unit in your onice
FREE OF CHARGE.
Customers will only pay for the
copies they produce,
at a savings of 3_
0% to 50%

__

- ... __
..,_
------- ~====~ ---...-~
--------..iiiiiiiO
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BEFORE YOU BUY OR LEASE ANOTHER COPIBI, CALL US ARST

(714) 588-7526
O.A.C

ileRu nner from MBS Technologies, Inc. has been named
a finalist for two awards being
given by the Software Publishers
Association (SPA) in 1993 including
Best Personal Productivity Program.
T he software eliminates the
tedious task of transferring information from one computer to another
throu gh serial cables or manually
cop yi ng files o nto flop py disks,
according to trade journal PC Week..
For info rmati on contact: MBS
Technologi es, Inc. at (800) 8608700. 6

F

and large duplicators.
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AIAIC Installs New Board
he American Institute of
Architects Inland California
(AIAIC) chapter recently
installed John Charles Grow, AlA, of
HMC Group - Ontario, as 1993
chapter president. Grow received
the gavel from past president Jorge
R. Garcia, AlA, architect of Garcia
and Associates in Rancho Cucamonga.
1be American Institute of Architects (AlA) represents more than
56,000 architect members nationally.
For more information, contact the
AIAIC chapter office at (909) 6866771. 6

T
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Four UCR Programs Granted Departmental Status
reative Writing, Ethnic
Studies, Religious Studies
and Women's Studies, formerly UCR academic programs, are
now full-fledged departments.
'The new status has imponant ramifications for faculty morale and fo r
attracting top faculty and students,"
said Carole Shamm as, c hai r o f
Women's Studies.
With the ne w desi gnation, the
UCR Creative Writing Department
becomes the first independent
department of creative writing in
the entire UC system.
"With a faculty made up almost
entirely of published writers, our
new status signals to incoming students and guidance counselors that
UCR should be the preferred choice
for students who are seriously interested in the writing of fiction and
poetry," said Steve Minot, chair of
Creative Writing at UCR.
While the new status does not
change operations, hiring standards
or curricular direction, the action
eliminates any misperception that

C

the areas of study are provisional,-an otolaryngologist, were also
experimental, or temporary in
elected to CMA positions and will
nature, said June O'Connor, profesrepresent the young physici::ns of
sor and chair of Religious Studies.
San Bernardino and Riverside
"We have been a department in
Counties in the statewide physician
reality if not name, so it is ruce to
organization.
Dr. Robert Thea!, a family praccatch up with reality," she said. For
titioner practicing in Fontana, will
her discipline, the change "places
represent California's young physius in the mainstream of religious
studies across the nation," said
cians as an alternate delegate to the
O'Connor.
American Medical Association. 6
Religious Studies has been a
degree program since 1969, CreCPA McDowell Named
ative Writing since 1960, Ethnic
Partner at Swenson
Studies since 1985, and Women's
Corporation
Studies since 1992. 6

Local Young Physicians
Leaders at State Level
ive Inland Empire "young
physicians" - under 40
years of age or in active practice for less than five years - were
elected recently to statewide positions at the California Medical
Association's annual meeting in
Anaheim.
San Bernardino family practitioner, Kenneth C. Lane, M.D., was
elected as Young Physician Section
(YPS) representative to the state
organization's Board of Trustees.
Three other San Bernardino
physicians, allergist Dr. Susheela
BaJa, oncologist Dr. Edward Ottenheimer, and Dr. Lisa Perry-Gilkes,

F

laremont CPA. firm Swenson Corporation recently
named James McDowell a
partner with the company. He will
be primarily responsible for the
firm's audit and accounting practice.
Prior to his tenure at Swenson,
McDowell served five years with
KPMG Peat Marwick. His expertise includes providing compliance
and management consulting services to clients in the h1gh-tech,
manufacturing, real estate, distri bution and service industries.
McDowell is a member of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and the Rancho
Cucamonga and Ontario Chambers
of Commerce. 6

C

Rock Band Starship, Country
Singer Suzy Bogguss to Perform
at Temecula Valley Festival
up-and-comer, Suzy Bogguss. Winusic as well as balloons
ner of the Country Music Associawill fill the air May 1 and
tion's New Horizons Award, Bog2 at the 1993 Temecula
guss will perform hits fro m her
Valley Balloon & Wine Festival at
breakthrough album, "Aces" and
Lake Skinner. The Festival is artnunew songs from the recently released
ally attended by tens of thousands of
" Voices In The Wind ." Bogguss'
people. This year, classic rock band
repertoire o f material traditionally
Starshi p is scheduled to perform Satpaints a viv id picture of life as a
urday and country music sensation
rocky, sometimes smooth, but never
Suzy Bogguss will entertain Festival
passive journey.
atte ndees Sunday.
The Temecula Valley Balloon &
Starship is one of rock's most
Wine Festival will fe ature hot-air
successful bands and is known interballoon rides in the early morning,
nationally for such #I hits as "Jane,"
followed by tasting some of the
" No Way Out," "We Built This
area's best local wines. Other farniCity," "Sarah" and " Nothing's
ly-{)riented activities planned include
Gonna Stop Us Now." Lead vocalist
an antique and classic car show, a
Mickey Thomas and his band will
children's faire, and arts-and-crafts
perform material ranging from the
exhibits by local artisans.
best of Starship to classic R & B and
Festival ticket price level has
soul standards. Opening for Starship
been set to make it possible for the
is Rob Hanna, renowned for his
entire family to attend. All profits
remarkable resemblance to Rod
will be donated to the Temecula ValStewart in both appearance and
ley and Murrieta Unified School
sound.
Districts. For more information,
On Sunday, Festival-goers will be
contact the event office at (909) 676treated to the depth and versatility of
6713. 11
Nashville's hottest country music

M
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Repr. .entlng C.llfornla'a
Moat Prestigious Wlnerl.....
• Jordan VIneyards
• Trefethen Vlneyarda
• Schramsberg VIneyards
• Ridge VIneyard•
Serving Riverside and San
Bernardino Countlu

:

1-800-859-3001
faxl 619-nG-1578
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Catch 30 minutes of the best
Inland Empire restaurant reviews
two times a week on KVCR TV 24,
the Inland Empire's PBS station.
Table for Two Is the only restaurant review show of Its kind on
television. The show airs ...
6:30p.m. on Tuesdays
and 6:30 p.m. Saturdays.

I

Alfredo's Italian Gardens,
Palm Springs
This column is written for the
business person who finds travel a
necessiry, as well as for those who
believe that eating a fine meal with a
very pleasant wine is a reward of
travel and even life.
by Lyman Stucky

TWO!

ever before the other
evening has this author
had the delicious problem of having excellent food
utterly eclipsed by the quality
and concern for satisfaction
exhibited by Renee, who truly
served me at Alfredo's Italian
Gardens on Palm Canyon Drive
in Palm Springs.
Having found a comfortable
view as the sun began setting, I
needed a little time to decide on
my menu, since I would be dining and doing paperwork at the
same time. Since it was a hot
evening, I told my waitress I was
in the mood for tea, but not regular iced tea. Upon her suggestion, I opted for the brewed
strawberry tea, and, at th1s point,
I realized that my meal was to be
served by someone who not only

N

I realized that my meal
was to be served by
someone who not only
wanted to make me
happy, but also had
been empowered by her
management to make
reasonable changes to
the menu to satisfy the
customer. While the tea
was only " officially"
served hot, I was
Instantly offered the
option of having It
served over ice, which I
found to be the perfect
quench as the sun set.
wanted to make me happy, but
also had been empowered by her
management to make reasonable
changes to the menu to satisfy
the customer. While the tea was
only "officially" served hot, I

was instantly offered the option
of having it served over ice,
which I found to be the perfect
quench as the sun set.
After an excellent Stuffed
Peppers appetizer, Gentle Diner
here was in the mood for a small
gourmet pizza, none of the varietieS on the menu which
appealed to me as much as somethin g off the menu-the Sicilian
pizza with other added sp1cy
meats. My waitress was quick to
assure me that getting the p1zza
prepared with the toppings I
desired was no problem, and that
she would take care of it herself
since business was a bit slow at
the moment.
Several other such interchanges during my dinner confirmed that Renee indeed was
not only knowledgeable and professional, but that she earnestly
desired that my dining experience was an absolute delight,
down to the smile and highly
appropriate touch on the shoulder as she assured me my special
request would be brought to me
exactly as I desired.
I frankly got little work done
that evening, although that was
initially most of my agenda.
Alfredo's Italian Gardens and
especially the splendid service of
Renee "forced" me to relax and
enJOY myself too much!

Line
TM Inland Empire Symphony Association
is pleased to present

The 1992-1993 Season
Saturday, October 24, 1992; 8:15p.m.
TchaiJwvs/cy. Francesco do Rinwli, Paganuu Violin Concerto No 1
Sainl-Sruns· Symphony No.3 "Organ Symphony"
Violirost to be 011110unced

Saturday, November 28, 1992, 8:15p.m.
Mozart TM Marriagt of Figaro Overturt, BuJhovtn Symphony No. 8
Dvorak. Ctllo Conctrlo. Cellist to be OIIIIOUIICtd

Saturday, January 2, 1993; 8:15p.m.
An Evening in Vitnna Ntw Ytar' s CtltbraJionfeaJuring rile mv.sic of Johtmn Strauss including
Blut Danubt Waltz, Emperor Wallus, Kunslltr Quadrillt,
Talts From the Vienna Woodr and oiMr favoriles

Saturday, February 27, 1993; 8:15p.m.
Kodaly. Dancts From Galanla BiZtl" Symphony inC,
Brahm.s. Piano Concuro No 2. Pianist . Jost Carlos Cocarelli
Donald D. GaJJeaoo
Prnideot

¥1811 OUr Wine
T...tngAoom
Md Picnic ArM
4231 Wmcv1Uc Road

Mira Loma, Ulifornia 91 n2
(714) ~ -5376

& ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE

RESTAURANT

bUStne5sEpJnial

And while business may have
been slow in the early evening,
the waiting line which formed
out of the strolling masses made
me realize I wasn't the first to
discover Alfredo's Italian Gardens. t1

Mead on Wine
by Jerry D. Mtad

OGLE OFFERS VALUE
-If the name Bogle Vineyards doesn't have
household familiarity, that's
because its production is relatively small, about 60,000 cases
annually. The brands Bogle
competes with in the moderate
price range tend to produce hundreds of thousands, even millions of cases a year, brands like
Sutter Home, Glen Ellen and
Napa Ridge.
One way a small producer is
able to compete on price is by
having some control over the
raw product. Bogle is family
owned, and was a vineyard
before it was a winery. Like
other farmers going more or less
directly to the consumer with

B

their produce, Bogle has that
advantage.
There are a couple of grapes
that Bogle doesn't grow in its
Clarksburg-Delta area vineyards,
and those are purchased from
other growers. Bogle's winemaker is also permitted to purchase fruit for blending when he
thinks it will improve the final
product, even if it's a grape
Bogle grows.
Where is the Delta? It may
sound like a silly question to
locals, but folks in other parts of
America have a little trouble
keeping California's wine growing regions straight. I've actually heard things like, "Where
exactly in Napa Valley is Paso
Robles?"
To give you a general feel for
where the Delta is, it's a little
north and east of San Francisco
Bay, a little south of Sacramento,
and just about due east of Napa
Valley.
If you hadn't noticed, most of
the best vineyards in the world
are near large bodies of water, an
ocean, a bay, a sea, lake or river.
The Delta's water influence is
Suisin Bay, the Sacramento river
and its thousand miles of river
channels and irrigation canals.
You are more likely to find
Bogle wines in smaller stores
and shops than in big chain type
outlets, but you won't have trouble spotting the distinctive gold
on black label with the two col-

Wine Selections and
Best Values

ri\'C Concert &:rica,

$tT;.

rzs. $:0. rn

~ Tcl:.c:t.a,

'l1rce Cooccrt. &:nc:., UJ. &:o. l35. m

rn. m . $15. $10

To ~ a brochure or order tiddA. pbooe: (714) 381-5388

86/92

Bogle 1991 "California"
Petite Sirah ($8) Very ripe plum
(one notch shy of prune) flavors
with a smidgen of black cherry. Big, soft and round. Likes
cheeses, especially triple creams
and blues, and maybe sharp
cheddar.
Bogle 1992 "Lake County"
Fume Blanc ($6) One of the
wines from purchased grapes,
and Lake County is definitely
one of the best sources for the
Sauvignon Blanc grapes from
which this wine is made. Bold
grapefruit aromas and flavor,
with a subtle touch of mint and
virtually no grassiness. Crisp
and refreshing and a nice match
for oysters and fishes with lemon
in the sauce. Another " Best

Buy," especially if you find it on
sale. Rating: 84/90
Bogle 1991 "California"
Chardonnay ($7) Good value and
an o.k. Chardonnay in a market
full of good value, o.k. Chardonnays. The grapes are a blend of
Napa, Sonoma and Delta, with a
citrus base and some cling fruit
notes (mostly apricot).
Bogle 1991 "California" Merlot ($7) A blend of Napa and
Delta fruit, this is a very pleasant, lighter style wine, more in
keeping with the textbook
descriptions of Merlot than many
monster California versions.
Light, bright cherry aromas and
more of the same in the taste,
with a bit of earthy complexity
for a bonus. Very easy to drink.
Match it with veal, pork and
chicken. Rating: 85/84
Bogle 1991 "California" Zinfandel ($7) A blend of Napa,
Amador and Santa Barbara fruit,
yield a user-friendly structure,
with gobs of fruit and a combination of ripe plum and berry
flavors. No overripeness. No
great complexity, but there's
nothing wrong with straightforward tasty and drinkable at a
really attractive price. Rating:
85/88

Should you have trouble locating Bogle wines locally, contact
the winery for the nearest retailer: Bogle Vineyard, 37675 Road
144, Clarksburg, CA 95612,
(916) 744-1139. t1

~MADD

By Bill Anthony

PENFOLDS
1990 • Shiraz Cabernet South
Australia Koonunga Hill ......$9

•e
WE BUJU)

CARTA VIEJA
1991• Merlot Maule
Valley ................................$450

.5cJropturilllFid.•lllkm
eldwl~lnc.

And otMr charitable groups and organizations of tM Inland Empire

ROUNDHILL
1991 • Fume Blanc Napa
Valley .....................................$7

FETZER
1991 • Sauvignon Blanc Cali·
fornia Barrel Select ..............$9

VILLA MONTES

SIMI

1990 • Cabernet Sauvignon
Curiro ....................................$6

1991 • Sauvignon Blanc Sonoma County .............................$9

Saturday, April24, 1993; 8:15p.m.- All Tchoikovsky Celebration
Eugen Onegin Pol01111ist; P1ano Conctrlo No. I, Symyhony No.4
Santiago Rodrigut, pianist

orful pheasants above the family
name. The wines are available
for sale in most of the states considered to be good wine markets,
with distribution expanding from
month to month.
Bogle 1991 "California"
Cabernet Sauvignon ($7)
Chances are you'll be able to
find this one at an even lower
price, and it's a "Best Buy" at
$7. This is a pretty sophisticated
little number for the price range
and might be compared stylistically to a cru bourqeois from
Bordeaux. Black cherry, a little
black currant, and some pleasant
green olive bitterness are the flavor characteristics. Rating:

PORTIEUS

BUENA VISTA
1990 • Pinot Noir Cameros
Grand Reserve ....................$16

1988 • Cabemet Sauvignon
Yakima Valley .....................$19

CARTA VIEJA
1990 • Cabernet Sauvignon
Maule Valley ..

J.LOHR
1990 • FuiM Blanc California
Cypress ..................................$6

---------$4.50

wish to express tMir sincere appreciation 10 ...

~~-·
~
-..;"

~

IS\

JOAT~BOUSI

tf&;:

~

~£:AliANO

For Mlping us to mut our fund-raising goals through tMir participation in tM

------------------COM~~M~U~N~ITY~~Al~L~IAN~C~E~----e---·
~ AlliiDce • 37~ I

Ma-ced Ave. Sle. G
RiYwlide, CA 92503 • (714) 3~3-1061
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The Solis Winery-A Delightful Experience

=

By Camille Bounds
Travel Writer

h e Solis Winery can be
found nestled at the southwest edge of Santa Clara
Valley, in the picturesque Hecker
Pass region which is bordered by
the Santa Cruz Mountains to the
west and south, 30 miles from
San Jose.
This charming, award-winning
winery specializes in a delightful

T

This charming, awardwinning winery specializes in a delightful
Chardonnay and a
robust Merlot that can
hold its own with any
wines produced in the
industry.
Chardonnay and a robust Merlot
that can hold its own with any
wines produced in the industry.
They also produce other fine varietals that mclude Pinot Noir,
Johannisberg/Riesling, Zinfandel,
Moscato Canelli and Cabernet
Sauvignon. The Solis Winery is

family owned and operated and
puts the emphasis on the production of small lots of super-premium wines. The owners pride
themselves on combining the best
of traditional and modem production methods.
The Chardonnay is entirely
grown and produced on the Solis
Estate. It is 100% barrel fermented in the finest Burgundian style.
It has a defimtc French character,
with earthy, toasty oak: aromas
with nicely integrated pear and
apple flavors.
The Mcrlot IS blended with
fruits from the Solis Estate vineyard and the San Ysidro vineyard
located six miles cast of the winery. It is smooth, yet full bodied
and flavorful. The Merlot is aged
in French oak: barrels for 20
months and the result of the final
offering is a marvelous experience. It is a fine choice to
accompany meals with any fullflavored food dishes.
Owner David Yanni came to
the area in 1980 and purchased a
five-acre parcel of the old Benero
Vineyard on Hecker Pass Highway. In 1984, he began replanting the old vineyard. In 1988,

GREATER ONTARIO
Convention Bureau
421 N. Euclid Ave.
Ontario, CA 91762
...

(909) 984-2450
•
FAX (909) 984-7895
Executive Director: Sherry Case

Tasting room hours during Dec
1 through May 31 are Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 11:00
a.m. to 5:00p.m.; hours June 1
through Nov. 30 are Wednesday
through Sunday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. Tours are available by
appointment. f>

There is a pleasant,
bright tasting room with
a friendly expert who
dispenses generous
samples of the available
Solis wines. The wine
tasting room Is available for private or corporate events.
another I 0 acres were purchased
from the former Bcrtcro Winery
and the Solis Winery became a
reality for Valerie and David
Yanni.
There is a pleasant, bright tasting room with a friendly expert
who dispenses generous samples
of the available Solis wines.
The wine tasting room is available for private or corporate
events . Solis also holds several
winery sponsored festivals
throughout the year. If you w1sh
to be put on their mailing list, you
can write to them at the Solis
Winery, 3920 Hecker Pass Highway, Gilroy, CA 95020 or call
(408) 847-6306.

Camzlle Bounds is the travel editor
for Sunrise Publications and a freelance travel writer. She will be
happy to answer your questzons.
Write her at P.O. Box 1005, Morgan
Hill, CA 95038.

David Vanni-·Proprietor

SAN BERNARDINO
Convention & Visitor's Bureau
440 W. Court St., Suite 10
San Bernardino, C
92401

Convention Center
3443 Orange Street
Riverside, CA
92501

PALM SPRINGS
CONVENTION CENTER

PALM SPRINGS
Visitor's Information
Center
2781 N. Palm Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262
17.

18.

orona Travel ervlct loc.
S Ramona Ave S e 2
rooa CA 9 7 9

WNi.>

Unld«* Proftdtnl Trani
!4'7URamooaAve,Sie 104
Otino. CA 91710

WND

Alr!WJ
JUC
\1ark W Costa
{ .:rparate
>up :lttn'lve
l'reslden
r "'• Accu. Wek F~ D'ry ~ 717 7(XX)/(800) 322 ( ORP

7
2

89%
11%

Apollo Focal P01nt,
SA.\1

Complele Corporate Travel
Yen! Coif
Management, 24-Hour Semce, Owner
(909) 393-5459{393 5464

!nt.emalJonal Desk, !nccntJves

(619) 778-8418
FAX (619) 323-8279
Visitor Ctr. Mgr.:
Christine De Muth
(619) 778-8415

277 N. Avenida Caballeros, Palm Springs, CA 92262
Sales Contact: Teri Webb; (619) 325-6611
FAX (619) 322-6921

Executive Director:
Dan Stark

For Information on the Following ...
BIG BEAR
Big Bear Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 2860
Big Bear, CA 92315
Tourist Lodging: Roads: Skiing·
(909) 866-7000
FAX (909) 866-5412
Contact: Rosemary
Rehfuss

TEMECULA
Temecula Chamber of
Commerce
27450 Ynez Rd. #104
Temecula, CA 92591
(909) 676-5090
FAX (909) 694-0201
Contact: Glen Prior

II

VICTOR VALLEY
Victor Valley
Chamber of Commerce
14174 Green Tree Blvd.
Victorville, CA 92392
(619) 245-6506
FAX (619) 245-6505
Contact: Michele Spear
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Weekend Time Out

New Weapon Available in Fight Against Breast Cancer
ew breast cancer screening
technique is now available at
an Antonio Community
Hospital in Upland.
lbe Mammotest system uses a technique called stereotactic breast bio~y.
The precise location of a suspicious
lump is pinpointed and a needle is
inserted into its center to remove a
"core samp.e" for the pathologist
Until recently, the only reliable
method to determine if a breast lump
was benign or malignant was a surgical
biopsy, in which the breast was cut and
the lump removed for microscopic
examination. PatientS wxlerwent gen-

era! anesthesia and experienced an
extended recovery time, and frequently
hadscarringfromtheincision.
Using the Mammotest, the patient
lies on her stOmach on a padded examination table. The breast to be examined is suspended through an opening.
Under the table, out of the patient's
sight, arc the needle and X-ray equi!}'
ment
Low-dose X-rays pinpoint in three
dimensions the exact location of the
suspicious lump that was detected in a
prior mammogram. A computer
records the abnormality's exact position.

The skin is then anesthetized and
the needle is inserted, guided by the
computerrccordofthelump'slocation.
More X-rays arc taken to determine
that the needle is positioned correctly,
and five separate tissue samples are
extracted. Pathology results arc usually
available within 24 hours.
The entire procedure takes about
two oours. A large portion of that time
involves the mammography technologist positioning the patient so that she
is as comfortable as possible. When
the patient is sent rome, she is awake
and alert, wearing only a bandage and
an ice pack.

~------~----------~------~~~~~~~~

DESIGN & ART
S E R V I C E S

FULL SERVICE
COMMERCIAL PRINTERS

Our Design Studio 1s full) :;taffed to
provtde the highc:;t quality of
servicll. from paste-up and comJ)O§ittQn to designs that positively
create an impact.

At \Jmutrman Press of Colton vir
~ant

to relievr you of

an~

stress

your fll'inting demands might be
causing you.\\ e work closely with
vou tO :;alisf>r and meet all your
printing nt'eds at a reasonable
price

HIGH SPEED

VOLUME
COPY SERVICE CENTER
A

E S

The high volume copy scrvicr
offered by our staff is professional
and confidential. Many extra
services available. ~'rec pick-u
and delivery in the I

1;\!Stomers enjoy the
-~~ oor starr <Jffers. If
with something.
~'f!IOJii~11teSitatleUJ ask if it is a

ror you.

DESIGN • MARKETING • PRINTING
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L

370
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"The accuracy rate from the needle
biopsy in determining malignancy is
equal to that of surgery," says Dr.
David Berry; Medical Director of
Radiology. He added that the new procedure also helps with breast conservation.
The Mammotest has been used on
several patients at San Antonio who
have had previous surgical biopsies,
who agree that there is a minimum of
pain and that they would be willing to
undergo it again.
In addition to the comfort and
convenieoce, the cost of a bio~y using
the Mammotest is approximately onehalf of the costs associated with outpatient breast biopsy surgery.
The San Antonio Community
Hospital Auxiliary has pledged to
provide $50,000 per year for four
years to cover the cost of the
$200,(XX) machine. fl

Norton

11

ConliiWeli From Page 22
sealed when the F.A.A. would
require several holes to be removed
for flight safety. The Johnson, Fain
and Pereira plan sees the golf course
as a future transportation focal point
which would accommodate the
F.A.A. 's idealness. The rest of the
new air facility will be a potpouni
or mixed use which reflects some of
the criteria under the public benefit
law. For example, provision has
been made to accommodate educational and community services. San
Bemaniino Valley College has long
sought acoess for its aircraft department which might conceivably sui}'
ply aircraft maintenance workers for
Lockheed or other future tenants.
The plan does incorporate an area
for airplane maintenance and repairs
other than Lockheed's operation.
Within the complex is a protected trade center and hotel close to the
passenger terminal for the travel
weary. Provisions were also made
for research and development and
manufacturing.
It must be remembered that
such an ambitious undertaking faces
formidable obstacles, perhaps lasting several more years. How will
potential developers, manufacturers,
cargo interests. and possibly airline
passenger companies view profitability with this market-driven
facility? Unlike Greek mythology.
the military, the body politic and the
federal government remains a knotty problem in base closures, and
future as a public benefit fl

Grand Suite

Springtime in
New York-At
the Pierre Hotel
he flowers are starting to
bloom, the weather is beginmng to warm up, and the
doldrums of winter arc finally over.
Yes, this i~ the time when New
Yorkers begin to smile again-a
new season with new hopes and
dreams. Spring is m the air in New
York, and right now is the perfect
time to be there!
If you arc lucky to be visttmg this
exciting city and you want to visit
with style, seriously consider making a reservation at the Pierre Hotel
Overlooking Central Park, the Pierre
has been a landmark in New York
for over 60 years. It is a symbol of
elegance, and its gracious service of
the past era, combined with present
amenities, makes this hotel the first
choice for international travellers
and discerning New Yorkers.
The hotel's location makes it convenient for most businessmen and
women and visitors to this city. It is
just one block from Fifth Avenue's
famous stores and Madison
Avenue 's fascinating galleries,
museums and boutiques. It is also a
short drive to Radio City Music Hall
where one can catch the popular
Easter Show which plays there
every year.
A European ambience of good
taste is immediately noticed when
one enters the lobby of this hotel.
Its classic Rotunda is almost a
retreat that offers tea, light luncheons and cocktails. The muraled
Garden Foyer was painted to resemble Versailles-just experiencing
this room is worth the visit to the

T

Pierre.

The Pierre's 205 newly redecorated

feature lovely Central Park and city
views. Formerly private apartments, the grand suites includes a
terrace with a complete dining room
furnished with Chippendale, Chinoiserie that would appeal to any
guest. Best of all, these suites arc
spacious, warm and inviting.
The best time of day at the Pierre
IS in the morning. The Cafe Pierre
has been selected by the 7,000 participants in the 1992 Zagat Restaurant Survey as the Best Breakfast in
New York, which includes a brioche
filled with scrambled eggs and
caviar gateau breton, served with a
kir royale with raspberry. In addition, just a call to room service can
give you the luxury of having breakfast in bed, with the same fantastic
menu served on fine linens, china
and silver-and for only about $20
per person. The Cafe also offers a
delicious Sunday Brunch.
In decor, the Cafe Pierre resembles the reception room of a NeoClassic French chateau. The restaurant features new dishes based on
American and French cuisine. Fricasse of wild mushrooms, ricotta
gnocchi and asparagus and mille
feuille of foie gras, celery root and
apples in a truffle vinaigrette are
among the starters. Main course
selections include crisp black bass
poached in an artichoke broth and
roast filet of lamb with basil potato
puree and garlic chips. Innovative
and seasonal specials, and an array
of tempting desserts, such as bittersweet chocolate gateau with candied
oranges and Grand Marnier add to
the menu's appeal. The Cafe offers
among its daily specials alternative
menu items which are lower in calories, cholesterol and sodium. An
average meal may run not more than
650 calories without sacrificing
taste. Hotel Management cited the
Cafe as one of the Top 10 Hotel

Restaurants.
The Pierre Hotel was a joint venture of Charles Pierre and a group of
Wall Street fmanciers, most notably
Otto Kahn, E. F. Hutton and Walter
P. Chrysler. The hotel opened in
October of 1930 and fast became the
toast of New York. Architects
founded their inspiration m the
design of a French chateau . A
1930's guide to the cay called the
hotel "beautiful, goreous and distinctive The Pierre IS a monument
of beauty and one of the most
maJeStiC structures in all New
York." By 1960, most of the hotel's
rooms and suites were sold as cooperatives to residents The remammg
guest rooms, restaurants, bars and
reception rooms continued to be
patronized by a devoted international clientele. In March 1981, Four
Seasons Hotels Limited of Canada
signed a 21-year lease to operate the
Pierre.
The Pierre also offers service that
is rare m today's world. Staffed elevators, who always remember the
names of frequent guests, 24-hour
room service, hand-delivered message service, and hand laundry service are just a few of the amenities
that has made the Pierre a grand
hotel.

If luxury and elegance is a top
priority in a memorable visit to New
York, then the Pierre is just the
place for you .
The Pierre Hotel (Manhattan's
AAA Four Diamond hotel for 15
consecutive years) is located at Fifth
Avenue at 6lst Street. New York.
Rooms start at $280 per night and
suites from $600 per night.
Reservations can be made by
callmg (212) 838-8000 or 800-332-

3442. 6

Pierre Hotel Overlooking Central Park

r~~~~------------~~
- =,

Cool Off..
At Our Hot Spn_t!

Mid-Week Breathing Space!
"Spa Sampler" 3Day/2 Nights $165*
Pnvate Mmera/ Bath \nth Oils
• One J•it/1 Body Mauage
• 2 Spa BreaJ...ja\t, Lunches. Dmners
• 2 Nights Accommodatwm
• Unlimtted Fitness, Pool use, Yoga

I.\CLums •

• S1111- Tlturs Only ~r per.wn double ocrp. S/95 .smgle tX'Cp.

MURRIErA Hor Smita RooRr &IIFALm SPA

39405 Murrieta Hot Springs Rd Murrieta, CA 1-800-458-4393
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Airlines Serving The Inland Empire
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Top Local Exec. (Palm Sprinp)
Title
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Nucy Carter
Slatioo Manager
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Marketing's Ego is Biggest
Obstacle to Success
ince the introduction of tre World
Oass Marketing Model, we have
consistently gotten our biggest
support from those who make their living in marlceung. This model, for them,
has been a big confmnation of what they
had suspected was the problem all along.
Unfortunately, many fail to recognize
that a model that defmes a new level of
performance in markcung may require
them to develop new competencies and
perspectives.
Before "quality" became the buzz
word of the '80s, did any of you resent
the implication that your products were
not of the highest quality? Before customer scrv1ce became the buzz word of
the '90s, did anyone resent bemg told
that you did not know how to proper!)
treat your customer? Yet, despne the
resistance, companies soon learned two
things about these programs: First, if you
were going to remain competitive (and
keep your doors open) you needed to
have a solid quality and customer-service program in place. Second, upon
detailed examination. these programs
were not so much a slam on what we did
wrong, but a re-examination into how
we could maximize the efficiencies of
what we already did right. Companies.
like people, get mto ruts that feel comfortable and familiar, but arc not always
healthy for thCJr future success. Your
corporate rut may not be a wrong way of
doing business, but it may severely compromise business efficiency and. thus,
your ability to compete eiTectivcly.
Now, a~ we move into the third iteration of business evolution (i.e., marketing), it shouldn't shock anyone that the
marketing folks arc struggling with their
new paradigms for performance. On the
one hand, they arc excited that market·
ing is finally getting some long-postponed recognition for its importance to
the overall success of the organization.
However, their disappoinunent comes
when the model doesn't just recommend
that their staffs be doubled, their budgets
tripled and that the vice president of
marketing and sales be made president
of the company. Only if it were that simple, but-like product quality and customer service-World Oass Marketing
involves learning some newer ways of
doing old things as well as mastering

S

some totally new skillscts. nus arucle
will attempt to mtroduce just a few areas
under that pan of the model called "Market Sensing Systems." Future articles
will expand on areas affected by other
pans of the model.
We begin wnh the skills required
under Marlcct Sensing Systems, because
they arc tre most mtuitivc and they fonn
a foundation for all the other areas. Not
surprisingly, one of the key skillsets
needed here is a mastery of the computer. Yet, many think the only computer
skllls a marketing executive needs are
word-processing. spreadsheet and
databao;c ;:.;ot so. ~arlccung presents a
uruquc ccmputcr challenge. Unlike any
other area in the company (with the possible cxcepllon of R&D), marketing
must learn to handle and process information with an efficicocy equal to their
capacity to process numbers. Since most
companies are geared solely toward handling nwnbers, marketing must excel at
creating the systems that will identify,
collect, process, consolidate and son the
kind of information that will keep them
sharp, flexible, responsive and consistently ahead of their competition.
Such systems will I'C{juire major support from all parts of the company to
ensure that everyone provides the necessary input and then utilizes the valuable
outpuL To the skeptics who don't believe
the payoiT is worth it, I remind you that
computers have helped us carry the an
of financial analysis far beyond anything
any green eye-shaded accountant could
ever have 1magined with his large
spreadsheet, sharp pencil and even larger
eraser. Just as such detailed financial
analysis has put us on a never-ending
search for more nwnbers to crunch, the
savvy marlccting executive is constantly
looking for more and bcUCI informatioo
to provide a clearer perspective into
exactly what is happening in their market Such analysis is made possible by
an almost overwhelming combinatioo a
new technologies that, if you don't awly
one or more of them to your market, per~ your competitor will.
Listed below is ooly a partial checklist of some of the things you might coosider to help make your marketing
efforts closer to "World Oass." If you
don't know what they are; if you

wouldn't know how to u.se them even if
you did; or, if you aren't sure how you
would justify them, then don't get discouraged. You have just taken the frrst
step toward recognizing that your marketing competencies need a refresher
course. If you stan now, I guarantee you
will be light years ahead of those who
chose to wait. By then, if they still have
a business, marketing excellence will no
loogcr be an issue for those that started
when there was still time.
• Modems: Computers are great, but
if yours is not connected to a modem,
then you arc clearly cut out of all the
growing number of com~tcrizcd information sources available today. Did you
know that you can obtain over 90 million addresses via one database? Did
you know that virtually any publicly
communicated 1nfonnation on any business can be found in minutes v1a any one
of several databases? (See Electronic
Data Systems below).
• FAX-On-Demand: With this technology, any customer of yours could dial
an 800 number and obtain, totally
anonymously, v.h,llcvcr material they
would want on your company and/or its
products. Such technology promotes
inquincs because no one has to know
who asked. thus no annoying sales call.
Plus, if the customer has a FAX board in
their computer and a color printer, the
output could be in full color.

* Electronic Sales Brochures: With
more sales reps making calls with the
benefit of lap-top computers, some companies have designed special software
that enables the rep to print out a customized brochure. The brochure specifically addresses any concerns the customer might have and compares those
concerns to competitive products the
customer has citrer bought in the past or
is considcnng. The output IS based on a
series of questions asked by the rep.
• Real-Time Data Systems: By combining lap-tops, modems and real-time
computer systems (vs. batch systems), It
is now possible for sales reps and
mangers to (with the prqxr passwords)
tap into their companies' infonnation
systems and learn-to the minuteexactly where a customer's order is
Without someone saying, "I'll get back
to you."
• Electronic Data Systems: From EMail to stock quotes to customized clipping services, today there are more electronic mfonnation sources available then
one could possibly imagJne. And. with a
global network of satellites, all of it IS
available for uo;c. -mstantly-anywhcre
in the world. !!.
llm Casparie is the managmg director of
Caspane Re:sources, a consulting firm specializtng in meeting 1M Wllque needs of1M
CEO, telephone (714) 921-1148.
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Buckshot Marketing?
by Bruce Heiliger

U

buic questions that need to be

lows in any successful marketing
plan---the NEWS about your company: WHO needs the product or service?; WHAT company information
should be given?; WHEN will it be
distributed?; WHERE will it be targeted?; WHY will it be addressed to
that type of client?
When significant time, analysis
and follow-up is given in this
approach, companies reap the benefits and produce opportunities rather
than obligations.
The costs in planning and implementing a marketing campaign are
pre-determinedly calculated to pay
for themselves, factoring in a percentage for non-response. If planning
strategies are not thoroughly
researched and executed, companies
end up paying for their campaigns
twice: once for .the natural incurred
costs, and then again for the consequential mistakes of mismarketing.
My advice? Qean your gunsights.
Know the strengths and weaknesses
of your ammunition (your service or
product.) Determine when the best
time is to take aim. Familiarize yourself with the needs of your targeted
clientele and address them as to why
you are most qualified to service
them.
Then, not only service them, but
serve them. Actions speak louder
than bullets.
Not only will you feel like you got
the prize, but they will, too. 6

a.wered: Wbo, What, When, Where
IIIII Why?
1be simpUcily of 1hal equatioo fol-

Bruce Heiliger is presideltl if Capstone
COIIStruction Compt111y.lnc. ill
Rivenide.

n

y come in many forms: the
Looky-Loos" who enjoy
recreational business shopping," the "Super-Consumers" who
not only take the company's time but
all of it's competitors' time as well,
and the "Want-Something-For-Nothing" customers who are oot willing to
pay enough for the product or service
to allow the business to make a profit
Tbese customers are lbe result of
"buckshot madteting."
Buckshot marketing is marketing
with a "sawed~ff shotgun" approach.
Rather lhan firing a single bullet with
careful aim at a targeted clientele,
these marketing projectiles blast out
indiscriminately, hitting every semiprospect in the area, stun-gunning
them into awareness of your existeoce, yet often leaving you without
even grazing the prized client in
whose direction you hoped you were
poinljDg.
1be result: Not only ha your comPIDY lost the ability to win the connet IDd semc:e lbe more desirable
c:Jied, it now must deal with the consequeoc:es of its hlphazaRI marketing
~g the unqualified
or inappropriate client- costing the
comp111y response time, energies and

money.
As junior high school students, we
lamed 1hal news articles include five

/
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Quiet Evolution: The New
Client-Agency Relationship
By Carolyn Hayes Uber

subtle change has been developing in client-agency relaionships that's almost imperceptible in day-to-day business. It
becomes necessary to step back and
take the long view to see this trend's
development
While there are still plenty of creative boutiques, media buying services and design shops, the more progressive advenising agencies are
becoming marketing panners with
their clients.
This is not a new idea. What's new
is that it's been growing among smaller and mid-size agencies. Long the
practice of large consumer agencies
working on a single national brand,
the marketing of that brand was studied, analyzed and tested, with numerous experts contributing to the brand's
position.
Many smaller companies are now
finding the value of sharing the whole
area of marketing communications
with their agency, capitalizing on the
agency's expertise and perspective.
It's the outside perspective that makes
it work. The agency is pan of the
client and yet remains an objective
outsider, bringing its diverse experience with many clients to bear on the
particular client's situation. This cross
pollination of ideas and strategies is
beneficial to all. An automotive parts
manufacturer may feel it has nothing
in common with a mail-order nursery.
In truth, they may share a similar marketing problem, with solutions developed for one applicable to the other.
The services of the marketingattuned agency can range from package designs through sales literature
and presentations, displays, media

30 gigabytes of optical storage
instantly available. All of this is supported by a conventional stripping
deputmert for traditiOIIal. work.
Our proofing depanment includes
the very popular 3M Matdlprint single-sheet JamilllfNI proofs, as wen as
lbe lltelt Iris dighal proofing system
with "pm:isioo" color IIOftware 1bat
aDows us to "maadl" lbe MatdJprint
product. We allo have one of the
only insraOidCllls of lbe new Konica
Konsensus prooftna syltems wbich
offer a more affordable proof made
ftUD lbe actual priiiiiiJi neptMa.
Our Macintosh depanment Is
equally impresshe wldlllllbe lltelt

advertising, point-of-sale helps, promotions, publicity, public relations
and even product development.
Several client.~ of Uber Advertising
now include members of our staff in
their marketing committees and sales
strategy meetings. The agency participates in basic planning as well as in
creative development and implementation. We are in regular contact with
marketing directors, sales managers
and chief executives, as well as advertising managers.
This is a far cry from more traditional clients who still regard their
agency as another vendor or supplier,
and buy their advertising by the pound
or by the yard. They're missing the
marketing help that a knowledgeable
agency can provide, even if the agency is sometimes cast in the role of the
devil 's advocate.
Thus, advenising agencies now
begin to share the professional regard
that clients have long accorded their
legal counsel, public accountants, and
its management consultants.
One definition of an advertising
agency is that it's a "pool of talent
maintained by a group of clients for
their mutual benefit." That pool can
run surprisingly deep, and provides
the cliem with a plethora of marketing
helps and innovative ideas.
As this trend continues at an accelerating rate, more companies recognize that a good agency can help them
"get it right" on a cost-effective b~is.
That's good for the marketing strategy
and the bottom line. 6
Carolyn Hayes Uber is prtsideltl ofUber
Advertising & Public Rellllions rf
Uplond. Founded 15 years ago, the agacy has grown steadily and provides a/llll
range ofcomnuuaications services to a
diversified clieltllist.
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Computerized
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Getting the Word Out: Getting Publicity
Victoria A. Seitz, PhD.

o many times I hear business
owners fretting over their
advertising budget or their lack
of one. How large an ad to place in
the newspaper, what newspaper or
magazine or television stationthese are often concerns of business
owners. But wait a minute--we're
overlooking a major opponunity in
publicizing a business-that is, publicity! More imponantly, a firm
should become involved in developing good public relations with their
various publics such as customers,
financial institutions, shareholders,
employees, the media and so fonh.
Publicity is pan of a good public
relations program designed to
enhance or maintain a business' positive image in the community they
serve.
Generating publicity is advantageous to businesses in many ways
but most imponantly, it gives you
more credibility to be written up by a
newspaper or mentioned on a TV
newscast than all the advertising you
can do. Why? Because now someone
else thinks you have something
wonh talking about rather than when
you're tooting your own hom and
paying to do it. The only problem
with generating publicity is that you
essentially have no control over
whether your message is heard or
not. Okay, so how do we get the
media's attention?
First, develop a media kit. I prefer
a laminated folder that has a place
for business cards and dual slots to
put sheets of paper in. You'll want
to put information about the company on one sheet with a mention of
your mission or philosophy. Another
sheet will contain information about
the owner(s). If anicles have been
previously written about you or your
business, you '11 want to include
copies of them in your media kit.
Any other necessary information
should be included as well as a S" x
7" black-and-white photo. On the
from of the folder put a nicely printed label with your company name
IDd logo. Remember, the media kit
is communicating who you are.
Once you've developed your
media kit, get in lbe habit of developing press releases. Press releases
are generally one page in J.eoglh and
ioc:ludc the contact name and number
(lbe business owner), lbe release date
(UIUilly for immediate release) and
the information-typed double

S
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spaced. Give the most imponant call with a good story, you will probThons, and other spons-related chariinformation first. What is imponant?
ably be interviewed as a pan of it. It
table events. As a former runner, the
What is important is up to the taris amazing how much response a
mention of a sponsor brought greater
get audience. If it's to business peomention in the media of your name
awareness to me about the company
ple, you might write a press release
and business can get.
and, eventually, patronage. Consider
about a new client you've taken on
Another way to get publicity is to
donating supplies to a charitable
or about how you've expanded your develop topics to speak about to variorganization that builds homes for
business. If you're carrying a revoous community groups and colleges.
low-income families. Or donate
lutionary new item, you'll want to
You can locate the contact individufood to a domestic violence shelter
write a press release about that as
als via the Chamber of Commerce
or halfway house. Or consider
well. If you're doing a unique proMember Directory or through the
donating your store to host a "White
motion or are having a very unique
Yellow Pages. When you're invited
Elephant" sale for a charitable orgasale, or if you have brought on board
to speak, write a press release about
nization. Getting involved with the
an experienced individual to service
it. The exposure will gain new concommunity and giving back to the
customers, these are all wonhwhile
tacts and prospective customers for
community is one of the strongest
topics for press releases. The most
you. After your speaking engageattention getters there is and besides,
imponant item to remember is to
ment, write a thank you note. It is a
you'll feel good about it.
keep sending them to the media.
big plus in your business dealings.
As you gain more publicity, be
They may not all be written up or
Consider writing anicles for magsure to copy the anicles that you're
aired but some of them might. Be
azines to generate a good word for
quoted in or the stories that you've
sure to send your release at least a
your business. Usually articles in
written, and so on, and include them
month in advance of the date of the
either consumer or trade magazines
in your media kit. It is important that
event.
may range from one to three pages.
it be current so that you always put
If the media calls you asking for
However, having an article published
your best foot forward.
more information, then you can send
in a credible magazine gives you and
Publicity takes more effon than
the media kit or give it to them when
your business lots of credibility.
advertising but it gives you a better
they come to interview you.
Locally, you may consider writing
return for the investment in the long
Keep a current list of your media
for the Inland Empire Business Jourrun. Publicity gives you and your
contacts at the various newspapers,
nal. Or, if you sell industrial prodbusiness more credibility than all the
TV stations, radio stations and magaucts, consider writing an anicle for
advenising you can do. Positive
zines. Keep their name on your
your national trade magazine. Such
publicity is what enhances or mainRolodex. You might even consider
trade magazines include Progressive
tains a good image for you and your
Grocer, Textile Reporter, Visual Mercontacting them when you have an
company with the community you
interesting story or angle on a subject
chandising, Store and Chain Store
serve. Consider publicity as a part of
area and offer to do a story about it.
Age Executive. Contact the editor of
your marketing plan today-you, as
For newspapers, contact the business
the magazine or journal either by
well as the community you serve,
mail or telephone and share your
editor or the appropriate section ediwill reap the benefits of your efforts.
ideas for articles.
tor and share your ideas for stories.
6
For TV and radio shows, you'll need
Another way of getting anention
Victoria Stitz is assocwte professor of
is to get involved in the community.
to contact the producer of a specific
marketillg in the departmeltl of marketFor example, you can sponsor events
show.
ing at California State University, Salt
Bernardillo.
such as 5K and lOK runs, Walk-aFor radio, AM talk-radio stations
are the best format to getting a story
on the air. Figure out which station
and program best fits your story and
target audience. Contact the producer first by mail, followed up by a
telephone call. With TV stations, the
same procedure applies. You may
consider local cable stations as an
alternative to network channels
because often they are more receplime~
tive to ideas, while the netwolt staOFRCE MOVING
SPECIALISTS It
tions are particular about wbat they
~~ NlUSliUI. SPACES
eftOOAtiRIZED STOIWlE
cover.
ei'IDIPl.E1E IW:KAGIIG SEJM:E
tll.OCAL, LONG OISTN«:E I
aFI.OYEE
IB.OCATKW
MEIN'OONN..
-'Cal'.
Come up with new ideas on a
weekly basis and COIIIact lbe media
as you see fiL Once you Ft 10 know
the ecliton, you CID Cllllhem oo lbe
phone. If you have a good track
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as a result of your efforts, your ideu
will gail) more credibility with the
mecliL Remember, eiCb time yoa
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"Skool" Days at
KGGI FM

The Man Who Sold
Hot Dogs
There was a man who !tved by the side of the road and
sold hot dogs.
He was hard of hearing so he had no radio.
He had trouble with his eyes so he read no newspapers.
But he sold good hot dogs.
He put up signs on the highway telling how good they
were.
He stood on the side of the road and cried "Buy a hot
dog!"
And people bought.
He increased his meat and bun orders.
He bought a bigger stove to take care of his trade.
He fmally got his son home from college to help him.
But then something happened.
His son said, "Father, haven't you been listening to the
radio?
Haven't you been reading the newspapers?
There's a big depression.
The European situation is terrible.
The domestic situation is worse."
Whereupon,the father cut his meat and bun orders,
took down his advertising signs, and no longer bothers
to stand out on the highway to sell his hot dogs.
And his hot dog sales fell almost ovemight.
"You're right, son", the father said to the boy,
"We certainly are in the middle of a great depression."
The author is unknown, however the message is
clear. Don't needlessly listen to negative persons. Be
positive about your business. While things may not
be as good as previous years, others are experiencing
the best years yet! Let's not create our own depression.

"Building on a Tradition of Excellence Since 1923"

pular Inland Empire radio staon KGGI FM has imroduced a
new fonnat within a portion of
the morning drive-time slot.
Known as a "hot adult contemporary" radio station, 99.1 FM has just
started a new show featuring 30 minutes of tunes from the late '70s and
early '80s hosted by air personality
Mike Moreoo.
Th.is new KGGI mini-program of
selected oldies is called, "Old Skool,"
yes, "skool,'' and airs from 9-9:30 am.,
Morxlay through Friday.
A consultant for KGGI FM recommended the new show, advising that
"hits" from this era have become
extremely popular with listeners of all
ages.
Be sure to tunc in to "Old Skool" on
99.1 FM for a real education on yesterday's mo:.1 popular hits! 6
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Electrifying Growth at Franklin
Franklin Press in San Bemardioo has
expanded their business with the addition of a highly sophisticated electronic
pre-press department.
They will offer a traditional prepress system combined with a new and
powerful electronic system designed to
meet the growing needs of a rapidly
exparxling desktop marlcet
Franklin has installed a LinotypeHell R3020PS Imagesetter with the
ability to output individual scans or
composite printing spreads. In addition, two Macintosh Quadra 950s,
Apple Computer's newest and most
powerful unit, are in place as the "gateways" into the electronic pre-press system.
&NingCwfu~a~~smre

Serving the Inland Empire
and all of Southern California with
full-service engineering expertise
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1936 as a leader in sheet-fed printing,
Franklin Press currently operates three
shifts daily with a skilled staff of 140.
Way to grow! Ll

Local Advertising Agencies
Win New Accounts
Tile Peter F. Drucker Management
Center of the Claremont Graduate
Schools has selected Uber Advertising
& Puliic Relation<; to handle the advertising and pnliiiOiiom for its Executive
MBA Program.
Uber will be respomiNe for aealive
planning and development, media
selection and placement and will consult with Drucker staff on marketing
straregy.
Tiley have also n:cently signed an
agreement with Yuen Rloog Yu Paper
Manufacturing Company in Taiwan,

Republic of China. Based in Taipei,
with paper mills in several P.acific Rim
countries, YFY is one of the largest
conglomerates in Taiwan. Uber will
provide marketing seNices for the
paper promotions division.
Fey Automotive in Irwirxlale, a leading automotive aftennarlcet manufacturer, has selected Stewart-Holt Advertising, Ioc. to handle marlceting, advertising, and public relations for the Fey,
Westin and Thflbar product lines.
The agency will develop ads, collateral material, point of sale material, as
well as provide media management and
Olher marlccting services for Fey Automotive's replacement bumpers for
trucks, nationwide. 6

The "Horizon" Looks Good
For Pianos
Success continues for Video Horizons Productions in Yucaipa, as producers of the television commercials for
Colton Piano and Organ. Sales have
increased for Colton Piano siocc the TV
spots began airing in the Los Angeles
broadcast market more than a year ago.
Producer Brenda Walden at Video
Horizons reports that the commercial
fonnat changes periodically; however,
the consistency of the schedule has
proven to be effective for the client
(which is music to her ears!). 6
Marketing Careers AMA
Seminar/Dinner
A seminar entitled "Career Opportunities in Today's Changing World of
Marketing" will be presented by the
California Inland Counties American
Marlceting Association on Wednesday,
April14.

The speaker will be Dr. Sal Divita,
)XOfessor of marketing at George Washington University, at a dinner program
beginning at 6:00 pm at UC-Riverside.
Dinner tickets for AMA members are
$20 and $25 for non-members. For
registration or further infonnation. can
(900) 6214928. Ll

New Faces In Old PlaceS
David Rosenbloom is the new director of marlceting for Comcast Cablevision in Ontario. He COOlCS to Comcast
from Times Mirror Cablevision in
Irvine where he was the director of
national marlc.eting.
Stewart-Holt Advertising has added
two new staff members: Carlos Diaz as
accounting manager and Cynthia
Capen as director of public relations.
Cmgralu}atioo;! Ll

G/PR/MEDIA/PUBLIC RELATIONS

Mork Pnlmer Desiyn's team ol prolt•sswnnb
with their eleven ht place ADDY Awartb.
I rom I.cn to R1yht: Pot Kelloyy, OonidiL Heoth,
Rnh !'ulmer, Theresa Spencer, Bob Lee,
Curtts Pulmer und ~lurk Pol mer.
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March - May, 1993
Coachella Valley Children's Theater, with the YMCA, presents Mervyn's
Family Series, the 1993 Spring Season. Shows are: Saturday, March 27 ,
1993, 2:00p.m. 'The Wind in the Willows," Saturday, April 17, 1993,
2:00p.m. "Brown Bag Moscow Circus," and Saturday, May 8, 1993,
2:00p.m. "Hats Off to American Entertainment." Performances are
approximately one hour long and after the show, the actors will autograph children's programs. For more information, call (619) 341YMCA. 6

-{§}
April 22 & 23, 1993
How to Design & Update an Affirmative Action Plan. This two-day
workshop explore the fundamentals of writing, presenting, and implementing a valid Affirmative Action Plan. A summary of current legal
requirements, along with advice on how to deal with enforcement agencies is included. Held from 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. at M&M Inland Empire
Office Mission Financial Center, 3600 Lime Street, Ste. 422, Riverside,
CA. Phone (909) 784-9430. Cost is $325 for members, and $395 for
non-members . 6

Wl

[Q)

~

[ru

one-day program will help you develop the techniques needed to determine employee potential. Participants will conduct practice interviews
and receive feedback. Held from 9:00 a.m.-4:00p.m. at M&M Inland
Empire Office Mission Financial Center, 3600 Lime Street, Ste. 422,
Riverside, CA. Cost is $185 for members, and $220 for non-members.
For information call (909) 784-9430. 6

lY

-{Y
April 27, 1993
Dynamics of Behavioral Employment Interviewing. The selection of
the right person for the job requires effective interviewing skills. This

....;;_..;;:C'-0M-~E

April 22-May 14, 1993
Drive Chairman-Mary Conklin
Team Captains
Jim Bradley-Dream Team
Patty Geck-Hang Ten Geckos
Lucille Hampton-Red Hot Chili Peppers
Baxter Miller-Dynamic Dyno-mite Directors
Sherill Whisenand-Winners Choice

R C E

1893

1993

R ed l a n d.s Chambe r of Com m e r ce
C e 1e br at1ng 100 Years of Se r vice
I

Grand prize donated by Corona Travel Service, Inc. Two round trip tickets on
Continental Atrhnes to anywhere in the anginal 48 states

East Redlands Blvd.
Redlands, CA 92373
(909)

793-2546

A'\.

~·

April 28, 1993
Leader ship Skills for Women. A dynamic program designed for office
workers who want to take charge of themselves and maximize their
career potential. Participants will learn how to become valued members
of their management teams. Held from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at the
Ontario Airport Hilton, 700 N. Haven, Ontario . Cost is $185 for members and $220 for non-members. For information call (909) 784-9430. 6

TEMECULA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

~
Aprll 29
The city of Chino Hills will hold a General Plan Community Meeting on
Thursday, April 29 at City Hall, 2001 Grand Avenue at 7:00p.m. The publie is invited. For more information call (909) 590-1511 ext. 279. 6

--cY
May12-13
The California Employer Council, in association with the Employment
Development Department, presents "California Business Survtving and
Thriving" 1993 Employer Conference at the Riverside Convention Ccnter on Wednesday, May 12th. Registration is at 10:30 a.m and the session begins v. ith lunch at II :45 a.m . Cost is: EAC Employers-$55 and all
others-$65 . Session covers labor laws and controlling workers' compensation costs. There will be an evening social at 6:30 p.m . And on
Thursday, May 13th there will be a CEC business meeting at 7:30a.m.
with registration from 7:00-9:00 a.m. General session begins at 9:15
a.m. EAC Members-$99 and all others $145. Fees for attending both
days are EAC Members-$ 154 and all others $210. Registration deadline
is April 10, 1993. For more information and registration, call Gayle
Champlin at (909) 884-2159. 6

Moreno Valley Chamber of Commerce
Jlln.n.ounces tfie Secorn{Ja..nnua£

The EssentiaJ Tool For A Successful Business

The Tet?ccul& Valley ~amba- o~ Co~ is d.ed.icat.ed 10 serving, promolin& and
aupportm& the local ~mess envJrOnment With four atanding committee&: Civic and
Developmental, Markellng, Ways and Means, and Membership Growlh and Relaltion.

s · fB'·/)-c/1 ·

saturday May 15

Get involved with the Largest Business
Network in Temecula Valley!
TEMECULA

#£.. \

April 24-25
ALL ABOAR D! Ride trains to the Historic Perris Depot at the 1993
Spring Rail Festival of trolleys, trains and nostalgia. Passenger trains
leave The Orange Empire Railway Museum on Saturday, April 24th and
Sunday, April 25th, 1993 from 9:00a.m. to 5.00 p.m . Admtssion is $8
for adults & juniors, $6 children ages 6-11, kids under 6 arc FREE
Admission mcludes all rides, displays, exhibits and entertainment. All
proceeds benefit continued preservation efforts of OER:'vf, Inc • a California non-profit group. For more information, call (909) 657-2605, 24
hours. 6

R12Rk~l~l?S

Major Membership Drive Planned

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS

VALLEY C HAMBER OF COMMERCE

27-450 Ynez Road • Suite 104 • T emecula, CA 92591

(714) 676-5090

Exh~b~'r'1~:Ce
A~aTable
$100 to $250
5

For more info call the Chamber of Commerce 697-4404

Lorna Linda Chamber of Co;;;merce
~

"A Grand·Siam For Business"
Friday and Saturday
May 14 and 15, 1993

ffJeam.d~

~0

Haven Ave. and Footh/118/vd. Rancho Cucamonga

When you purchase your booth space
between now and Aoril 15, 1993!

May 5, 1993 3 p.m. to 7 p.m .

Corporate Business Center

($250/Chamber Members; $450;Non·Members)

For an application, call the 24-Hour lntoLine: (909) 466·6242

10460 Enterprise Dr. Redlands, CA 92374
Showcase your business • Increase your visibility • Generate sales
Open to all members • New member packages available

71tis9YIInl prodUOIJdby the Rancho CUCdmonga C/ d.'TD<ol ~- Fot <.;>conrng IMIIlts, caJJ(909) 987·1012

For information call the Chamber at (909) 799-2828

AnBf April 15. pncss ltlCisass to thsloilowng amounts $3451Chamb6r MsmbBtS. $545-1\bn·Msmbets

Palm Springs Chamber of Commerce

GAIN THE COMPETITIVE EDGE

Distinguished Business Lee~der Luncheon

Participate in the

®~ ~~~ l!n~[S wrn~v ~ti\~

at the

Guest Speaker Dan Lundgren
Attorney General--S tate of California
Monday, April 19,1993 • 11 :30 am-1:30 prn
Marquis Hotel, 150 S. Indian Canyon Drive, Palm Springs
Topics: Gaming • Tort Reform • Crime • Gangs
Tickets: $25.00 until April 3, $30.00 after
Call the Palm Springs Chamber of Commerce for Reservations

MONTCLAIR PLAZA

(619) 325-1577

~rw~a~~~~ rn~rP©

liThe Thrill of Thrivingll

California Employer Council Annual Conference
May 12th &. 13th • Riverside Convention Center
Seminars, forums &. workshops
Call Gayle Champlin at (909) 884-2159
for more information or a brochure!

~~

• Entertainment • Food Court
Don't miss out on this opportunity to showcase you business

~~rM~~fM©O~@ ~@QD~Li1?

liThe Art of Survivingll

~
RnnEgX~uspmeOss 'o;;]l?un
ity

April 16, 17 & 18, 1993

Co-Sponsored by
The Montclair & Upland
Chambers of Commerce
Chamber Members - $695
Non-Members - $795

call (909) 624-4569 or (909) 982-8816
'
:

The Palm Desert Chamber of Commerce serving the
community for forty years. For membership call
(619) 346-6111 or (800) 873-2428

~~---------- - - - - - -

-~- -

-

-

-

-·-

"
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Classifieds

classified s

Crest Lod e ~:~~;llllain Qc~orl

NEED ADDITIONAL BUSINESS ??
PURCHASE GOODS AND SERVICES
WITHOUT CASH-BARTER

From Concept to
Customer!

• Procilc:t
• Public Aelabonl
• P0<1raitl
• Brodlures

Fu: 1-Serviee

Marketiog
Services

Quaint, cozy cabins and cottages,
nestled among tall trees.

• Advwtiling

• Video Producuon

Color or Black & White

• Computer-Graphic

(714) 781·6959

Slides

• Brochures

Kitchens • Fireplaces • Cable 1V • Heated Pool

AARP Discounts • Honeymoon Packages
Midweek Bargain Break Rates

• Buy At Your Wholesale Cost
Call for Reservations and Information ...

(800) 675-5848 • (714) 338-2418
23508 Lake Drive • Box 22 • Crestline, CA 92325

• GRAND OPENINGS

Dav(d Odcn Productlops
4236 1/2 N Sierra Way

• CONVENTION BOOTHING

SBD Bernardino, CA 92407
(714) 882-8803

II NLAN 0
CXPH£SS

• CORPORATE PARTIES

• Save Your Cash - Use BXI
• Network With World's Oldest and
Largest Trade Association

Call Now For
More Information
(Business Owners Only)

DOOR TO DOOR SERVICE
HOTEL ECONOMY
SERVICE
tolfrom:
LOS ANGFLES ·ONTARIO
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
LOS ANGELES HARBORS
AMfRAK STATIONS

• WEDDING PLANNING
• COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION
CONTACT JACK UPTON
4168 Holt Boulevard
Montclair, California 91763
(714) 624-1697

(714) 592-7727
(800) 649-1229

For ...
Sales & Marketing
Corporate Image
Trade Show
Direct Mail
Training

©Eru00W

(714) 626-6599

[p}0fiD0'1l®U

Publishing &
Productions

YOU FOR

HOLDING"
.-.hellO?

ONE OF THE AREA'S MOST

(714) 391-1015

American Heart Association

LAVISH DINING ENTER·
TAINMENT HOUSES

Ask For Art Kemp

Ontario/Montclair Branch
Presents the I st Annual ...

TASTE ala HEART
Your company may not leave callers "on-hold' this long..... .
But &llX~ 'on-hold" can seem like an eternity, unless you
provide them with v.a~uab!e jnfounation tha_t can h~lp them
make informed dectstons about dmng busmess wtth your
company.

•

A heart-healthy tasting experience •

COCKTAILS LUNCH & DINNER
BANQUET FACIUllES

ENTERTAINMENT

Ad deadline for May
issue is April 20th
(909) 391-1015 ext. 26

981-8659 ]
8189 FOOTHILL BLVD.

CUCAMONGA

Inland EmPire Znd Annual

Creative >tuaio !Mar~ti.ng

Apri120, 1993 • 5-8 pm

(714) 550-9550

Pender Hall

"Cru:ti"'J 1M imoee your wmpatuj tfe.servt.S'

9559 Center Avenue #A
Rancho Cucamonga

" California doesn't
want to talk about it
because they don't
want people to know
it's out there as an

I

Airport Shuttle

• CANOPIES

• 1000's of Other Southern
California Businesses

"THANK

6722 Brockton Ave.
In the Broel<ton Arcade
Rlw~de. CA 92506

• Photography
• Demographic Repons

WISE ABOUT MAIL
Flv.: '''"b"' ~o <•ur eagle W1l!'t
hom fntu a Alow hut slmpl~ postal
e;ysttm. Jlc ku.mcd ways to spc~d
up nut.JI, anrl to cut through postal
..cWJ,laUon..~ to make an ciTecu,·c
mailing.
~lan)·

pc.stal dutn~C8 Iuter, our

ca,;tlc Is still S(rov.1ng In v.1~om
Onrn Umt.•s, tnna.rtt:r than the Po-.t
Office
If you need help v.1th a mall·
lnl! from 5,000 to 5 million pkcca,
we can tw::rll' you .

We ..-.111 help \"011 sort throuJ,fh
the rn4.7.C of postal r~gulotJon<J, tn
'illvc you th1.· nt()st mnn~y JM~~n,Je

We SCJ"\·~ hu ..tncs.~.s that moll
nevr.·,..JcltCN, magazlnc5, pmmn~.
~lfmallc~ cataloW\. or an) utJu.·r
type of moll. Our l,l'itonu:rR hcnt.·Ot
from expcrfctKC ""'-' hthc uhtalm·d
from working v.-tth tht.· Pust Offin·
I.ct our wi"'lom help vou wurk
smuner not hnn:h:r.

Southern California
Bindery 8r Mailing. Inc.
13626-F Mont• Vista Av•.• Chmo, CA 91710
(714)628-95n • FAX(714)628-3987

(909) 483-5500

saturdaY
maY I. 1993
8:30am·
4:30Pm
a.l!. P~UI qqad

at nverstde

(10 Freeway to Haven. North to
4th Street West to Center Ave.
and go North)
First Come First Served

commumtY

colleee

4800 mal!nQiia

ave .. riverstde

Home
Based ~~an
Business

Keynote Speaker:
Damon LaMon, J.D.
"Take a Chance "

Conference

Corporate Sponsor: B.A. Sharp & Company, CPA

Join the Inland Empire's best restaurants
for a heart-healthy evening filled with delights.
yours for the tasting

Co-Sponsors:
Riverside Community College
U.S. Small Business Administration
Greater Riverside Chamber• of Commerce
RCC'e Business leaders of Tomorrow
Southern Callfornle Gas Company
Inland Empire Business Journel

TICKETS: $20.00 per person/$25.00 at the door
proceeds benefit the American Heart AssociationOntario/Montclair Branch

For Information calll (800) 834-1670

$39 rl pre reg,.tO<ed by Apnl23, 1993, $45 Apnl24 & alter

Fee rncludes bullet lunch. exhrbrtor booths, ond conference regostrebOn

Exhlbllor Sp•ce Av.l18ble:

can (909) 684·3240 ext. 8501

C•• lor 1eea ond lnlo

for more info. and a brochure.

J
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ECONOMIC SPOTLIGHT

500

Last Month's Inland Empire Business Headlines

AIR TRAFFIC

in thousands

Ontario Passenger Traffic

400

• 80,047 Trips Made
On Metrollnk In
February, Up 67 Percent
Since Opening
etrolink passenger
trips continue to
increase, transit
officials announced in
March.
" ... we can see a 67 percent increase since November," Executive Director
Richard Stanger said. 'This
indicates we are changing
attitudes about the way
Southern Californians move
within the region."
Metrolink
officials
attribute the growth to two
factors: an increased awareness of the long-distance
commuter train system and

M

300
200
100
0
in thousands of tons

30

Ontario Cargo Handled

25

15

5
Feb. 1992
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Feb. 1993

in thousands

Palm Springs Passenger Traffic

March of Dimes

WalkAmerica

• Advanced
Environmental Controls
Integral to New $41
Million Ontario CocaCola Plant
dvanced environmental controls and
state-of-the-art
materials handling and processing are among the key
features of the new $41 million Los Angeles Syrup
Branch facility for CocaCola USA completed
recently in Ontario by commercial-industrial general
contractor Oltmans Construction Co. of Whittier.
Approximately 100 people
will be employed at the site.
The 135,000-square-foot
facility at 1650 Vintage
Avenue is now operational
and replaces Coca-Cola's
75-year-old syrup branch
facility near downtown Los
Angeles.

A

Saturday, April 24
Red Hill Park, Rancho Cucamonga
Hunt Park, Riverside
Your organrzat1on or company can be
a tremendous help 1n the firght against
birth defects. $330,000 needs to be
raised 1n the Inland Empire. and we
are hop1ng you will b~ part of the team
that makes th1s poss1be.

Call for information about joining our
team and starting one at your office.

Join TeamWalk
909-889-0803

improvements to the service.
Metrolink board chair
and San Bernardino County
Supervisor Larry Walker
said, "Commuters are trying
Metrolink-and liking it."
In February, passenger
trips made on Metrolink
averaged 4,385 a day for a
monthly total of 80,047.
This compares to a November daily average of 2,397

The new facility handles
fountain syrup production
for restaurants and other
sales venues throughout
Southern California, Nevada
and western Arizona. The
plant is designed to serve
company needs through the
balance of this century,
Coca-Cola spokesmen said.
Completed in just 12
months, the new plant features an automatic cleaning
system to aid in water conservation and other advanced environmental controls including an underground industrial waste line.
Eight-20,000 gallon storage

or a monthly total of 47,940
passenger trips.
Passenger trips during the
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. FlexTrain
period has attracted about
330 trips each weekday.
"Our new mid-day FlexTrains provide commuters
with a more flexible schedule," Stanger said.
For station locations and
departure times, call 800371-LINK. !!.

tanks were built to accommodate raw ingredients at
the rail-served site which
has the capacity of unloading I 0 rail cars simultaneously. Two-100,000 gallon
equalization tanks have been
erected to remediate the
waste water involved in the
syrup production process.
The dock high facility is
enhanced by what Oltmans
reports is the area's only
non-governmental application of "Type K" concrete
flooring, a shrinkage compensating floor that ex periences virtually no cracking.
f).

Award-Winning Poster Created

Perris Hill Park, San Bernardino

International Trade Leads

PASSENGER TRIPS BY LINE
(excluding free-ride promotions, mid-day FlexTrains
and holidays):
Increase(%)
Passengers-Over Nov. 1992
Feb. 1993
+65
35,622
Ventura County Line
+68
32,460
San Bernardino Line
+70
11,925
Santa Oarita Line
+67
80,047
Total Trips Systemwide

II

Contm.ud From Page 56

reasons why our customers
keep coming back.
"We've been in business
for 14 years and seen a lot of
prepress and printing companies come and go. Our
emphasis at Fox has always
been on long-term relationships with our clients. Problem solving is our specialty.
Maybe this is part of the reason why we're still going

strong while others are closing their doors. It's like our
self-promotion piece, it started over lunch one day. We
wanted to make a self-promotion piece that demonstrated our ability to make
the impossible look believable. We wanted to use
something everyone could
easily recognize, while making changes which are physi-

cally impossible to do. Our
dedicated staff worked on it
until we were satisfied. And
we're proud of the results.
We take the same pride in
every project we handle. It
doesn't matter whether it's
simple or complex."
Fox Colour can be
reached at (800) 400-1134.
f).

84138100 Fresh Water Pumps
Product Data: Detailed product
description: Small high head pump.
Product specifications/technical 1
height approximately 100 M/
capacity per minute: 5-20 liters
(drinking water). Quantity: Unspecified. Purchase needed by: Seeks
agency/distributorship. Other information: None.
Response Data: Response language: English/German. Best way
to respond: Mail/Fax. From manufacturers only: Yes. Information
desired from U.S. firm: Brochures
and prices. Primary buying factor:
Quality and price. Other information: None.
Company Data: Type of business:
Corporation. Year established:
1975. Number of employees: 16.
Annual sales m US dollars: 4.5
million. Member of business chamber: Yes. Bank name and address:
Union Bank of Switzerland, CH3400 Burgdorf, Switzerland. US
firms represented: None. Other
information: Well established
importer/distributor of equipment
for use in water supply networks,
sewage treatment and similar applications.
Post Remarks: Reputable, competent company. Covers mostly central Switzerland. Sound potential
contact for U.S. manufacturers
seeking representation in Switzerland.
Post
Contact:
Wiedmer/

Krlruhlman!Hall
Contact: Mr. Ernst Seiler, president, E. Seiler AG, Hohengasse 31,
CH 3402 Burgdorf 2, Switzerland.
Phone: (41-34) 22 40 36. Fax: (4134) 2210 44
Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(FCS-TOP) American Embassy,
Bern, Dept. of State, Washington
DC20521-5110. Refer to: P029.

854140 Photovoltic Cells for
Energy
842121 Drinking Water Fitters
for Chemical and BacteriologIcal Control
Product Data: Detailed product
description: Solar cells/photovoltic
cells; water filters for chemical and
bacteriological control. Product
specifications/technical data: N/A.
Quantity: Unspecified. Dollar
Value: Unspecified. Purchase needed by: Seeks agency/distributor-

ship. Other information: None.
Response Data: Response language: English/German. Best way
to respond: Mail/Fax. From manufacturers only: Yes. Information
desired from U.S. firm: Brochures
and prices. Primary buying factor:
Quality and price. Other information: None.
Company Data: Type of business:
Corporation. Year established:
1988. Number of employees: 5.
Annual sales: USD 2 million.
Member of business chamber: Yes.
Bank name and address: Credit
bank, Zurich. U.S. firms represented: None. Other information:
Diversified trading company with
good expertise in data processing
and related activities.
Post Remarks: Although the company is enjoying a good reputation,
we suggest that transactions be
covered by adequate guarantees
until records are established.
Post Contact: Wiedmer/Krkuhl-

man/Hall
Contact: Mr. Joerg Pascoe, general
manager, PS Data Systems AG,
Bemstrasse 92, CH-8953 Dietikon,
Switzerland. Phone: (41-1) 7421400. Fax: (41-1) 742-0305.
Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(FCS-TOP) American Embassy,
Bern, Dept of State, Washington
DC 20521-5110. Refer to: P028.

4203 Leather Clothing, Belts
6109 T-5hirts
6110 Sweatshirts
6203 Men's/Boy's Ensembles
6204 Jeans
6215 Cravats
6405 Boots
Product Data: Detailed product
description: Leather clothing
(Western or Indian style), sweatshirts, t-shirts, cravats, boots, belts
and Western style accessories.
Product specifications/technical
data: N/A. Quantity: To be negotiated. U.S. dollar value: N/A. Purchase needed by: 1993/94. Other
information: Products should comply with European and German
standards.
Response Data: Response language: German. Best way to
respond: Phone or letter. From
manufacturer only: No. Information needed from U.S. firm: Company background data; price list;
product information; conditions

and time of delivery. Primary buying factor: Distributor. Other information: Customers are the endusers.
Company Data: Type of business:
The American way of life is a new
small shop established in a recently
built shopping mall in the center of
Bad Schmiedeberg (former East
Germany). Year established: 1993.
Number of employees: 2. Annual
sales in DM: 300.000. Bank name
and adress: Kreissparlcasse Wittenberg Market 20, 0-4600 Wittenberg. U.S. firms represented: N/A.
Other information : See post
remarks.
Post Remarks: This small shop in
former East Germany wants to
concentrate on American goods.
There is a great interest in U.S.
clothing (leisure, western and cowboy style) in this part of the country
that would provide a good market
for American companies. Continuing relationship with American
supplier is desired.
Post Contact: Hagen/Jones.
Contact: Ms. Petra Schmidt, managing director, American Way of
Life, Neustr. 25, D-0-4603 Bad
Schmiedeberg.
Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(FCS-TOP), American Embassy,
Berlin, APO AE 09235. Refer to

P040.
903039 Resin Potentiometers
Product Data: Detailed product
description: Resin potentiometers.
Product specifications/technical
data: None. Quantity: Not applicable. U.S. dollar value: Part of a 60
million electronic manufacturing
product in People's Republic of
China. Purchase needed by: Dec.
31, 1993. Other information: Payment terms: Letter of credit Shipping terms: FOB/CIP/CNF. No
contract needed. End use in electronic components companies in
People's Republic of China. End
use in electronic manufacturing
plants.
Response Data: Response language: English. Best way to
respond: By Fax. From manufacturers only: No, agents and distributor acceptable. Information
desired from U.S. firm: l) Give
proposal on the poject; 2) Send
company and product brochure.
Primary buying factor: Technology

and price . Other information:
Immediate purchase (within 1993)
and one time buy only.
Company Data: Type of business:
Trading company. Year established:
1986. Number of employees: 1049. Annual sales: over Singdlrs
250,000 . Member of business
chamber: Singapore International
Chamber of Commerce. Bank
name and address: Uniteo Overseas
Bank (UOP), Singapore. U.S . firms
represented: Ashway, Prince,
Bieber, Courtmaster, Miracote,
Astra, C-Tec, Cumming, Oetroit,
Fleetguard, John Oeere, Metco,
Marathon. Other information: Haw
Par Trading PTE. Ltd. is a private
finn with a global sales territory. It
has more than 25 sales people covering a wide range of busmess
including
technology
and
machineries.
Post Remarks: Company is a reputable and well-established trading
firm with annual sales over
Singdlrs 250,000. It is owned by
one of the largest local banks in
Singapore, the group is active in
investments in the region and it is
currently sourcing electronic components for its project in China.
The company is looking for a wide
range of electronic components
including chip resistors, resistor
networks, varistors, PTC thermistors, surface accoustic wave filters,
metallized fllm capacitors, hybrid
circuits, mini-type medium duty
electromagnetic relays, small sized
toggle switches, miniature key
switched resin poteniometer, RF
coaxal connectors, electro-magnetic components for switching para
supply. U .S. firms that are able to
supply these items should contact
Mr. Janson Chaw by fax.
Post Contact: Ware/Huntsman
Contact: Mr. Janson Chaw, manager, Haw Par Trading PTE. Ltd.,
154 Clemenceau Avenue, Unit 0316, Haw Par Center, Singapore
0923. Phone: (65) 339-1655. Fax:
( 65) 3 39-1851. Telex: HPTRAD
RS42826.
Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(FCS TOP), American Embassy,
Singapore, FPO AP 96534. Refer
toP0015.
For further assistallct willt the following
tr~ leads, please co11l11Ct the Cen~er for
lllluNJlionol Tr~ INvt/opmellt at (909)

274-4820
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ECONOMIC SPOTLIGHT

500

Last Month's Inland Empire Business Headlines

AIR TRAFFIC

in thousands

Ontario Passenger Traffic

400

• 80,047 Trips Made
On Metrollnk In
February, Up 67 Percent
Since Opening
etrolink passenger
trips continue to
increase, transit
officials announced in
March.
" ... we can see a 67 percent increase since November," Executive Director
Richard Stanger said. 'This
indicates we are changing
attitudes about the way
Southern Californians move
within the region."
Metrolink
officials
attribute the growth to two
factors: an increased awareness of the long-distance
commuter train system and

M
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Feb. 1993

in thousands

Palm Springs Passenger Traffic

March of Dimes

WalkAmerica

• Advanced
Environmental Controls
Integral to New $41
Million Ontario CocaCola Plant
dvanced environmental controls and
state-of-the-art
materials handling and processing are among the key
features of the new $41 million Los Angeles Syrup
Branch facility for CocaCola USA completed
recently in Ontario by commercial-industrial general
contractor Oltmans Construction Co. of Whittier.
Approximately 100 people
will be employed at the site.
The 135,000-square-foot
facility at 1650 Vintage
Avenue is now operational
and replaces Coca-Cola's
75-year-old syrup branch
facility near downtown Los
Angeles.

A

Saturday, April 24
Red Hill Park, Rancho Cucamonga
Hunt Park, Riverside
Your organrzat1on or company can be
a tremendous help 1n the firght against
birth defects. $330,000 needs to be
raised 1n the Inland Empire. and we
are hop1ng you will b~ part of the team
that makes th1s poss1be.

Call for information about joining our
team and starting one at your office.

Join TeamWalk
909-889-0803

improvements to the service.
Metrolink board chair
and San Bernardino County
Supervisor Larry Walker
said, "Commuters are trying
Metrolink-and liking it."
In February, passenger
trips made on Metrolink
averaged 4,385 a day for a
monthly total of 80,047.
This compares to a November daily average of 2,397

The new facility handles
fountain syrup production
for restaurants and other
sales venues throughout
Southern California, Nevada
and western Arizona. The
plant is designed to serve
company needs through the
balance of this century,
Coca-Cola spokesmen said.
Completed in just 12
months, the new plant features an automatic cleaning
system to aid in water conservation and other advanced environmental controls including an underground industrial waste line.
Eight-20,000 gallon storage

or a monthly total of 47,940
passenger trips.
Passenger trips during the
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. FlexTrain
period has attracted about
330 trips each weekday.
"Our new mid-day FlexTrains provide commuters
with a more flexible schedule," Stanger said.
For station locations and
departure times, call 800371-LINK. !!.

tanks were built to accommodate raw ingredients at
the rail-served site which
has the capacity of unloading I 0 rail cars simultaneously. Two-100,000 gallon
equalization tanks have been
erected to remediate the
waste water involved in the
syrup production process.
The dock high facility is
enhanced by what Oltmans
reports is the area's only
non-governmental application of "Type K" concrete
flooring, a shrinkage compensating floor that ex periences virtually no cracking.
f).

Award-Winning Poster Created

Perris Hill Park, San Bernardino

International Trade Leads

PASSENGER TRIPS BY LINE
(excluding free-ride promotions, mid-day FlexTrains
and holidays):
Increase(%)
Passengers-Over Nov. 1992
Feb. 1993
+65
35,622
Ventura County Line
+68
32,460
San Bernardino Line
+70
11,925
Santa Oarita Line
+67
80,047
Total Trips Systemwide

II

Contm.ud From Page 56

reasons why our customers
keep coming back.
"We've been in business
for 14 years and seen a lot of
prepress and printing companies come and go. Our
emphasis at Fox has always
been on long-term relationships with our clients. Problem solving is our specialty.
Maybe this is part of the reason why we're still going

strong while others are closing their doors. It's like our
self-promotion piece, it started over lunch one day. We
wanted to make a self-promotion piece that demonstrated our ability to make
the impossible look believable. We wanted to use
something everyone could
easily recognize, while making changes which are physi-

cally impossible to do. Our
dedicated staff worked on it
until we were satisfied. And
we're proud of the results.
We take the same pride in
every project we handle. It
doesn't matter whether it's
simple or complex."
Fox Colour can be
reached at (800) 400-1134.
f).

84138100 Fresh Water Pumps
Product Data: Detailed product
description: Small high head pump.
Product specifications/technical 1
height approximately 100 M/
capacity per minute: 5-20 liters
(drinking water). Quantity: Unspecified. Purchase needed by: Seeks
agency/distributorship. Other information: None.
Response Data: Response language: English/German. Best way
to respond: Mail/Fax. From manufacturers only: Yes. Information
desired from U.S. firm: Brochures
and prices. Primary buying factor:
Quality and price. Other information: None.
Company Data: Type of business:
Corporation. Year established:
1975. Number of employees: 16.
Annual sales m US dollars: 4.5
million. Member of business chamber: Yes. Bank name and address:
Union Bank of Switzerland, CH3400 Burgdorf, Switzerland. US
firms represented: None. Other
information: Well established
importer/distributor of equipment
for use in water supply networks,
sewage treatment and similar applications.
Post Remarks: Reputable, competent company. Covers mostly central Switzerland. Sound potential
contact for U.S. manufacturers
seeking representation in Switzerland.
Post
Contact:
Wiedmer/

Krlruhlman!Hall
Contact: Mr. Ernst Seiler, president, E. Seiler AG, Hohengasse 31,
CH 3402 Burgdorf 2, Switzerland.
Phone: (41-34) 22 40 36. Fax: (4134) 2210 44
Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(FCS-TOP) American Embassy,
Bern, Dept. of State, Washington
DC20521-5110. Refer to: P029.

854140 Photovoltic Cells for
Energy
842121 Drinking Water Fitters
for Chemical and BacteriologIcal Control
Product Data: Detailed product
description: Solar cells/photovoltic
cells; water filters for chemical and
bacteriological control. Product
specifications/technical data: N/A.
Quantity: Unspecified. Dollar
Value: Unspecified. Purchase needed by: Seeks agency/distributor-

ship. Other information: None.
Response Data: Response language: English/German. Best way
to respond: Mail/Fax. From manufacturers only: Yes. Information
desired from U.S. firm: Brochures
and prices. Primary buying factor:
Quality and price. Other information: None.
Company Data: Type of business:
Corporation. Year established:
1988. Number of employees: 5.
Annual sales: USD 2 million.
Member of business chamber: Yes.
Bank name and address: Credit
bank, Zurich. U.S. firms represented: None. Other information:
Diversified trading company with
good expertise in data processing
and related activities.
Post Remarks: Although the company is enjoying a good reputation,
we suggest that transactions be
covered by adequate guarantees
until records are established.
Post Contact: Wiedmer/Krkuhl-

man/Hall
Contact: Mr. Joerg Pascoe, general
manager, PS Data Systems AG,
Bemstrasse 92, CH-8953 Dietikon,
Switzerland. Phone: (41-1) 7421400. Fax: (41-1) 742-0305.
Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(FCS-TOP) American Embassy,
Bern, Dept of State, Washington
DC 20521-5110. Refer to: P028.

4203 Leather Clothing, Belts
6109 T-5hirts
6110 Sweatshirts
6203 Men's/Boy's Ensembles
6204 Jeans
6215 Cravats
6405 Boots
Product Data: Detailed product
description: Leather clothing
(Western or Indian style), sweatshirts, t-shirts, cravats, boots, belts
and Western style accessories.
Product specifications/technical
data: N/A. Quantity: To be negotiated. U.S. dollar value: N/A. Purchase needed by: 1993/94. Other
information: Products should comply with European and German
standards.
Response Data: Response language: German. Best way to
respond: Phone or letter. From
manufacturer only: No. Information needed from U.S. firm: Company background data; price list;
product information; conditions

and time of delivery. Primary buying factor: Distributor. Other information: Customers are the endusers.
Company Data: Type of business:
The American way of life is a new
small shop established in a recently
built shopping mall in the center of
Bad Schmiedeberg (former East
Germany). Year established: 1993.
Number of employees: 2. Annual
sales in DM: 300.000. Bank name
and adress: Kreissparlcasse Wittenberg Market 20, 0-4600 Wittenberg. U.S. firms represented: N/A.
Other information : See post
remarks.
Post Remarks: This small shop in
former East Germany wants to
concentrate on American goods.
There is a great interest in U.S.
clothing (leisure, western and cowboy style) in this part of the country
that would provide a good market
for American companies. Continuing relationship with American
supplier is desired.
Post Contact: Hagen/Jones.
Contact: Ms. Petra Schmidt, managing director, American Way of
Life, Neustr. 25, D-0-4603 Bad
Schmiedeberg.
Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(FCS-TOP), American Embassy,
Berlin, APO AE 09235. Refer to

P040.
903039 Resin Potentiometers
Product Data: Detailed product
description: Resin potentiometers.
Product specifications/technical
data: None. Quantity: Not applicable. U.S. dollar value: Part of a 60
million electronic manufacturing
product in People's Republic of
China. Purchase needed by: Dec.
31, 1993. Other information: Payment terms: Letter of credit Shipping terms: FOB/CIP/CNF. No
contract needed. End use in electronic components companies in
People's Republic of China. End
use in electronic manufacturing
plants.
Response Data: Response language: English. Best way to
respond: By Fax. From manufacturers only: No, agents and distributor acceptable. Information
desired from U.S. firm: l) Give
proposal on the poject; 2) Send
company and product brochure.
Primary buying factor: Technology

and price . Other information:
Immediate purchase (within 1993)
and one time buy only.
Company Data: Type of business:
Trading company. Year established:
1986. Number of employees: 1049. Annual sales: over Singdlrs
250,000 . Member of business
chamber: Singapore International
Chamber of Commerce. Bank
name and address: Uniteo Overseas
Bank (UOP), Singapore. U.S . firms
represented: Ashway, Prince,
Bieber, Courtmaster, Miracote,
Astra, C-Tec, Cumming, Oetroit,
Fleetguard, John Oeere, Metco,
Marathon. Other information: Haw
Par Trading PTE. Ltd. is a private
finn with a global sales territory. It
has more than 25 sales people covering a wide range of busmess
including
technology
and
machineries.
Post Remarks: Company is a reputable and well-established trading
firm with annual sales over
Singdlrs 250,000. It is owned by
one of the largest local banks in
Singapore, the group is active in
investments in the region and it is
currently sourcing electronic components for its project in China.
The company is looking for a wide
range of electronic components
including chip resistors, resistor
networks, varistors, PTC thermistors, surface accoustic wave filters,
metallized fllm capacitors, hybrid
circuits, mini-type medium duty
electromagnetic relays, small sized
toggle switches, miniature key
switched resin poteniometer, RF
coaxal connectors, electro-magnetic components for switching para
supply. U .S. firms that are able to
supply these items should contact
Mr. Janson Chaw by fax.
Post Contact: Ware/Huntsman
Contact: Mr. Janson Chaw, manager, Haw Par Trading PTE. Ltd.,
154 Clemenceau Avenue, Unit 0316, Haw Par Center, Singapore
0923. Phone: (65) 339-1655. Fax:
( 65) 3 39-1851. Telex: HPTRAD
RS42826.
Please send a copy of your
response to: Commercial Section
(FCS TOP), American Embassy,
Singapore, FPO AP 96534. Refer
toP0015.
For further assistallct willt the following
tr~ leads, please co11l11Ct the Cen~er for
lllluNJlionol Tr~ INvt/opmellt at (909)

274-4820
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Notices of Default and Trustee Sales

Bankruptcies
F. Dan Alura, aka Fernaudo Dan
L. Alura, Joaellna M. Alura, fdba
Temple Mart, 22961 Sandpiper
Coun, Canyon Lake; debts:
S245m478, assets: $2S4,42S; Chapt.er7
Paul Keith Boles, Heidi Michele
Boles, fdba Boles Aero Constructioa, 12695 Bluntleaf, Moreno Valley; debts: $222, 995, assets:
$102,300; Olapter 7
Gerald Charles Channell, Anita
LJIUI Channell, fdba Credit Solutions, 11090 Van Buren Blvd., 11112,
Riverside; debts: $469,087, assets:
$633; Olapter 7
Vldar L. Clais, Marpret A. Clals,
dba Ciais Construction, 15328
Pine Lane, Chino Hills; debts:
$191,842. $206,900; Olapter 7
Adam Clyburn, Karen A.
CIJbum, fclba lUck's Maintenance
a llepU' (a Sale Proprietorship),
4295 Stonewall Dr., Riverside;
debcs: $280,433, aaeu: $240,535;
Cllapter7
Adam Raadolph Colllnas, dba
Ada• Raadolpll Colllnp, Inc:.,
28971 Pbb&ac Drive. Lake Arrow·
bead; debts; $347,127, assets:
S52UOO: Ollpfer 11

'n.llr G-. Dill, . . CourteiJ

Homes, 6476 Riverside Ave., 119,
Riverside; debts: $550,039, assets:
$65,415; Olapter 7
Harry Richard Fielding, Deborah
Jane Fielding, dba Designs by
Deborah, 11575 Papus Drive, Mira
Loma; debts: $212,837, assets:
$212,422; Olapter 7
Gary Stuart Fields, dba VIP Construction, 14320 Dos Palmas, Victorville; debts: $330,85 1, assets :
$30,800; Cltapter 7
Gerald John Gross Jr., aka Jerry
Gross, Deanna Mae Gross, dba
Jerry Gross Agency, 28820 Bridgewater Lane, Menifee; debts:
$213,528, assets: $146,427; Chapter
7
George J. Kasbon Ill, Patricia J.
Kasbon, fdba, Kasbon Molds
Company, Inc., 13085 Norfolk
Lane, Victorville; debts: $398,703,
assets: $148,000; Chapter 7.
Anthony John Lopez, aka Anthony J. Lopez, Donna Marie Lopez,
aka Donna M. Lopez, faw B.R.T.
Industries, Key Construction, Inc.,
10358 Somerset Drive, Alta Loma;
debts $223,525, assets: $172, 280;
Olapt.er7
Donald Greg Martin, aka Greg
Martin, Jeanine E. Martin, fdba

PERSONAL INJURY
• AUI'O ACCIDENTS

• SERIOUS INJURIES

• WRONGFUL DEATH
• PRODUCf LIABH.rrY

•DOG BITES

Trucker Haul or Fame (a Sole Proprietorship), 10422 Cinnabar Coun,
Mentone: debts $238,418, assets:
$175,930: Chapter?
Lorraine M. Mullen, aka Lorie
Mullen, rdba T & L Flowers, LorMar Flowers, Inc., 35547 Oleander,
Yucaipa; debts: $833,629. assets :
$900,425: Chapter 11
Romona Kay Novak, fka Ramona
K. Harrison, dba Unified Home
Loans, Inc., 19776 Sunset Lane,
Apple Valley; debts $432,011.
assets: $305,000: Chapter 7
Gary M. Owens, Deanna G.
Owens, 4406 Mockingbird Lane,
Banning; debts: $365,920, assets:
$203,500; Chapter 13
Keith James Pachiano, Cynthia
Elizabeth Pachiano, aka Cynthia
Elizabeth Reincke, fdba Nack
Transport, Inc., American High
Desert Industries, Inc., High
Desert Industries, 22286 Miramot,
Apple Valley; debts: $376,000,
assets: $8,450; Chapter 7
PTI Acqusitions, Inc., 645 N. Indian Canyon Drive, Palm Springs;
debts: $811,000, assets: $1,300,000;
Chapter 11
Theodore Ramirez, Sally I.
Ramirez, dba Ramirez Corp.,
25153 Pico Vista Way, Moreno Valley; debts: $200.412, assets:
S178,875; Chapter 7
Sean W. Raymond, dba Penguin's
Place Frozen Yogurt, 3967 Pierce
St., 11495, Riverside; debts:
$228,023, assets: $201,673; Chapter
13
Clarke Lee Rubel, Laurie Anne
Rubel, dba Specialized Mobile
Import Service, 423 E. Rosewood
Coun, Ontario; debts: $213,958,
assets: $202, SOO; Chapter 7
James Lawrence Scorpio, 1222

Drakeridge, Redlands, Janis Louiae
Scorpio, 1218 Tourquoise Ave.,
Mentone, fdba The Computer
Room, Supply Store, Scorpio

Enterprba, taw Scor Markellq,

Pa,__.aaeu:

a California Corporation, dba

Cllednrrlter Co.: dcbls:
$537,157,
$359;700; Olapt.er

7
Sea Patrick S.., Patricia LJDD
Seua, ata Patricia Meyer, dba
Seua Masonry Compaay, 8978
Kentville St., Riverside; debts:

-=
•bert
,.,626,
tl:l1

$349,655; Olap-

Shacter,

FREE CONSULTATION WITH
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~
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Aaae

CMifew••••l

debts : $920,274, assets:$972,800:
Chapter?
William W. Weathers, dba
Newsletter Ink, Money ror Education, Peacock Properties (a Sole
Proprietorship), 11511 Norwood
Ave., Riverside: debts : $226,175,
assets: $127,035; Chapter 7
David Charles Abdalla, Patricia
Elizabeth Abdalla, fdba Abdalla
Construction, 18630 Del Resto
Drive, Victorville; debts: $219,549,
assets: $252,775; Chapter 7
Richard Charles Alonzo, aka
Naomi M. Oku, Naomi M. Oku
Alonzo, Mrs. Richard C. Alonzo,
dba Cajun Joe's, 7012 Beal Coun,
Rancho Cucamonga;
debts:
$416,758, assets: $182,231; Chapter
7
Carl William Bailey, Linda Lou
Bailey, raw, Certified Industries,
Inc., a Callrornia Corporation,
rdba Certified Energy Systems,
Inc., Lovelady Enterprises,
Zephyr Industries, a Pannership,
25810 San Felipe, Hemet; debts:
$887,981, assets: $30,675; Chapter
7.
Donald F. Beagle, Elizabeth E.
Beagle, rdba Integrated Commercial Interiors, 24370 Combine Circle, Lake Elsinore; debts: $273,916,
assets: $57,250; Cltapter 7.
Entec Consultants, Inc. 1355 E.
Cooley Drive, Suite B, Colton;
debts: $256,861. assets: $29,000;
Chapter?
Timothy Foughty, Diane Foughty,
aka Diane Elia, dba Dentex Dental
Lab, 1691 Redwood Way, Upland;
debts: $318,672, assets: $283,775;
Chapter7
George S. Goldman, Donna A.
Goldman, aka Donna A. Fontes,
dba Budget Kitchen & Bath
Remodelers, dba George Goldman
Construction, dba Plumbing by
George, dba A-Repairman, 44-615
Saffron Coun, La Quinta; debts:
$380,978, assets: $230,550; Olapt.er
7
Phillip A. Gordon, Cynthia G.
Gordon, Cynthia G. Jullas, faw
Gordon Computer Enterprises,
elba Computer Tec:bnolo&ies Ser·
'rices, 7001 Wood Road, Riverside:
debts: $414,251, assets: $382,075;

Qapt.er7
Jand

Barirchi,

Veronica

IIRirdd, au v.....a VlllueDDI',

6a QualltJ Auto, 40724 VII DiiIIIMIUe. ._.......; debts: ..~""·""N• .,

..... $206.800: Cblpler 7

Default Listings

Trustee: TO Service Compa-

• Retail-1390 2 Hwy.,
Wrigtuwood. CA 92397
AsseSSed1991:
$198,092
Land Value:
$198,092
TranSfer Value: $118,CXXF
Loan [)ate:
1014/89
Loan Amt:
$43,755

ny, 3130 Chicago Ave., 11110,
Riverside, CA rn507
AP #273-261.{)6..{)00

Trustee: Federal Sec. Corp.,
P.O. Box 107, San Bemardino,CA92402
API# 191-303-2().{XX)

Trustee: Coosolidated Reconveyance Co., 21031 Ventura
Blvd., Woodland Hills, CA
91364

• Light lndustrial-185 1 s.
Taylor Ave., Ontario, CA
91761
Assessed 1991:
$12S,(XX)
Land Value:
$12S,(XX)
Loan Date:
12/};//89
Loan Amt:
$374,(XX)
DelinJuent Dare:
6/1/92
DelinJuent Amt: $29,029
Owner: Solorio, Jose R., 537
Pinto Mesa Dr., Diamond Bar,
CA91765
Trustee: Cal Western Recmveyance Corp., P.O. Box
9006, La Mesa, CA 91944
AP II 1050-431.{)8..(XX)

• Triplex-13103 Kiowa Rd.,
Apple Valley, CA 92308
Assessed 1991:
$30,(XX)
Land Value:
$30,(XX)
Loan o.e:
l/31,92
Loan Amt:
$87,(XX)
DeliJxpJert O.C:
1/1193
t::lelinqucd Amt:
$4,789
Owner: Banosik, Lillian L.,
P.O. Box 358, Apple Valley,
CArmO?
Trustee: Fidelity Recon, Inc.,
P.O. Box 7095, Nonh Holly·
wood, CA 91609
API# 445-104-m..(XX)

• Retail-14379 Main St.,
Hesperia. CA 92345
Assessed 1991:
$81,713
Land Value:
$81,713
Transfer Value: SllS,!XXJF
Loan Date:
8/16188
Minimmn Bid:
$25,867
Sale Dale:
3/11/93
Owner: Smedley, David P.,
7826 Cottonwood Ave., Hesperia, CA 92345
Trustee: Summit Foreclosure
Service, 16925 Main St, Hesperia, CA 92345
API# 405-215-32-(XX)

Trustee Sales

• Service Station-9142 Citrus Ave., Fortana, CA 92335
Assessed 1991:
$120.000
Land Value:
$120.000
'l'tamfer Value: $23S,!XX)F
Loan Dare:
816191
Minimum Bid: $1,384,636
Sale Daile:
3/11/93
Owner: Amerix on eo.• 1194
E. Holt Blvd., Ontario, CA
91761
Trustee: Coosolidated Reconveyance Co., 21031 Ventura
Blvd., Woodland Hills, CA
91364
API# 233-142-1().(XX)

1/4/93

J)elirxp:nt Date:
~ Amt:

$1,570
Owner: Alcott, Alonzo H.,
P.O. Box 3095, Wrightwood,
CAfJl397
Trustee: Cimarron Service
Corp., 19063 Outer Hwy. 18
11106, Apple Valley, CA

92307
AP 11355-033-54-«X>
• Low

Riso--1721 N. Fairfax

Dr., San Bernardino, CA

92A04
Assessed 1991:
Land Value:

Tnlnsfcr Value:
LolllDale:
Delinlp:nl Date:

$59,303
$59,303
$48.SIXP

1001/86

• Light Industrial-4271 E.
State St., Montclair, CA
91766
Assessed 1991:
$20,979
Land Value:
$20,979

12/1/92
$9,792
Owner: Rubio, Alben S.,

Loan Date:
LoanAmt:

25164 18th St, San Bemardi-

I:le1inJuent Date:
I:le1inJuent Amt:

~Amt:

no,CA92404

Trustee: Gateway Mongage
Company, P.O. Box 789,
Glelldale. CA 91209
AP #147-233-07-(XX)
• Retail-1150 S. SSt, San

Bemanlino. CA
Alsesled 1991:
$346,379
LIDd Value:
$346,379
Trmsfcr Value: $1 ,540,(XX)F
I.-. Dale:
9!29187
1.-.Amt:

$1,1SS,CXXl
Delincp:m Dare: 1'1/30F:1}.
~Amt $102,554
Owner: Trinity Continental
lac., 13248 Carolyn St. Cerri101, CA 90'101
Trutee: Wes Pac: Rec:on-

12/1St92
S9S,(XX)

2/1/93
$2,243

Owner: Hyflex Industries,
Inc., 4271 E. State St.,
Panona. CA 91766
Trustee: Fint Ind T D Services, 17600 Ventura Blvd.,
Ste. 305, Encim, CA 91316
API1012-171-03-000

• Retail-34940 Yucaipa
Blvd., Yucaipa. CA 92399
Assessed 1991:
$36,(XX)
Land Value:
S36UX>
Building Value:
$36,(XX)
Loan Dare:
l/15,91
Minimum Bid:
$311m
Sale Dare:
3111/93
Owner: Lin, Ming Hung,
8730 Valley Blvd., Rosemead,
CA91770
Trustee: Chicago Title Co.,
625 Carnegie Dr., San
Bernardino, CA 92408
AJiiJ 303-243-0)..(XX)
• Light Industrial-1905

• Retail-1045000 Benson
Ave., Mortclair, CA 91763
Assessed 1991:
$91,452
Land Value:
S91,452
Loan Date:
4{}JfJl
Loan Amt.:
$21(),(XX)
De1inquem Date:
1/S/93
DelinquemAmt:
$7,414
Owner: Loyal Order of

Riverview lk, Sin Bemlldim,CA92408
Assessed 1991:

$468,477
$468,477

Land Value:
Lolll Dale:
6{}9189
Minimum Bid: $6,8471135
Sale 0.:
3/S/93
Owner: Riverview IMustrial

Moose, 10462 Benson Ave.,

Buildings, B1731 Orange
Tree Ln., Redlands, CA

,.,_., 1601 Dove St., St.e.

,.,

~CA91763

92374

230, Newpon Beach, CA

Trustee: Ress FiniiJcial Oxp..
1800 N. Broadway, Sle. 100,

Trustee: Lender Service

API136-.522-3().(XX)

SaiU Ana. CA 92706
API1010-581-S6-00>

FnD:iii:O, CA 94104

• Retail--8836 Sierra Ave.,

• Setvic:e Statioo-1194 B.
Holt Blvd., Ontario, CA

Fcdlm. CA 92335
Assessed 1991:
$13,839
Land Value:
$13,839
Loan Illlc:
li/15JIJO
Loan Amt.:
$104.340
Jldinqlm Dill= ti/1S92
J)elincplell« Amt.: $11().635
OWJier: ~ YC1U1 D.,
25416 8Uftlll
r..a
Lladl. CA92354

sa..

Bureau. One Sutter St., SID

APt210-292-28-000

91761
.A.-11991:
Lind~

1..-allllic:
MWmumBid:
Sl1e Dill=

¥tt9S

ow-: .... Bill* Galli
OU Co., P.O. Bo:~ S7S1.
o.1D. CA 91761

• General Offic~582 W.
Valley Blvd., Colton, CA

92324
Assessed 1991:
Land Value:

$49,279
$49,279

Loan Dare:
4/ll/89
LoanAmt:
$70.000
Minimum Bid:
$107,751
Sale Date:
3/18,93
Owner: Smith, Joe E., 707
Rocky Loop, Crestline, CA

92325
Trustee: Riverside Loan Service, 6529 Rivenide Ave.,
1150, RiveBidc, CA 92506
API# 162-132~
• Retail-34940 Yucaipa
Blvd., Yucaipa. CA 92399
Assessed 1991:
$36,000
Land Value:
$36,000
Loan Dare:
1/15,91
Minimum Bid:
$37,00)
Sale Dare:
3/11/93
Owner: Lin, Ming Hung,
8730 Valley Blvd., Rosemead,
CA91770
Trustee: Chicago Title Co.,
625 E. Carnegie Dr., San
Bernardino, CA 920
AP1303-243-{)9.00()
• lndustrial-1905 Riverview
Dr., San Bernardino, CA
92A08
Assessed 1991:
$468,477
Land Value:
$468,477
Loan Date:
6/};9/89
Minimum Bid: $6,847.03S
Sale Daile:
3/S/93
Owner: Riverview Industrial
Buildings, B 1731, Orange
Tree Ln., Redlands, CA

92374
Trustee: Lender Setvice
Bureau. One Sutter St., San
Francisco, CA 94104
AN280-292-~

*BANK REPOS *
• *
*fORECLOSURES
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A B C Medical Office, 14 35 N.
Waterman Ave . . Ste. D. San
Bernardino 92404
A C S Computers, 10459 N. Lynn
Cir, # F, Mira Lorna 9175 2, A.C.
Shay
A !\1 G Construction, 69 Bold
Forbe~ a ., Perris 92571 , Alfred Gossett
A Small P r int Shop, 17160 Citron
CL, Fontana 92335, Willie James
Accent Custom Builders, 41682
Chabis Court, Temecula 92591 , Paul

Russell
Ace Publishing, 10888 Phelan Rd.,
Phelan 92371, Christopher Lovett
Acupuncture Health Center, 10565
Civic Center Dr., Ste 210, Rancho
Cucamonga 91 730, Zhi Zhang
Advanced Care Foot and Ankle,
800 Magnolia Ave., # 118, Corona
917 19, Jeffrey Katz
Advanced Cellular, 16925 Mission
St, Hesperia 92345, Kevin Luce
Aerocolours Graphics, 1925 W.
College Ave , Apt. 164, S an

LISTINGS

Bernardino 92407. Vincent Klimas
All Services Advertising Agency,
4911 Felspar St. , Ste 103, Riverside
92509, Terrance Cox
American Health Assoc., 2286
Crescent Cir., Colton 92324, Manzoor Massey
Approved Mortgage Co., 6670
Alessandro Blvd., Riverside 92506,
O ifford Pohren
Arrow Office Machines, 26197
23rd St. , Highland 92346, Marion
Morris

IF YOU HAVE THE NEED

•• • •

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION!

NEED:

Office space without the overwhelming overhead
but with superior secretarial support, fully equipped
conference rooms, reception and lounge areas,
private mailbox, and access to 125 offices across
the US and Europe.

SOLUTION: SAFARI BUSINESS CENTER

NEED:

Telephone operators and lobby receptionist wit.hout
the headaches of hiring, firing, benefits, vacat1ons,
sick days or payroll.

SOLUTION: SAFARI BUSINESS CENTER

NEED:
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Maintenance free copiers, fax machines, state of
the art telephone system, and wordprocessing
equipment.

SOLUTION: SAFARI BUSINESS CENTER

PLEASE CALL OR STOP BY TODAY SO THAT WE MAY SHOW YOU THE SOLUTION TO
YOUR SERVICE, QUALITY AND VALUE NEEDS.

• Safari Business Center • 35351nland Empire Blvd Ontario, CA. 91764 • (714) 941 0333 •

Astro Page & Cellular, 9773 Sierra
Ave., # A3, Fontana 92335, Sung
Hong
Aztec Graphics, 555 S. Sunrise
Way, # 200 , Palm Springs 92264,
Steven Brummel
B A G Graphics, 14660 Manzano
Rd., Victorville 92392, Bryan Goble
B L B Construction, 1416 E. Ralston Ave , San Bernardino 92404,
William Daugherty
B R Communications, 11275 Meagan Ln , Riverside 92505, Bradford
Roseborouth
Baker Quality Construction,
2247 Wild flower Ave., Hemet
92545 , Randy Baker
Barstow Community Hospital,
555 S. 7th Ave. , Barstow 9231 1,
Hospital of Barstow Inc.
Berne Construction & Services,
11532 Claridge Dr., Rancho Cucamonga 91 730, Eduardo Forte
Big 'A' Construction Co., 21600
Oleander Ave ., Perris 92570 ,
Elisah Allen
Blue Sky Printing & Graphics,
26097 Taos Dr., Sun City 92586,
R. Tom Allen
Bluestar Properties, 14250
Borego Rd ., Victo rville 92392,
Benton Lamson
C C S Construction, 863 E.
Monarch Dr., Corona 9 17 19,
David Crider
C F I Properties, 191 Granite St.,
#A, Corona 91719, Donald Prosser
C R C Mortgage, 29101 Rosewood Ln., Highland 92346, Steven
Chung
Can Do Advertising Ideas, 28661
Marcalope Ln., Menifee 92584,
Can Do Equ1pment Inc.
Celllular R esources, 14552 7th
St., Victorville 92392, Stan Davis
Cellular Resources, 14552 7th St.,
Victorville 92392, Robert WLison
Chauncey E ll is Con stru ction ,
9380 Ponderosa Ave., Hesperia
92345, Chauncey Ellis
Chino Valley Medical Center,
5451 Walnut Ave., Chino 91710,
Chino Community Hospital
Choice Realty Services, 18275
Bear Valley Rd., # A, Hesperia
92345, Ronald Owen
Colonial Real Estate Co, 27802
Hamiltair Dr., Arrowhead 92382,
Richard Garcia
Community Computer Service,
4520 Bird Farm Rd., Chino 91709,
Jose Ulloa
Computer Plus, 10687 Renner
St., Riverside 92505, Nabil ChakPka# See Page 69
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Computer Rehost Co, 476 Somerset
Cir., Corona 91719, Elaine Buebel
Concurrent Engineer ing Systems,
2407 Cherry Pl. , Ontario 91761,
William Ooake
Creighton Con str uction, 24220
Gunther Rd ., Romoland 92585,
James Creighton
Crysta l Graph ics, 231 East St ,
Norco 91760, Donald Wells
D & F Custom Computer s, 4910
Magnolia Ave., Riverside 92506,
David Me Phail
D L Williams Construction, 12791
Cobalt Rd., Victorville 92392, Doyle
Williams
D W Construction, 25710 Rosebay
Ct., Moreno Valley 92553, David
Wilfong
Dae Construction, 12835 Palo Alto
Dr., Victorville 92392, Fred Daeseleer
Dan Suttle Construction , 5430
Camino R eal , Rive rside 92509,
Daniel Suttle
Data Banks C omputer Depot,
11526 Parkcenter Drive, Mira Lorna
91752, Lisa Robinson
Date Palm Medical, 500 N. Broadway St., Ste. 11, Blythe 92225, Date
Palm Inc.
Davison Construction Co, 10933
Evans SL, Lorna Linda 92354, Bradford Davison
Designer Graphics, 2941 Griffin
Cir., Corona 91719, Sharene Mcintyre
Deu tsc h e Properties, 2497 N.
Riverside Ave., Rialto 92376, Harro
Lamprecht
Diversified Computer Information,
25067 Harker Ln., Moreno Valley
92553, Willis Yonk.er
Double Tree Club Hotels, Ontario
429 N. Vineyard Ave., Ontario
91764, Vineyard Investment Inc.
Eagle Real Estate, 13800 Heacock
SL, Ste. C110, Moreno Valley 92553,
Glorya Denton
Eagle-West P roper ties & Investment, 17890 Cumberland Way, Victorville 92396, Ronald Enyeart
Electr o C ell C ommun ica tio n ,
13732 Cherokee Ct., Fontana 92336,
Marie. Cedre
Envir onmental Resources Group,
25060 Hancock, #103/199, Murrieta
92562, Gordon Beng
Environ mental West, 216 N. Kellogg St, Lake Elsinore 92530, Kevin
Me Laughlin
Fenwick Construction & Electr ical, 17008 Hidalgo Dr., Perris 92570,
Harry Fenwick

Foothill Family Chiropractic, 1333
E. Foothlll Blvd., 2 Ste I, Upland
91786, Dr., Frank A., Castiglione D.
Gardner Publications, 1434 Miller
Dr., Colton 92324, Layne Gardner
Gibr alter Const r uction, 920 E.
Cooley Ave., # C, San Bernardino
92408, Randy Terrazas
Golden Proper ties, 11848 White
Mountam Ct. , Alta Lorna 91737 ,
Emmanuel Balneg
Grable Garcia Construction Inc.,
225 N. Main St., Riverside 92501,
Grable Garcia Construetio
Graphics Plus, 4071 Greystone Dr.,
Ontario 91761 , G W Reed Printing
Inc.
Great Oak s Co nstruct ion Co .,
56405 Mitchell Road, Anza 92539,
James Sheridan
Healthmark, 19020 Indian Ave.,
#2K, N. Palm Springs 92258, Desert
Valley Medical Inc.
Hear t Sys tems, The , 38 44 5
Overview Rd., Temecula 92592
Helping Hands Construction, 6411
Pyrite PL, Alta Lorna 91737, Richard
Rossi
Herkins Construction, 1202 Aspen,
Big Bear Lake 92315, Eric Herkins
Hesperia Cellular, 16445 Main St.,
#5, Hesperia 92345, Vernon Clemens
Hesperia Phone Co, 16445 Main
St., #5 , Hesperia 92345 , Vernon
Oemens
Hi Desert Urgent Care, 16061 Bear
Valley Rd., Ste 7, Hesperia 92345,
Mowbray P. Hagan M.D.
Homelife Professional Real Estate,
29607 Nuevo Rd., Nuevo 92567,
Michele Rymel
Jean Publications, 32295-8 Mission
Trail , #352, Lake Elsinore 92530,
Fannie Rodriguez
Inland Communications, 1149 5th
St., Calimesa 92320, Daniel Harshman
Inland Property Improvements,
3763 Arlington Ave., Stc. 204, Riverside 92506, Gordon Bjorldund
Investors Realty Network, 15000
7th SL, Ste 103B, Victorville 92392,
Gerardo Rojero
J M Landsca p e Construction,
23285 Bay Ave., Moreno Valley
92553, John Mullaney
K A P Adver tising & Design, 710
N. Mountain Ave., Ontario 91 762,
Barbara Mathis
Kajan Proper ties, 23262 Lena St.,
Moreno Valley 92553, Kathleen Wallace
Kalani Construction, 4111 8 Cardinal Flower Dr., Murrieta 92562,
James Helbling

La Coasta Designs, 12475 Central
Ave.,# 574 , Chino 91710, Robert
Butler
Lakeview Realty, 12170 Spring Valley Pkwy. #111, Victorville 92392,
Joseph Wiggins
Lamprecht Construction, 2497 N
Rivers1de Ave., Rialto 92376, H.
Lamprecht
Linda Valley Medical Clinic, 1481
S. Waterman Ave., #108 , San
Bernardino 92408, Lucien Alexandre
M.D.
Linear Technology Computer Systems, 4435 Airport Dr., #106,
Ontario 91761, Renee Hoover
L orna Linda Fa cu lty M edi ca l
Gr oup Inc., 27990 Sherman Rd.,
Sun City 92585, Lorna Linda Faculty
Medical
Lone Star Construction, 348 Blue
Ridge Ln., San Jacinto 92583, Bruce
Palmer
M & M Printing, 20511 Armando
Dr., Nuevo 92567, Marie. Crespo
M C B Advertising, 6308 Barsac
Pl., Alta Lorna 91737, Myra Bastian
M C S Construction Co., 706 Balsam Ln., Corona 91720, Sidney
Reese
Manos Construction, 15691 Wendell Parle Dr., Perris 92570, Thomas
Manos
Manzanita Communications Management, 1666 Echo D r., San
Bernardino 92404, Kimball Hoff
Maranatha Real Estate, 31130 S.
General Kearney Rd., Temecula
92591, Darlene Hess
Mira Lorna Construction Cleanup
Co., 16841 Colusa Road, Apple Valley 92307, Jose Dias
Moreno Valley Medical Assoc.,
127 12 Heacock St. , Ste. 2, Moreno

Valley 92553, Ideal Mulu-Spec1alty
Med .
Mustang Construction, 22605 Martm St., Perris 92570, Steven Hogencamp
New Adel an to Rea lty G r oup ,
11475 Banlett Ave., Adelanto 92301,
Charles Murray
Northwest Computers, 53355 Tollgate Road, Idyllwild 92549, Kenneth
Cripe
Oaks Bed & Breakfast, The, 229 E.
Big Bear Blvd , Big Bear City 92314,
Scou Little
O mn icomp G ra p hic Ser vices,
23725 Schooner Dr., Canyon Lake
92587, Richard Castro
P K C Typ e & Graphics, 42200
State SL , Ste. B, Palm Desert 92260,
Paula Cheley
P N B Computers, 2400 Ridgeview
Dr., Apt 804, Chmo 91709, Amit
Dhingra
Pacific Tecnhologies, 2161 E. Avion
Ave., Ontario 91761, Douglas Jacobson
Page First Communica tion , #3
22500 Towngate Cir., #1150, Moreno
Valley 92553, Staceey Estrada
Parago n Construction , 22164
Ottawa Rd., Apple Valley 92308,
Robert Long
Payless Printing, 3136 Nutmeg Dr.,
Corona 91720, Rahul Patel
Prison Reali ty, 7704 Longs Peak
Dr., Riverside 92509, Edward Apodaca
Prudential California Realty, The,
17241 Van Buren Blvd., Riverside
92504, Karen Boka
R B Construction, 14016 Santa Ana
Ave., Fontana 92335, Romulo Bog-
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R L Phillips Construction, 451 Lisbon St., Perris 92571, Ronald
Phillips
Rah Compute rs, 5913 Lake Drive,
Angelus Oaks 92305, Ronald Hossler
Rancho Constructors, 8980 Jurupa
Rd., Riverside 92509, Patrick ~edlin
Rancho Cucamonga Dental Care,
10470 Foothill Blvd., #126, Rancho
Cucamonga 91730, Albert Lee
Rancho Graphics, 28410 Fount St.,
# 1128 Temecula, 92593, Geudiel

AlaUiste
RealtJ World West End, 9880 Central Ave., Montclair 91763, West
Realty Services Inc.
Redla nds Colon Health Care, 125
Vine St., Redlands 92373, Connie
Price
Redla nds Sleep Disor ders Clinic,
10 Panorama Dr., Redlands 92374,
Alex A. Oerk, ~.D.
R eform Comp uter Ware house,
7203 Arlington Ave., Ste D, Riverside 92503, Eugene Denton

Re naissance Construction, 7709
Whitney Dr., Riverside 92509,
Michael Stanton
Rober t Coopers Computer Services, 8947 Ltmonite Ave., Riverside
92509, Robert Cooper
S. Kent Advertising & Design,
17888 Wisteria St., Hesperia 92345,
Sharon Kent
Scientific Technical Solutions, 555
S Sunrise Way, Apt 105, Palm
Springs, 92264
State Environmental Management

Inc., 6241 Conifer St., Wrightwood
92397, SLate Environmemal Manag
Strange Publications, 818 W. 6th
St., Corona 91720, William Fockelmann
Sundunes Villas, 40-205 Washington Ave., Palm Desert 92260, Sundunes Villas Timeshare Owners
Sunshine Advertising, 11301 Air
Base Rd., #19, Adelanto 92301, Jerry
Kirkpatrick
T N T Co nstruction, 1125 Vista
Lomas Ln., Corona 91720, Gary

S o you're plannmg .tn eYent and you
\\ant the right place to do it. The
\,tt1onal Orange '>hm\ 1s ready to help.
EqLupped with a profe~s1onal staff. the
\.ttional Orange '>ho\\ offers the right

---------------------------------------------------------------------------,Tom~mo

When Getting From A To B Isn't Enough!
Avant Garde is a Full Service Transportation Company. We
can satisfy all of your corporate and personal needs and
make them memorable. We take pride in servicing our
clients on a regular basis and catering to every detail. Call
us and find out what we can do for you .

• Corporate Accounts
• Airport Transportation
•Concert Specials
• Tickets
•Group Rates
10 FWY
Hol t
ONTARIO

~M...::
's.::..
s•_on_-t----- AIRPORT
QJ

~::::~

e

~--~-~--8-0-F-W~Y~

,(/~S~~

Avant Garde is conveniently
located near the Ontario Airport

1332 - B South Grove
Ontario, CA 91761
SERVICE

Tarascon Publishing, 2225 Wild
Canyon Dr., Colton 92324, Tar~
con Inc.
1im Morton Construction, 16815
Mediterranean Dr., Moreno Valley
92553, Timothy Monon
Top of The Line Healthcare,
27475 Yncz Rd., Ste 407, Temecula 92591, Gregory Anderson
Tornaod Software, 4010 \1ount
Tobin Ct., Norco 91760, John
Senko
Tovar Construction, 1015 Clark
St., Rtverside 92501, Joseph Tovar
Track Publishing, 12080 Pigeon
P~s Rd., Apt C224, Moreno Valley
92557, Anthony Garla
Tress Lakeridge R ealty, 29173
Lake Brook Spur, Cedar Glen
92352, Joseph Lcwts
Uni ver sal Cell ular Unlimited,
336 W. 5th St., Perris 92570, Timothy Dannov
Unlimited Construction, 10200
Midway, Lucerne Valley 92356,
Nichol~ Robb
Valle Properties, 710 Rimpau
Ave., Ste 101, Corona 91719,
William Cardie
Vanguard P ro p er ty M ai nt enance, 33731 Sellers Rd., Lake
Elsinore 92532, Robert Delgadillo
Walnut Properties, 1308 N.
Mountain Ave., #7, Upland 91786,
Laura Nelson
Waterman Dental Group, 1897
N. Waterman Ave., San Bernardino
92404, Kamlesh Shah
Western School Publications, 222
N. Mountain Ave., #11 1, Upland
91786, James Aanagan
Wilhelm Construction, 940 Myrtle Ave., Big Bear City 92314, Jean
Wilhelm
Windmill Realty, The, 10300 4th
St., #200, Rancho Cucamonga
91730, Holland Doug!~ Financial
You Name It Printing & Design,
2995 Orebon St., Rialto 92376,
Dana Blackwell

boss \\.tots you to figure out somethmg
that would include your afflh.ttes 1n \e\\
York Cny \e\\ York City'!!! Rela\. The
ne\\ ly opened ~ports Center at the
\auonal Orange \ho\\ 1s equ1pped with
satellite COllllllUnl·
cations for teleconferencing that
can ,tccommodate
up to 1,000 people
in its plush \ 1deo
teletheater. so \ ou
can ha\e )OUr
corporate meeung
and no ulcers.

~hO\\

offers a \ariel) of facilities JUSt
right for your organizations. Plus, our
catering staff ''ill create a banquet that
\\·ill ma\imize your e\·ent and m1n1mize
your out-of-pocket.
\\ hateYer your situation. the \auonal

touch for your next business meeting.
fund r~llser, trade shO\\. com ention,
e\po or ,In) kind of special event
imaginable.
lmagine ) our business meeting ... you \e
been \\ orried about it for \\ eeks. The

lm,tgine your next fund raising C\ ent.
1ou need a place in a com en1ent
loc,ll1on. \Yith a room that's not so .~mall
that the people knock elbo\Ys, nor so b1g
that they look like they're sJttmg in the
Grand Canyon. The 1\,ltJOnal Orange

FAX

Orange

. ., h

0 \\

has jUst
what you
need .
because
we knO\\
that your company can't suf\ 1\·e with jUst
fun and games. To us. your success 1s
serious business. •

